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ABSTRACT  
 
The use of solid-state power for microwave heating, first proposed in the late 
1960’s and early 1970’s, is now an area of growing interest and research for a number of 
stakekholders; semiconductor device manufacturers, domestic and commercial 
microwave oven manufacturers, large-scale heating industry and consumers. 
 
The traditional way of generating power for these applications has been through 
the use of a high power magnetron source, the power is then coupled into the cavity via a 
waveguide. Although cost effective, the magnetron source is limited in that it has a 
relatively small bandwidth (20MHz) which means that only a small number of modes are 
excited. The different ingredients in a meal often have different dielctric properties and  
require multi-mode excitations over the entire (2.4-2.5GHz) band to distribute heat evenly 
and prevent uneven heating of the load. Its other limitations include no direct means of 
quantifying forward and reflected powers, the transit time becoming an appreciable 
portion of the signal cycle which decreases efficiency has been well documented. The 
recent advances and developments in semiconductor device technology (LDMOS, 
HVLDMOS and GaN-on-Si) has alleviated some of the earlier obstacles relating to low-
power and poor-efficiency. However, concerns remain about cost, device reliability and 
output power levels. For example the relatively recent, sufficiently high power levels from 
a single transistor (300W, CW), and the use of new power combining techniques are 
factors that are increasing the viability of solid-state power in microwave heating.  
 
 This thesis focuses on a proposed application that involves the use of RF generated 
power from a solid-state amplifier, at the heart of the SSPA is the “power transistor”, 
which generates power to heat the loads (e.g. food) in resonant cavities. From an energy 
consumption perspective, the solid-state source is a key element that must be designed to 
satisfy stringent efficiency requirements. Device and circuit related efficiencies are 
required to maintain an efficient transfer of power into the cavity under variable loading 
conditions which poses an even greater challenge. The delivery of power into a cavity  
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under variable loading conditions usually leads to impedance mismatch, highly reflective 
states and associated heating inefficiency.  
 
Addressing this set of unique challenges has led to continuous research to improve 
the efficiency and reliability of power transistors. For example, new power transistor 
technologies (GaN, SiC) offer increased performance compared to traditional silicon 
components. These transistors can operate at higher power levels, frequencies and 
temperatures with an improved energy efficiency with respect to that guaranteed by 
previous generation. From a solid-state heating perspective most of this research has 
focused on high power and high efficiency PA architectures and device reliability, there 
is little literature addressing the importance of a coupling structures and the potential 
performance enhancements they may offer in solid-state implementations. The coupling 
structure plays an important role in transferring available SSPA power into the cavity to 
heat the load. 
 
The novel work presented in this thesis includes capturing cavity impedance 
behaviour of different cavity geometries under variable loading conditions and introduces 
a coupling architecture through which these changes are identified and optimally matched 
to maintain system and heating efficiency. Following extensive research into means of 
transferring SSPA power into the cavity efficiently, maintaining device reliability and 
realizing the goal of homogeneous heating, the study has led to the development of a novel 
coupling structure. This structure ensures an optimised match under variable loading 
conditions by incorporating harmonic tuning elements for improved efficiency. The novel 
research introduced in this work shows how device reliability and efficiency can be 
improved along with improving heating uniformity.  
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1 Wideband Coupling Structure - The invention relates to architecture(s) that 
 are capable of coupling RF generated power  into the cavity under variable 
 loading conditions over a wide bandwidth – without any physical or 
 electromechanical re- alignment. 
 
2 Intelligent Frequency Hopping with a wideband coupling Structure - ensures that 
the source is always operating into an optimally matched load. This increases 
cavity efficiency of greater than 99 percent. It enables multi-channel (port) 
applications by continuing to ensure that each of the sources is optimally matched 
to an impedance point (null) in its allocated bandwidth determined through the use 
of the wideband coupling structure. This ensures multi-mode excitation without 
experiencing interference (or reflected power) from the neighbouring source.  
 
3 Harmonic Tuning with a Wideband Coupling Structure - Single or  multichannel 
(Port) operation with a return loss of -10dB or better at the  fundamental 
frequency (2.4-2.5GHz) and a short at the second harmonic frequencies (4.8-
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optimises system efficiency by up to 5 percent and  enhances device reliability 
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION  
   
1.1 Microwave Heating 
Traditional magnetron based microwave heating systems (operating over the 2.4-
2.5GHz for domestic and 896MHz (UK), 915MHz (USA, China) for industrial 
applications) are limited by inflexible, load-dependent heating transfer rates and “hot–
cold” effects. The ITU (1947) designated these bands specifically for microwave heating 
due to the relatively low power required to heat the food and the fact that this power could 
easily be contained within the cavity. These non-uniform volumetric temperature effects 
are attributed to uneven distribution of dielectric and thermal properties of the load, 
microwave standing waves and finite penetration depth. The resulting formation of cold 
spots is then associated with changes in food texture, sensory and nutritional quality. A 
modern day healthy and environmentally conscious consumer wants control over power, 
efficient cooking cycles, nutrient retention, wireless connectivity and reduced energy 
consumption [1]. This is difficult to achieve with a magnetron-based microwave oven, 
which lacks control and responsiveness to uneven and unpredictable field distributions, 
resulting from variable loading conditions. These variations require an operating system 
where changes in the load impedance can be detected and optimally matched. 
 
Such hot and cold effects are a significant contributor to energy loss. Higher than 
optimal temperature and longer time combinations are used to eliminate cold spots to 
ensure food safety. The presence of these non-uniformities is associated with inefficient 
energy distribution (per unit volume of the load). Microwave heating applications over 
the decades have been powered by vacuum electronic devices such as magnetrons, 
klystrons and gyrotrons. Of these, magnetrons are the cheapest and most efficient which 
has led to their dominance over other generators [6]. Magnetrons typically have a 
maximum power generation efficiency1 of 70% (at 2450MHz), and 88% (at 915MHz) [2]  
                                                        
1 The power generation efficiency (ɳ) is expressed as the product of electronic efficiency, ɳe and the 
circuit efficiency ɳc  where ɳe  = 
𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑜 𝑟𝑓 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑖𝑛 𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘
𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟
; 
and ɳc  =  
𝑟𝑓 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑜 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑
𝑟𝑓 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑
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whilst the absorption efficiency is determined by the degree of impedance match between 
the magnetron source and the load being heated. The load impedance varies over time 
with changes in (food) temperature and also in space due to inhomogeneity in load 
(thermal & dielectric properties), non-uniform spatial temperatures and volumes of food 
being heated. These variations in impedance result in mismatches which lead to reflected 
power and reduced absorption. This in turn causes  microwave oven efficiencies2  to drop 
to around 25-55% [8]. To ensure acceptable heating uniformity, more energy needs to be 
delivered to the “cold spots” (for example, to reach food safety temperatures), 
consequently more energy will also be delivered at “hot spots”, degrading food quality 
(over-cooking) and degrading energy efficiency.This phenomena is also undesirable in 
other industrial applications, such as in composite curing of mechanical parts where it can 
lead to weaknesses in the structure.  
 
Moreover, microwave efficiency2 is at its highest at the beginning of a heating 
cycle, where the load water content tends to be maximum, and the load is able to absorb 
most of the available power beyond which reflections dominate (unmatched condition), 
leading to reduced energy performance [4]. With increasing temperatures, there is a drop 
in water content whereby less and less of the incident power is absorbed and more is 
reflected (unmatched condition), leading to increased energy losses. In order to maintain 
high levels of efficiency, some degree of control of either source or load or the matching 
mechanism between them is needed. Generally, this is not possible with inflexible 
magnetron generators, which lack the required control and feedback mechanisms. 
 
The energy performance of microwave heating systems is typically quantified 
either in terms of the specific energy consumption or the energy efficiency. The overall  
                                                        
2 The efficiency of a microwave oven is determined by calculating the amount of electrical 
energy used by the microwave to heat the water. The electrical energy used =P= 
𝐸
𝑡
 ; where P =power 
rating of the microwave oven (Watts), E=electrical energy used by the microwave oven(joules), t = 
time the microwave oven is ON. The amount of energy converted to heat energy is calculated using  Q 
= mcwater(Tfinal – Tinitial) where Q = heat transferred to water, m=mass of water(kg), cwater=specific heat 
of water (4186J kg-1C-1) Microwave Oven efficiency(%) = 
𝐸−𝑄
𝐸
.
100
1
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energy efficiency(η) is defined as the product of microwave generation efficiency(ɳgen) and  
the microwave absorption efficiency(ɳabs) (eqn’s 1.1-1.3) [5]. It is important to calculate 
the efficiency values with real time measurements as the magnetron output power drops 
over time, a 33% drop has been reported after 5–10 years of operation [6]. Further, during 
a continuous 30 minute operation, the microwave oven transient output drops by 15% [7] 
as operating into mismatched loads leads to high reflected power states and heating of  the 
magneton source. A combination of these factors contribute to lower microwave oven 
efficiencies [8]. The reasons for this drop in power and magnetron fail mechanisms are 
listed and discussed in various literatures [36-37]. 
 
η =  ηgen. ηabs        (1.1) 
ηgen =  
Pout
Pin
         (1.2) 
ηabs =  
Pheat
Pout
         (1.3) 
Where: 
Pout =  Output power (generated power) 
Pin =  Electrical Input Power 
Pheat =  Thermal Power (power used to heat the load) 
ηgen =  Source Efficiency  
ηabs = is dependent on the impedance match (Source to load) and load dielectric 
properties. 
 
The efficiency calculation of domestic microwave ovens can be ambiguous as it 
typically involves heating 1000g ±5g of water, inside a cylindrical borosilicate glass 
container (external diameter 190mm, height 90mm), from 10°C ±1°C to 20°C ±2° [9]. 
The required output power to heat the load is then calculated using eqn.1.4. Whereas 
typical usage involves heating much smaller volumes of water; different foods and 
container types, all of which are likely to have a detrimental effect on the efficiency. 
Besides providing optimally matched loading conditions (maximum power to heat the 
load), the choice of operating conditions is based on minimising heat loss and container  
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heat capacity. An output power (Pout) approximation is used as an acceptable means by 
which the thermal energy delivery to the load is calculated and the electrical input power 
(Pin) compared to determine the absorption efficiency (1.3). 
 
Pout(W) =  
(4.18.Water(g)).(TF−TI)+(0.55.Container(g)).(TF−TA)
Measured time(s)
     (1.4) 
 
 Where; 
 TF = Final Temperature 
 TI = Initial Temperature 
 TA = Ambient Temperature 
 Water(g) = Mass of water in grams 
 Container(g) = Mass of Container in grams 
4.18 = Specific heat of water (1 calorie/gram °C = 4.186 joule/gram °C) 
0.55 = Specific heat capacity of container 
 
The HEECS (2001) proposed a new standard [10], to better reflect true usage, that 
included different volumes of water, (1000 ±1g, 350g ±1 g, and 275g ±1g) as a test load 
in different shaped containers; [2000ml (diameterø, 190±1mm, height 90±1mm, 900ml 
(diameter-Ø, 140mm±1mm, height 76±mm) and 600ml (Ø, 120mm±1mm, height 
90±1mm)] to approximate true usage conditions. This was later adopted as a IEC standard 
(IEC60705, 2010). This standard was formulated by heating each of the loads from 
10°C±0.5°C to between 60-65°C and then to between 55-60°C. The use of this technique 
gives a more accurate approximation of microwave oven energy efficiency, it is however 
far from perfect for applications where the load is continioulsy changing. 
 
1.2 Research Motivation 
 
Overcoming the limitations of magnetron based systems [11-13] requires an 
innovative technology. Both appliance manufacturers and consumers would like ovens 
that provide controlled and efficient volumetric heating processes and methodologies for  
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delivering optimally cooked food that retains high nutritional and sensory quality. This 
requirement is equally important in other emerging areas that are at the cusp of using 
solid-state technology. Therefore the main focus of this research is to study techniques 
and methodologies that help improve heating uniformity, cavity and heating efficiencies, 
whilst preserving device and system reliability at a reduced cost. Factors hampering the 
implementation of solid-state technology are identified and means of overcoming these 
obstacles are proposed.  
 
In the work described in this thesis, the identification and capture of well-matched 
impedance nulls corresponding to mode excitations over a wide (100 MHz) bandwidth 
has been identified as one way of improving heating patterns and control. Conveniently, 
solid-state power amplifiers can be designed to operate over the 2.4-2.5GHz frequency 
band with output power and efficiencies remaining reasonably flat across the band 
(±0.5dB variation in power and ±2 percent variation in efficiency). In order to capatilise 
on the extended bandwidth of SSPA’s and improve heating uniformity a novel means of 
coupling power into the cavity is presented.  
 
An increased use of modern electrical appliances, the scarcity of energy resources 
and the need to reduce carbon emissions has led regulatory authorities to place stringent 
efficiency requirements on household appliances[4-5]. It has been reported [14] that 92% 
of UK households use microwave ovens for heating food whilst the market penetration 
rate is of the order of 101% due to some households having multiple microwave ovens 
[12]. It is further reported that over 70 million microwave ovens are sold annually 
(worldwide) whilst the global number of microwave ovens in operation is of the order of 
1 billion [15].  
 
European domestic microwave ovens alone consume about 12.4 TWh of energy 
per year, with a rather poor conversion efficiency (electricity-to-heat) of 50% or less [16] 
which is unacceptable by today’s standards. This in itself is a significant motivation for 
enhancing efficiency, and with relatively small improvements will translate into  
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significant reductions in domestic carbon footprint. The development, implementation 
and commercialization of solid-state microwave ovens is the subject of on-going research, 
with companies like Gogi, Whirlpool and Miele leading the way.  
 
A life cycle analysis [17] concluded that the energy consumption of microwave 
ovens during the use-phase has the highest environmental impact, and outweighs cost of 
raw material extraction, production, distribution and recycling. Besides the domestic 
microwave oven applications, the use of microwave energy in other applications is also 
on the rise, this includes heating/drying (sterilization/pasteurization) in the food industry 
to control pathogenic and spoilage micro-organisms, industrial heating applications such 
as sintering of ceramic/metal powders and melting of glass/rubber; medical applications 
(hyperthermia treatments, diagnostic imaging, cancer treatments); material 
characterisation (graphene, fibres, gases etc..); image scanning systems to detect images 
of buried objects and rock crushing; tar road comminuting in the civil engineering 
applications.   
 
Solid-state microwave heating is a promising technology for many of the above 
applications and the use of solid state power generators as an alternative to the magnetron 
has been considered for some time. Its widespread use however, is limited by discrete 
device power capability, cost and reliability. Due to the limited power capability of earlier 
solid-state microwave transistors (typically tens of watts) power combining to reach 1kW 
power levels was generally not feasible due to the large number of transistors required. 
Added cost, complexity and combining losses made such systems unattractive and 
inefficient. Whilst power limitations have been overcome to some extent with recent 
advances in semi-conductor device technology (it is now possible to attain power levels 
of up to 500 Watts (CW) from a single power transistor operating in the ISM band – 
Ampleon BLC2425M10LS500P), questions still remain over cost and reliability. This 
level of available power from a single device makes the use of solid-state technology more 
feasible and worthy of further exploration.  
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The cost of solid-state technology is significantly high compared to the 
magnetrons generators. A study of earlier magnetron based systems [18] show that a 
growth in volume drove the cost down, whilst further refinement and ease of manufacture 
over the years has ensured the costs remain low. Whilst concerns relating to device 
reliability are well founded and need addressing, the solid-state technology offers 
significant benefits over the magnetron, including power scalability, reduced energy 
consumption (carbon footprint) to lessen impact on the environment and  low voltage 
operation which helps create portability. 
 
Besides the limited power capability and acquisition costs, energy-inefficiency 
issues have also hindered the adoption of solid-state technology in microwave heating in 
the past. As of March 2019, the maximum power output (Pout) of the cheapest solid-state 
devices (Laterally Diffused Metal Oxide Silicon LDMOS technology) was about 300W 
in a single ended package and 500W in a push-pull package, with typical drain efficiencies 
of 69% at 2450MHz. The power capability of a single RF transistor is limited in 
comparison to the magnetron which means that a four transistor SSPA combination will 
be required to generate comparable (1kW) power levels. Whilst the drain efficiency of a 
SSPA is approaching that of a magnetron, the power added efficiency of a two stage PA 
line is expected to be around 55-60 percent.. 
 
In recent years the output power capability and device efficiencies have increased 
tremendously. Table 1 shows a representative summary of currently available solid-state 
power transistors, with achievable power output and drain efficiencies, capable of 
operating within the frequency ranges relevant for microwave heating. As shown in Table 
1, power levels of up to 750W (896/915MHz), and 500W (2450MHz) are available in 
push-pull (dual lead) packages with drain efficiencies of 69%. This performance is 
comparable to typical magnetrons efficiency (70%) at 2450MHz, and approaching the 
88% attainable with magnetrons at 896/915MHz. 
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Further benefits of solid-state heating systems include feedback capability on the 
dynamic states of the load, with precise and immediate control over power delivery 
(relative phase for multi-feed systems, frequency and amplitude) to improve the heating 
profile of the load [19-24]. Control can be further enhanced at a system level through the 
intelligent combination of multiple, phase coherent generators, which can potentially, 
significantly improve the heating uniformity. Control over the frequency and magnitude 
of the signal, in combination with multiple feeds can for example excite multiple cavity 
modes and their associated field distributions in the ISM frequency range. This opens up 
the possibility of resolving the non-uniform heating issues associated with traditional 
magnetron based systems and making the process energy efficient [25]. Moreover, the use 
of optimisation algorithms to adapt excitation frequency can help minimise reflected 
energy, and increase absorption efficiencies, close to 100% [26].  
 
Table 1 – Currently Available Solid-State Generators 
 
A solid-state microwave heating system (Fig.1.1) consists of a small-signal 
generator and a solid state power amplifier (magnetron replacement), mounted on a 
suitable heat sink, and includes a power supply unit. The small-signal generator is 
essentially an oscillator that generates a low-power microwave signal, which is used as 
the input to the power amplifier. When supplied with DC power, the SSPA converts the 
low power signal to a higher power microwave signal at the same frequency, which is 
then coupled into the resonant cavity to heat the load. Through careful design of both 
device technology and supporting circuits, solid-state power generation efficiencies have 
risen steadily over the past decade and while still currently lower than that of the 
magnetron, a break-even point is expected in 2024 [27].  
Part No Manu Process Freq. Pout Gain 
Drain 
Efficiency 
BLC2425M10LS500P Ampleon LDMOS-32V 2.4-2.5GHz 500W – push-pull 15.0 67.0 
BLC2425M10LS250 Ampleon LDMOS-32V 2.4-2.5GHz 250W – single ended  15.2 68.8 
BLF0910H9LS750P Ampleon LDMOS-50V 0.9-0.928GHz 750W – push-pull  21. 69.0 
BLF0910HLS600 Ampleon LDMOS-50V 0.915GHz 600W – single ended  19.8 68.5 
MHT1003GN NXP LDMOS-32V 2.4-2.5GHz 300W – Single Ended 15.2 57.9 
MHT1002GN NXP LDMOS-50V 0.915GHz 350W – Single Ended 20.7 66.9 
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Based on the current rate of efficiency improvement (3% every 2–3 years) [28], 
this rise in energy efficiency at the required power level is expected to continue to improve 
over the coming years until it surpasses magnetron-efficiency. Having said this, existing 
inefficiencies of SSPA’s can be countered by targetting significantly higher absorption 
efficiencies possible with solid-state technology. The cheapest solid-state technology 
(LDMOS) is currently of the order of, $0.25/W, whilst magnetrons costs are around 
$0.01/W to $0.1/W [29]. Even in the face of a significant cost differential, industry and 
research groups are actively persuing solid-state heating [30-35], as it is believed that if 
accepted as a viable technology, the increased volumes and economies of scale would 
substantially reduce the cost of solid-state power generation, allowing the microwave 
power transistor  to compete with the magnetron. 
 
 
 
Fig.1.1 Simple Solid-State Power Microwave Heating System 
 
 The relatively high cost of RF power transistors is partly due to the expensive, 
low-loss, high reliability, air cavity ceramic packages that are typically used. Plastic over-
moulded alternatives have been under development for some time with a good degree of 
success, especially at the lower power levels. Work on higher power solid-state plastic 
packages continues [38] and it is anticipated that the availability of these alternatives will 
enable semiconductor device manufacturers in the future to offer lower cost devices for 
volume solid-state power amplifier development.  
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 In traditional magnetron based systems, power is delivered to the resonant cavity 
via an open ended rectangular waveguide. The magnetron interfaces with the waveguide 
feed structure via a ‘launcher’ which couples the energy produced by the magnetron into 
the cavity E- field exciting the dominant TE10 mode at the boundary edge of the cavity. 
This simple approach has been used successfully in domestic microwave heating 
applications where a magnetron-based source generating typically 1kW of power is 
deemed sufficient. However, the inability to capture and adapt to load variations, results 
in high levels of reflected powers in unmatched regions, which, although easily tolerated 
by the magnetron, can be catastrophic for solid-state transistors. As a result, the 
degradation and possible catastrophic destruction of solid state sources in microwave 
heating applications has been long recognised.  
 
K. K. Chang, 1972 [39] cited the use of a micro-strip circulator and high power 
resistive load as a solution. A circulator is a directional element that protects a power 
transistor from the voltage and current maxima associated with reflected states by 
directing the energy to a resistive load where it can be absorbed and dissipated as heat. 
This heat must then be safely removed to preserve system reliability which in turn 
decreases system efficiency. Isolators and associated dissipative loads also tend to be 
relatively expensive.  
 
 Another aspect of the research presented in this thesis centers on developing a 
broadband coupling structure capable of delivering power into both cylindrical and 
rectangular cavities at the SSPA operating frequencies. This needs to be achieved without 
physical or mechanical re-alignment of the coupling structure, and under variable loading 
conditions. The study is expanded to consider approaches that can improve oven 
efficiency as well as reducing overall system development costs without comprising 
device reliability. The idea of ‘isolator-less’ power amplifier operation is considered as a  
major driving factor in reducing the overall system cost.  
 
Practical microwave heating systems, to be efficient, must accommodate  
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impedance variations that arise within the heating cavity. The experimental work during 
the course of this study considers this by characterising the natural impedance 
environment of both cylindrical and rectangular cavaties, using volumes of water at 
different temperatures and at different locations within the cavity. For solid-state heating 
systems, access to matched points (regions of low reflection) over a bandwidth much 
wider than that which is achievable in magnetron based systems, raises the possibility of 
exciting multiple modes within a cavity, and thus improving heating uniformity together 
with system efficiency. With magnetron generators, owing to their limited bandwidth, this 
has not been possible. 
 
In conclusion, commercially available, ‘intelligent’, solid-state heating systems 
with the means of identifying optimally matched conditions, and with the required control 
to excitations at the required operating frequencies, which are available at a low cost are 
most likely to appeal to the manufacturers and consumers.   
 
1.3 Thesis Outline 
 
Chapter 1 – Gives a brief overview of microwave heating systems by discussing the 
limitations of existing system architectures. Due to the limitations of these existing 
systems, an alternative form of heating (solid-state) is introduced. Research motivation 
considers factors hindering practical implementation of solid-state technology under 
variable loading conditions, that leads to high reflective states which compromise device 
reliability and system-heating efficiency. Whilst a circulator and a high power load are 
readily used in communication systems to protect the device against load mismatch 
conditions, their use in solid-state mass-market heating systems is not advocated due to 
cost and associated power losses which leads to heating inefficiency.  
 
Chapter 2 – A brief introduction to electromagnetic wave theory along with the 
fundamentals of microwave heating and waveguide structures is presented. The 
knowledge of these basic concepts forms an important part in bringing different  
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technological concepts together for this research. The wave equation and the concept of 
wave propagation in enclosed metal structures is introduced. The wave equation is derived 
from Maxwell’s equations and the homogeneous form of these equations with their 
definition is listed. Lambert’s law is also included as it is used to approximate microwave 
power dissipation in dielectric materials. The concept of E & H field is introduced through 
the use of a parallel plate capacitor and a solenoid which leads to wave propagation 
through waveguides. The means of mode identification and excitation of modes in 
rectangular waveguides is also discussed.  
 
This leads to the introduction of rectangular cavity structure which in essence is a 
rectangular waveguides with its ends closed. It is a multi-mode device used extensively 
in microwave cooking applications where the incoming waves reflect off boundary walls 
creating standing waves. Similarly cylindrical cavities are a form of short-circuited 
circular waveguides, which resonate energy in either TM or TE modes at the frequency 
of resonance. TE modes have no electric field in the direction of propogation and the TM 
mode has no magnetic field in the direction of propagation.  
 
The energy is coupled into the waveguide through different means from where it 
is transferred into the cavity to heat the load. The coupling devices used are a means of 
transferring energy from the source to the resonator. Those considered suitable for 
microwave heating applications are discussed in this chapter. 
 
Chapter 3 – A brief introduction to the fundamentals of microwave heating along with 
an historical overview of magnetron based microwave heating systems is presented. The 
need to control the heating source and the importance of a “coupling circuit” in practical 
implementations was recognised in these earlier systems. The ISM bands were specified 
and limits placed on out of band radiation leakage. The earlier struggles and success of 
the technology are listed together with the benefits (i.e. high power generator) and 
limitations (i.e. lack of control and non-uniform heating) of the magnetron source. 
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A historical overview of solid state heating is also presented. There are significant 
performance benefits of solid-state technology over the magnetron based systems as well 
as challenges relating to successful implementation and reliability. Solid-state 
architectures (through power, phase and frequency control) enable microwave heating 
appliances to have complex heating combinations and resolution control which helps 
improve cooking consistency whilst reducing cooking time. A potential use of multiple 
channels (antenna feeds) can help create a steady input of microwave energy into the 
cavity, which allow creation of various cooking profiles by directing energy into defined 
areas through phase shifting (steering of energy). This offers a more convenient way of 
combining power as well as a potential means of further control through relative phase 
adjustments, an area that needs further investigation. 
 
 The means of linear energy delivery into the cavity through power control 
(through PWM) are explored and realisation of an intelligent heating apparatus through 
forward and reverse power measurements is discussed. A measure of return-loss profile 
shows optimally matched energy absorption regions (across the frequency band). The 
feedback loop can be used to ensure energy is directed at the right frequencies and couples 
efficiently into the load. 
 
 Other potential advantages of solid-state technology (such as an accurate and 
stable frequency source with precise amplitude and phase control and digital signal 
processing which can help spread energy across the operating bandwidth) are highlighted. 
The availability of multi-output and phase locking synthesisers facilitates multi-source 
operation, with each emitting energy at the same frequency to achieve higher power levels 
within the cavity. Uneven heating (hot and cold spots) can be minimised by changing the 
relative phase (from one source to another) to alter the energy distribution such that it is 
continuously changing. 
 
Solid-state sources like to operate into a matched load, and deviations from this 
result in a loss in performance which may also compromise device reliability. The  
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challenges in the form of variable loading conditions arise from changes in material 
dielectric properties which may stem from changes in physical properties, chemical 
composition and placement inside the cavity. These challenges are listed and discussed in 
this chapter whilst the means to overcome these limitations are presented in the 
proceeding chapters  
 
Chapter 4 - A brief outline of power amplifier design concepts (modes of operation) is 
presented along with a discussion on their suitability for solid-state heating applications. 
At the heart of any amplifier design is a RF power transistor which is designed to operate 
over a single or a range of frequencies. Due to its internal structure and physical properties 
the impedance at the device plane is non-50Ω and usually very low. In practical 
applications there is a requirement to match this low impedance to the system impedance 
(50Ω). High power transistors designed to meet power requirements of solid-state 
applications have lower impedances which leads to complex and physically larger 
matching networks. RF matching networks design consideration (narrow band vs 
broadband) and concerns relating to device reliability are identified and addressed.  
 
 A typical SSPA is designed to operate under matched (50Ω) conditions, which 
usually ensures a smooth transition of power from the source to the load. However the 
load environment in microwave heating applications is non-constant. This variable 
impedance environment causes a mismatch between the source and the load which gives 
rise to high reflective states.  
 
Cavities and waveguides used extensively in microwave heating applications have 
similarities with RLC circuits. This includes energy storage in the electric & magnetic 
fields, energy exchange between electric & magnetic fields. When an external source is 
excited at the same frequency as the resonance frequency (of the RLC circuit or cavity) 
an EM field is generated. Owing to these similarities an equivalent circuit lumped element  
model  is used to demonstrate approximate cavity behaviours. This model is used to study 
single, and two channel systems to ascertain forward and reverse power behaviours under  
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variable load and phase conditions. The method has limitations in that single-mode 
cavities are distributed resonant structures and as such cannot be represented accurately 
by lumped element equivalent models over a wide range of parameters.  
 
Chapter 5 - This chapter presents a novel approach for designing high efficiency; 
broadband coupling structures for delivering RF generated power into a cavity. These 
structures are compact and can easily be integrated into solid-state microwave ovens used 
for heating and cooking applications. A domestic microwave oven (multi-mode 
rectangular cavity) has been adapted and used in the measurement set-up. The load and 
frequency dependent variations in the fundamental and resonant harmonic impedance 
environments inside the cavity have been captured and characterised to formulate and 
help define the requirements of a wideband coupling structure. As well as launching 
energy into the cavity, this structure transforms the cavity impedance to a 50-ohms load 
environment, which will be presented to a solid-state amplifier. Control over second 
harmonics is also demonstrated using this structure by successfully transforming the 
second harmonic impedance to short circuit.  
 
The broadband nature of the coupling structure lends its use for an intelligent 
frequency hopping technique where power is delivered into the cavity at optimally 
matched frequency points or regions. This approach results in a highly efficient power 
delivery into the cavity under variable loading conditions. Compact size and simple 
construction makes this structure suitable for cooking and heating applications. 
 
 Transformation of cavity load impedance to 50Ω load environment without the 
use of complicated and physically large matching networks is demonstrated. It has been 
further shown that besides being broadband, the coupling structure is tolerant to variable 
loading conditions (0.1l-to-1.0l of water) where the return loss (s11) is below -14dBs 
across the operating bandwidth. Importantly, the structure has the potential to match 
cavity load impedance points directly to the device optimal impedance identified during 
the device design cycle using load and source pull techniques, which can remove the need  
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for physically large and lossy matching elements in the PA itself. This supports the idea 
of completely integrating the PA and the coupling structure, which will help reduce 
physical size requirements. 
 
Selecting a set of cavity reflection coefficients from within the cavity load 
impedance environment can start the fundamental and harmonic load transformation 
process. The identified cavity reflection coefficients for first and second harmonics can 
be transformed to transistor’s optimal points. This simplifies the matching networks, 
improves system performance by reducing path losses and makes implementation in 
multi-mode systems a reality. The concept is a significant development for microwave 
heating and in particular isolator-less microwave heating applications where the transistor 
may be subjected to high VSWR conditions. 
 
Chapter 6 - The the challenges of using SSPAs for microwave heating applications where 
the loading conditions are non-constant are presented. To investigate this, a cylindrical 
cavity has been measured and its impedance behavior characterised under variable loading 
conditions (different volumes of water) and temperature variations. It is demonstrated that 
such variations in load present different impedances at the transistor’s current generator 
plane leading to high reflective states, typically requiring a realignment (re-positioning) 
of the single loop coupling structure. 
 
 An alternative coupling structure is presented that demonstrates how it is possible 
to accommodate these changes over a wider bandwidth (70MHz) and adapt the SSPA 
frequency of operation to ensure a power delivery efficiency of greater than 97%. This is 
explained by reflection coefficient measurements of better than -15dB across the 
operational bandwidth. Using this technique and methodology, a power amplifier can 
continue to operate into a suitably matched load. The ability to constrain the match to 
within a vswr of 2.:1 ensures device reliability is not compromised, and raises the 
possibility of reducing the cost of SSPA modules by removing the need for circulators 
and other associated hardware. 
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 An approach to free-space power combining for attaining high power and efficient 
power delivery into a single mode cylindrical cavity is also presented. It is shown 
(experimentally) that for a two-port system, power combining has been successfully 
attained. The results for the two-port system (using a novel broadband coupling structure) 
show that it is possible to sweep the entire frequency band of interest in order to determine 
the optimum matching condition for each of the sources ensuring power efficiency 
(delivery into the cavity) of greater than 98 percent. This is explained by reflection 
coefficient measurements of better than -20dB. Using this technique and methodology 
both the power amplifiers continue to operate into a safe operating load. The ability to 
constrain the match to within 2.3:1 VSWR contours ensures that device reliability is not 
compromised.  
 
Chapter 7 - The concepts and key elements used in microwave heating systems have 
been introduced in previous chapters, where the magnetron is identified as a high power, 
robust device that can tolerate reflections introduced by variable loading conditions at the 
expense of a shorter lifecycle, however it has a limited bandwidth (emitting microwaves 
at 2.45GHz ± 10 MHz) which means that it can only excite a limited number of modes. 
Measurements have shown that the modes for a loaded microwave oven are shown to be 
scattered over a wider than the magnetron operating bandwidth. The magnetron based 
technology lacks intelligence and there is no direct means of identifying and exciting 
frequency regions or points over which the load is matched. Direct excitation of modes 
outside of this bandwidth is un-realizable leading to imprecise and uncontrolled heating.  
 
Owing to these limitations of the magnetron, solid state heating has been 
introduced as it promises large performance benefits. Whilst the performance benefits are 
clear several hurdles needed overcoming. For example, the power capability of a single 
RF transistor is limited in comparison to a magnetron and a multiple transistor (SSPA) 
combination is required to generate comparable power levels. Mounting multiple, 
traditional waveguide feed structures to the outer walls of a resonant cavity will increase 
the overall oven volume significantly, resulting in a much larger microwave oven than  
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those currently available. For this reason the waveguide feed structure whilst simple and 
realizable for single channel applications, was considered impractical for two, four or 
multi-channel  microwave heating applications.  
 
Besides the high-power, high-efficiency and low-cost requirements of the SSPA, 
a need for trasferring the available power into the cavity under variable loading conditions 
was identified as a key performance criteria along with an ability to excite multiple modes 
(scattered) over the operational bandwidth. For this to happen the coupling structure 
needed to have an operating bandwidth that is equal to or larger than the SSPA bandwidth. 
This led to the development of a novel, wide-band  coupling architecture (chapter 5) which 
has made it possible to capture optimally matched frequency points under variable loading 
conditions.  
 
In order to improve SSPA efficiency, the harmonic load impedance can be precisely 
controlled. Presenting a near short-circuit to the device current generator plane at second 
harmonic frequencies can help shape the voltage and current waveforms for maximum 
SSPA efficiency, whilst limiting the excursions of the voltage, thus protecting it from 
voltage breakdown problems. Harmonic terminations are typically synthesised alongside 
the fundamental matching networks on a PA PCB, however circuit complexity and size 
constraints can make its implementation challanging. In order to simplify matching 
network design at PCB level, there is a potential to incorporate second harmonic tuning 
in the coupling structure. Whilst control over second harmonic impedance (via lumped 
element and small signal measurements) has been demonstrated in chapter 5, its 
effectiveness under large signal conditions is explored and presented by the measurement 
data.  
 
Further, from a device reliability and heating perpective, SSPA’s must operate into 
a matched load (ideally S11<-10dB). With  S11<-18dB over the 100MHz operating 
bandwidth, frequency sweep operation (to excite multiple modes) is shown not to 
compromise heating efficiency and device reliability. This has been demonstrated through  
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single point vs swept frequency measurements for a 0.325l water load. During single 
frequency operation greater than ninety-nine percent of available power was delivered to 
the cavity.  Under frequency sweep operating conditions (1MHz step size) this dropped 
to between 96-99% due to variations in the matching conditions. In both instances the 
SSPA continues to operate into a match load.   
 
Non-uniform heating in magnetron based microwave oven is attributed to travelling 
wave behavior and lack of control over mode selection (excitation) inside the cavity. This 
is demonstrated by placing the load at different locations inside the cavity. Measurements 
have shown that a change in the load position results in the optimally matched points to 
vary in frequency from their original state to a new state. These changes, whilst 
unrecognisable and undersireable in magnetron based systems, have been clearly 
identified using the proposed coupling structure. This means that an intelligent frequency 
hopping technique can be used to change the SSPA frequency of operation and thereby 
ensuring maximum power transfer into the cavity.  
 
 Heating uniformity was also characterized by monitoring surface heating pattern. 
A temperature profile of the exposed surface (0.325l water load) over 60 seconds’ shows 
a uniform heating pattern with the solid-state system (± 0.2°C). Similar measurements 
with a magnetron based system show a greater, 13°C temperature variation. 
 
Chapter 8 – This chapter summarizes the important outcome from this research work 
and suggests further ideas and modifications for the future work. 
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CHAPTER 2 THEORY 
 
2.0 Introduction 
 
 In this chapter a brief introduction to electromagnetic wave theory, along with the 
fundamentals of microwave heating and wave guide structures that are relevant to the 
project, are presented. The knowledge of these basic concepts forms an important part in 
bringing different technological aspects together for this research, so have been included 
here in some detail. The wave equation and the concept of wave propagation in enclosed 
metal structures is introduced. The wave equation is derived from Maxwell’s equations 
and the homogeneous form of these equations with their definitions is listed. Lamberts 
law is also included as it is used to approximate microwave power dissipation in dielectric 
materials. The concept of E & H field is introduced through the use of a parallel plate 
capacitor and a solenoid which leads to wave propagation through waveguides. The means 
of mode identification and excitation of these modes in rectangular waveguides is briefly 
introduced.  
 
 This leads to the introduction a of rectangular cavity structure which in essence is 
a rectangular waveguide with its ends closed. It is a multi-mode device used extensively 
in microwave cooking and heating related applications where the incoming waves reflect 
off boundary walls creating standing wave patterns. Similarly cylindrical cavities are a 
form of short-circuited circular waveguides, which radiate energy in either TM or TE 
modes at the frequency of resonance. The fundamental concept of rectangular waveguides 
and circular cavities are similar.  
 
The energy is coupled into the waveguide through different means, from where it 
is transferred into the cavity to heat the load. The coupling devices are a means of 
transferring energy from the source to the resonator. Those considered suitable for 
microwave heating applications are discussed in this chapter. 
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2.1 Electromagnetic Radiation 
 
Electromagnetic radiation is a form of radiation in which the electric and magnetic 
fields vary simultaneously. This includes elements of the electromagnetic spectrum which 
contains radio waves, microwaves, infrared, visible light, ultraviolet, x rays and gamma 
rays. The placement of these elements inside the electromagnetic spectrum, according to 
their wavelengths, types of radiation and the sources responsible for producing the 
radiations, are shown in Fig.2.1. The domestic microwave oven is listed at a frequency of 
2.45 GHz within this spectrum. 
  
Electromagnetic radiation travels in waves and the measurement of wavelength 
helps identify the type of radiation being emitted. A wave is described as a disturbance or 
an oscillation accompanied by a transfer of energy that travels through space or dielectric 
mediums. The wave motion therefore being responsible for transferring energy from one 
place to another. A wave can be transverse or longitudinal and the speed of the wave is 
determined by the medium it travels through. 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.1: The placement of various elements within the electromagnetic 
spectrum [14].  
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2.2 Electromagnetic Waves: 
 
 An electromagnetic wave is as an electric and magnetic disturbance that 
propagates through space (or vacuum) at the speed of light. The electric charges produce 
the electric fields  ?⃗?  (Coulomb’s law) and the electric currents produce the magnetic fields 
 ?⃗?  (Ampere’s law) as shown in Fig.2.2 (a & b) & c. An electromagnetic wave therefore is 
a combination of electric and magnetic fields that vibrate together in space and time in a 
synchronous fashion as shown in Fig. 2.2c. Furthermore the electric field  ?⃗?  and the 
magnetic field  ?⃗?  are always perpendicular to one another and to the motion of the wave.A 
poynting vector represents the directional energy flux (the energy transfer per unit per unit 
time) area of an electromagnetic field. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.2 (a): Electric field of a positive & negative charge (b) magnetic field induced by 
current flow in a wire (c) Electric and Magnetic fields propagating through space [15-
17] 
 
Electric Field                    Magnetic Field                                  Electric Field                                  
 (a) 
 (c) 
 (b) 
- 
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2.3 Wave Propagation 
 
As discussed in earlier sections, microwave radiation is a form of energy which is 
transported via electromagnetic waves. These electromagnetic waves can propagate 
through a vacuum (are not reliant on any medium for transfer of energy) and have their 
electric  ?⃗?  and magnetic  ?⃗?   field components characterised by frequency, velocity and 
field strength. The fundamental components of an oscillatory wave are frequency and the 
wavelength. The relationship between frequency and the wavelength is presented by 
eqn.2-1. 
 
λ =
c
𝑓
           (2.1) 
Where: 
   c = Speed of light in the medium (m/s), 
   𝑓= Frequency of the wave (Hz), 
   λ= Wavelength (m).  
 
The electric and magnetic field components vary in time and space when they 
propagate through a medium as shown in Fig.2.3. The propagation of an electromagnetic 
wave can be described by considering a point source that emits radiation spherically in 
space. As the wave propagates through space its intensity weakens. This is due to losses, 
absorption in the dielectric medium and variations in frequency. The energy spreads with 
increasing distance away from the point source and the intensity reduces at a rate that is 
an inverse square of the distance. The power per unit area at a distance, d = S =
𝑃𝑡
4𝜋
(
1
𝑑2
) and 
the total free space path loss, FSPL =  
𝑃𝑡
𝑃𝑟
= [
4𝜋𝑑𝑓
𝑐
]
2
. 
 
When a wave travels from one medium to another, e.g., cavity into a food source, 
its speed and wavelengths reduce whilst the frequency remains constant. Typical 
wavelengths at centre frequencies for ISM bands (886-906 MHz & 2400-2500 MHz) 
dedicated for microwave cooking and heating applications are of the order of 0.33m (λ900 
- MHz) and 0.122m (λ2450 MHz). 
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The absorption of microwave energy is determined by the material’s attenuation 
factor (α’), and the penetration depth (z) below the surface (eqns 2.2-2.3). The electric 
field strength below the surface is inversely proportional to the attenuation factor. The 
microwave energy penetration depth is greater at 900 MHz than at 2450 MHz. 
 
α′ =
2π
λ
[
ε′
2
(√1 + tan2δ− 1)]
1
2      (2.2) 
𝑧 =
2π
λ
[
2
ε′(√1+tan2δ−1)
]
1
2       (2.3) 
 
 Where: 
  𝜀′  = Relative dielectric constant 
  tan δ= loss tangent 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.3: Wave Propagation from low-density medium to a high-density medium [22] 
 
The penetration depth for microwave power is defined in two ways:- 
 
(1). Distance from the surface of a dielectric material to where the power has 
reduced to (
1
𝑒
) of the incident power. Lamberts expressions for power absorption are 
readily used to express this relationship (eqn’s.2.4–2.6). 
 
Pd
Pi
= 
1
e
        (2.4) 
 
- Longer wavelength  
- High velocity 
- Wave speed and wavelength = 
large 
- Shorter wavelength  
- Low velocity 
- Wave speed and wavelength = 
small 
Medium - 1 Medium - 2 
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2α′d = 1        (2.5) 
d =
1
2α′
        (2.6) 
 
(2). The distance from the surface of a material where the power is one-half of  
the incident power. This is known as half-power depth (eqn’s.2.7–2.9). 
 
Pd
Pi
= 
1
2
          (2.7) 
e−2α
′d =
1
2
         (2.8) 
d =
0.347
α′
         (2.9) 
 
Where: 
  Pi =    incident power 
  Pd =  power at penetration depth 
  d =    penetration depth 
  𝛼′ =  attenuation factor 
  e =  mathematical constant (
1
𝑒
≃ 0.37) 
 
2.4 Maxwell’s Equations 
 
Electromagnetic waves can also be described by the wave equation. Derived from 
Maxwell’s first order differential equations (eqn’s.2.10-2.13), the wave equation is an 
important partial differential equation describing the propagation of electromagnetic 
waves as they travel through a medium or in a vacuum. The homogeneous form of the 
equations written in terms of the electric field  ?⃗?  and magnetic field  ?⃗?  is given by eqn’s-
2.14 to eqn.2.17. 
 
∇ ∙ D = ρv                (Gauss’s Law)      (2.10) 
∇ × E = −
∂B
∂t
          (Faraday’ Law)     (2.11) 
∇ ∙ B = 0     (Gauss’s Law for magnetism)   (2.12) 
∇ × B = μoϵ0
∂E
∂t
      (Ampere’s Law)     (2.13) 
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(vph 
2 ∇2 − 
∂2
∂t2
 ) E = 0        (2.14) 
(vph 
2 ∇2 − 
∂2
∂t2
 ) B = 0        (2.15) 
1
c0
2  
∂2E 
∂t2
  −  ∇2E = 0                            (2.16) 
1
c0
2  
∂2B 
∂t2
  - ∇2B = 0                         (2.17) 
 
Where: 
  vph = 
1
√μϵ
μ = Permeability 
  ϵ = Permittivity 
  c0 = 
1
√μ0ϵ0
 ≅ 3 ×  108 ms−1  
  
The first of Maxwell’s equation’s (2.10) is referred to as Gauss’s law. It describes 
the pattern and size of electric field around electric charges. The total amount of charge 
inside a given volume being proportional to the electric flux (D) exiting the surface. 
Gauss’ law can be summarised by the observation that the D and E field lines diverge 
away from positive and towards negative charges. The divergence of the D field over a 
given region is equal to the total amount of charge in that region. 
 
The second of Maxwell’s equations (2.11) is referred to as Faraday’s law. It states 
that the voltage induced in a closed loop is proportional to the rate of change of the 
magnetic flux around the loop. In the absence of current, no magnetic flux can be induced. 
Faraday’s law has a symmetry where an electric current gives rise to a magnetic field  and 
a changing magnetic field gives rise to an electric field circulating around it.  
 
 The third of Maxwell’s equations (2.12) is referred to as Gauss’ law of magnetism. 
It states that in the absence of magnetic monopoles (North and South Poles), the total 
magnetic flux through a closed surface is zero. The divergence of the magnetic flux 
density (B) is zero. In instances where the magnetic monopoles do not exist and the  
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divergence of B or H fields through a volume is zero, magnetic fields flow in a closed 
loop away from the magnetic dipoles. This is also true of plane waves.  
 
The fourth of Maxwell’s equations (2.13) is referred to as Ampere’s law. It states 
that the magnetic field induced around a closed loop is proportional to the rate of change 
of electric field that the loop encompasses  
 
2.5 Electric Field: 
 
Electric field (created by electric charges and by time varying magnetic fields) is 
a region around an electrically charged object, where a force is exerted on other charged 
objects. The energy per unit volume in an electric field can be derived by considering a 
parallel plates capacitor. This has a cross sectional area A separated by a distance d as 
shown in Fig 2.4. The application of a potential difference results in an electric field being 
generated across the two plates.  
 
The value of capacitance is determined by the surface area A of the plates,  the 
separation distance d between them and the ability to store charge Q, (eqns.2.18-2.19). 
The electric field is proportional to the area of the plates divided by the separation 
distance. In free space this value is represented by equation eqn.2.19. The energy stored 
(Es) in the capacitor and the electric field (E) generated across the plates can be derived 
using eqn’s.2.20 and eqn.2.21 respectively whereas the energy per unit volume can be 
calculated by using eqn.2.23. 
 
C =  
Q
V
          (2.18) 
C =  ϵ0
A
d
         (2.19) 
Energy Stored, Es =
CV2
2
            (2.20) 
Electric Field, E =  
V
d
        (2.21) 
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 Es =  
ϵ0
2
A
d
 E2d2    Es =  
ϵ0
2
 A. d. E2    (2.22) 
Energy stored per unit volume = 𝑢𝐸 = 
ϵ0
2
E2                 (2.23)  
 
Where: 
 Q = Amount of charge per unit volt 
 V = Potential Difference 
 A = Cross-sectional area of the plates 
 d = Separation distance 
 εo = Permittivity of free space 
 A. d = Volume   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.4: Electric field distribution between two parallel plates. 
    
2.6 Magnetic Field 
 
 Magnetic field is a pictorial representation of the magnetic force distribution in a 
given space. It can be described as a vector field where each vector has a magnitude, the 
size of which is dependent on the strength of the magnetic force. From the field lines 
shown in Fig.2.5, it can be ascertained that: 
 
1. The field lines do no cross each other, (the direction of field is indicated by 
arrowheads). 
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2. The lines are in close proximity to each other where the magnetic field is strongest, 
(the density of the field lines is indicative of the strength of the field). 
3. The lines form a closed loop by continuously rotating inside the cavity  
 
 
Fig. 2.5: Magnetic field distribution in a cylindrical cavity. 
 
 
The energy per unit volume in a magnetic field can be derived by considering 
current flow in a hollow pipe of length L, and cross sectional area A, as shown in Fig.2.6. 
The inductance (l), magnetic field (B) and magnetic flux (Φ) of the solenoid inductor can 
be calculated using eqn.2-24 to 2-26. The energy stored per unit volume is given by eqn.2-
27 
Inductance, 𝐿 =   µ0n
2A𝑙       (2.24) 
Magnetic Field, B = μ0nI         (2.25) 
 
Where: 
  μ0= the permeability of free space 
  n = number of turn per unit length  
  l = Length of solenoid 
 
Potential energy, 𝑈 =  
1
2
𝐿𝐼2 = 
1
2µ0
𝐵2(𝐴𝑙)     (2.26) 
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Energy density of a magnetic field = 𝑢𝐵 =  
𝑈
𝐴𝑙
= 
1
2μ0
𝐵2 = 
ϵ0
2
E2  (2.27) 
 
In an EM wave, the energy per unit volume in a magnetic field is exactly the same 
as the energy per unit volume in an electric field.  This is shown through derivation of 
simple energy relationships for a parallel plate capacitor and a solenoid inductor. 
 
Fig. 2.6: A solenoid inductor of length l, area A and n number of turns 
 
2.7 Lambert’s Law vs Maxwell’s Equations 
 
Lambert‘s law is an approximation used to determine the microwave power 
dissipation in dielectric materials eqn.2.28. It assumes an exponential decay of microwave 
energy as it propagates through dielectric materials.  
 
P(x) =  P0e
−2βx              (2.28) 
 
 Where:  
   
  P(x) = Power dissipation value at depth x 
  x      = the depth from the surface (m),  
  P0    = Incident power at the surface 
  β     = Attenuation Constant (m-1) 
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Studies comparing the validity of Lambert‘s law with Maxwell‘s equations [21] 
have concluded that, whilst Lambert’s law is valid for infinitely thick loads, it offers a 
poor approximation and is of limited use in practical applications. In Lambert‘s law, 
electric field distribution inside a food material is not required to calculate the power 
dissipation term. This is contrary to Maxwell‘s equations, where electric field 
distributions are required. The main limitations of Lamberts law is the assumption that 
microwave energy is one-dimensional, standing waves are not taken into account. 
 
2.8 Waveguides 
 
Waveguide structures are designed and fabricated using metal or dielectric 
substrates. They transfer power (electromagnetic radiation) from a source to the load. The 
energy of radiation is confined within the physical boundaries of the structure. This is in 
contrast to the broadcast world where the antennas radiate energy in all directions, some 
of which may be wasted as it spreads. 
 
As a wave propagates along a rectangular waveguide it can be seen to be travelling 
in the direction of the z plane (Fig.2.7). The wave is always reflected off the metal 
boundary walls. It does not travel outside of the waveguide and its angle of incident is 
equal to the angle of reflection. An electromagnetic wave travelling in a waveguide 
experiences less attenuation losses compared to a transmission line. The total wave energy 
can be represented by eqn.2.29 
 
Er =  Ey. sin(kx − wt) . sin (kxx)      (2.29) 
 
Where: 
  Ey sin(kx –wt) = wave oscillating in y direction 
  sin(kxx) = Standing wave 
  k = wavenumber = 2.π/λ 
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(a) 
Fig. 2.7 EM Wave propagation in a rectangular waveguide 
 
A standing wave of half a wavelength, λ/2 confined within a “boundary condition” 
of two metals walls, must have its E fields at both ends equals to zero. This suggests that 
an integral number of half wavelengths must fit inside the distance a (Fig.2.8). 
 
In an enclosed metal structure, wave propagation can be characterized by 
reflections from the inner conducting walls. In TE mode there is no electric field flow in 
the direction of propagation. Similarly, in TM mode there is no magnetic field in the 
direction of propagation. The dimensions of the cross section are engineered such that the 
waveguide operates with a single mode of operation TE10. In order to transmit multiple 
frequencies simultaneously, waveguides do not require filters to separate them, instead 
propagation in different modes is used.  
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.8 An integral number of ½ wavelengths in a waveguide 
a 
b 
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The cut off frequency (eqn.2.30-2.32) of a waveguide is defined as “the frequency 
below which the signal cannot propagate”. At and below the cut-off frequency, energy is 
dissipated as heat in the walls of the waveguide. The resulting evanescent wave has its 
amplitude decaying exponentially along the waveguide. In order for the wave to 
propagate, the waveguides are operated at a frequency, which is above their respective TE 
or TM cut off frequency 
 
𝑓𝑐 =
c
2b
         (2.30) 
(𝑓𝑐)𝑚𝑛 = 
1
2π√µƐ
√(
m.π
a
)
2
+ (
n.π
b
)
2
   [Hz]     (2.31) 
(λc)mn = 
2
√(
m
a
)
2
+ (
n
b
)
2
 = [m]       (2.32) 
Where: 
   fc= cut off frequency 
   (𝑓𝑐)𝑚n = cut off frequency 
   (𝜆𝑐)mn = minimum wavelength 
   c = speed of light 
   b = inner width of the waveguide 
 
2.9 Modes of Propagation  
When wave dimensions are short or irregular, the modes are not allowed to 
develop fully. If a TE wave has ‘m’ half wavelengths in ‘a’ direction and ‘n’ wavelengths 
in ‘b’ direction, than the wave is said to be in a TEmn mode. Mode type(s) can be 
determined from the number of field variations (horizontal and vertical directions) as 
shown in Fig. 2.9. Definitions and conditions for mode propagation are listed in table 2.1. 
 
Rectangular waveguides are one of the earliest types of transmission lines and 
have been used extensively in microwave cooking and heating applications. A rectangular 
waveguide supports both TE and TM modes but does not support TEM waves, due to the 
fact that there is only a single conductor in the waveguide. The energy generated from a  
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microwave source is transferred (via a waveguide) to a chamber generally referred to as 
the cavity; of which there are two standard types, rectangular and cylindrical.  
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.9 Examples of TEmn – voltage and TMmn – current   modes in rectangular waveguides;  
 
Table 2.1 - Checking of modes in rectangular waveguides 
𝑇𝑀10 𝑇𝑀01 𝑇𝑀11 𝑇𝑀21 𝑇𝑀12 𝑇𝑀22 
𝑇𝐸10 𝑇𝐸01 𝑇𝐸11 𝑇𝐸21 𝑇𝐸12 𝑇𝐸22 
- TM10 – TM01 
modes are not possible in 
rectangular waveguides – 
evanescent modes 
 
- Only TE or TM modes can propagate in rectangular 
waveguides 
- Same cut off frequency and wavelength 
- Check for 𝑇𝐸10, 𝑇𝐸01and 𝑇𝐸11 modes – if these are not 
present than other modes will not be possible 
- - Degenerate Mode 
 
- Two modes are considered to be degenerate when they 
share the same resonant frequency – a rectangular 
cavity with dimensions a & b; where a=b; will have a 
TE43 mode that is equal to TE34 mode – same cut off 
frequency. 
- - Dominant Mode - Mode with the lowest cut off frequency – TE10 where a 
= b; two dominant modes can exist 
       - Conditions for    
         Propagation 
- λc > λ0 
- λc = cut off wavelength 
- λ0 = operating wavelength 
- 𝜆𝑐 =
2𝑎𝑏
√𝑚2𝑏2+ 𝑛𝑎2
 
- 𝜆𝑐 _𝑇𝐸10 = 2𝑎 
- ƒ𝑐 = 
𝑐
2
√(
𝑚
𝑎
)
2
+ (
𝑛
𝑏
)
2
 
 
- ƒ𝑐 _𝑇𝐸10 =
𝑐
2𝑎
 
 
TE03 – 0 E-Fields in vertical direction  
3 E-Fields in Horizontal direction 
TE30 – 3 E-Fields in vertical direction  
0 E-Fields in Horizontal direction 
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2.10 Rectangular Cavity 
 
Domestic microwave oven consists of a generator (magnetron), an applicator 
(rectangular cavity where the field interacts with the load) and a transmission medium 
(waveguide for delivering microwave energy into the cavity). The temperature 
distributions within the food is related to the distribution of electric fields within the 
cavity. The cavity, therefore, is a critical part of microwave heating and the type of cavity 
used depends on the load type. Single mode cavities are used in applications where the 
field needs to be concentrated over a specific region, whereas multi-mode cavities are 
used for heating larger loads or a batch of loads. 
 
 A rectangular cavity (Fig.2.10 below), in essence, is a rectangular waveguide with 
its ends closed. It’s ability to sustain multiple oscillations (modes) means it is extensively 
used in microwave cooking and heating related applications. This is where the incoming 
waves reflect of boundary walls creating standing waves. 
   
Fig.2.10. Rectangular Cavity – modes inside a rectangular  
 
 For transverse magnetic (TM) wave the wave equations are listed below: 
 
 Ez = Eosin(βxx) sin(βyy)(e−jβzz + ρejβzz)     (2.33) 
 Ex = 
−jβxβz
βx2+βy2 
Eocos(βxx) sin(βyy)(e−jβzz + ρejβzz)       (2.34) 
 Ey = 
−jβyβz
βx2+βy2 
Eosin(βxx) cos(βyy)(e−jβzz + ρejβzz)      (2.35) 
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Where: 
 
  sin - terms indicate direction of field is parallel to the direction  
  of propagation 
  cos - terms indicate direction of field in perpendicular to the  
  direction of propagation 
 
In order to satisfy the boundary conditions, Ex(z = 0) = Ey(z = 0), ρ = 1 the new 
expressions for Ez, Ex and Ey becomes: 
 
 Ez = 2Eosin(βxx) cos(βyy)cos(βzz)      (2.36) 
 Ex = 
−2βxβz
βx2+βy2 
Eocos(βxx) sin(βyy) sin(βzz)     (2.37) 
 Ey = 
−2βyβz
βx2+βy2 
Eosin(βxx) cos(βyy) sin(βzz)     (2.38) 
Furthermore when Ex(z = -d) = Ey(z = -d) = 0, it implies that 
βx = 
pπ
d
, for p = 0,1,2,3….       (2.39) 
The TM mode in a cavity is classified as TMmnp; where p can be zero whilst Ez ≠ 0. 
ω2με = βx2 + βy2 + βz2 = (
mπ
a
)
2
+ (
nπ
b
)
2
+ (
pπ
d
)
2
    (2.40) 
For given values of m, n and p only a single frequency can satisfy the above 
equation. This frequency is referred to as the cavity resonant frequency as only at this 
frequency the cavity can sustain free oscillations. At all other frequencies the fields add  
destructively and it becomes difficult to sustain free oscillations. The resonant frequency 
for a TMmnp is given by the equation below: 
 
ω
mnp=
1
√με
√(
mπ
a
)
2
+ (
nπ
b
)
2
+ (
pπ
d
)
2
       (2.41) 
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Similar expressions can be derived for a transverse electric (TE) mode: 
 
 Hz = Hocos(βzx) cos(βyy)sin(βzz)      (2.42) 
 Hz = 
jωμβy
βz2+βy2  
Hocos(βzx) sin(βyy)sin(βzz)     (2.43) 
 Hy = 
−jωμβz
βx2+βy2  
Hosin(βzx) cos(βyy) sin(βzz)     (2.44) 
  
Where: 
  cos - terms indicate direction of field is parallel to the direction  
  of propagation 
  sin - terms indicate direction of field is perpendicular to the  
  direction of propagation 
 
When p = 0, Hz = 0, TEmn0 mode does not exist and the boundary conditions 
require that; 
βx = 
pπ
a
, βy = 
pπ
b
 and βz = 
pπ
d
 
TE0np or TEm0p modes at resonant frequency can be calculated from the equation 
[2.33-2.45], however in instances where a > b > d, the lowest resonant mode occurs at 
TM110 and can be calculated using the equation below; where Ez ≠ 0, Hx ≠ 0, Hy ≠ 0, 
and Ex = Ey = 0 
ω
110=
1
√με
√(
π
a
)
2
+ (
π
b
)
2
       (2.45) 
 
2.11 Cylindrical Cavity 
 
Cylindrical cavities are a form of short-circuited circular waveguides, which 
radiate energy in either TM or TE modes at the frequency of resonance. The fundamental 
concept of cylindrical waveguides and circular cavities are similar. Fig. 2.11 below shows 
an illustration of a cylindrical cavity. 
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The electric and magnetic fields within the cavity resonator contribute to the total 
energy of the electric and magnetic fields stored within the cylindrical chamber. Available 
power is dissipated in metal walls of the cavity resonator as well as in the dielectric 
material, the load. The level of power absorption by the load is dependent on the material’s 
dielectric properties. A change in the materials dielectric properties will affect the 
resonant frequency and the Q-value. The setting up of TE and TM modes has an influence 
on the dimensions, resonant frequencies and the Q-values. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.11 Cylindrical Cavity Resonator, Electric and magnetic field components inside a 
cylindrical cavity. 
 
In order to heat the load inside the resonant cavity, power needs to be coupled by 
means of a coupling device. The energy is transmitted from source to the cavity through 
the coupling structure. The form and implementation of the structure vary depending on 
which mode (TE or TM) is being excited. The propagation constant of a TMnm mode can 
be calculated using the equation below: 
βnm=√k2 − (
Pnm
a
)
2
        (2.46) 
 Where:  
 k = wave number of the resonant wave 
  a = radius of the cylindrical cavity resonator 
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The resonance frequency of a cylindrical cavity can be determined from its 
physical dimensions and the material it is made from, as illustrated in the equation below: 
 
𝑓𝑚𝑛𝑝 = 
c
2π√μr εr 
√(
Pnm
a
)
2
+ (
pπ
d
)
2
      (2.47) 
 
 Where:  
  fmnl = frequency of the cylindrical cavity resonator  
  c   = the speed of light  
μr  = Permittivity of the filled material inside the cylindrical cavity  
    resonator  
εr = Permeability of the filled material inside the cylindrical cavity    
    resonator  
  d  = the height of the cylindrical cavity resonator  
 
The dominant mode referred to as TMmnl occur at TM010 (short cylinders) and TE111 (tall 
cylinders) [1]. This is the mode at which the magnetic field is perpendicular to the electric 
field whilst being parallel to the cavity cylindrical dimensions. The density of the 
magnetic field is concentrated at the centre, becoming less dense towards the boundary 
edges.  
 
The quality factor (Q-factor) is an important parameter in determining the quality 
of cavity resonators. A high Q-value is indicative of accuracy and the narrow bandwidth 
of the cavity resonator. This is generally listed in two common forms, unloaded Q-value 
and loaded Q-value. An unloaded Q-value (Qo) is the value measured in the absence of 
any loads (inside the cavity) and is related to the conductivity of the material from which 
the cavity has been constructed.  
 
Q0 = (
1
Q𝑐
+
1
Q𝑑
)−1        (2.48) 
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Where: 
  Qc = Q-value of conductive boundary all 
  Qd = Q-value of the filled material 
 
𝑄0 = 𝑄𝑐 = 
2𝑉
√
2
𝜔𝜇σ
𝑠
 
        (2.49) 
 Where: 
  V = volume of the cavity resonator 
  S = the surface area of the cavity resonator  
  σ = the conductivity of the metal wall  
 
In practical applications, the cavity resonator is filled with a load, which dampens 
the Q-value. The unloaded and loaded Q values of a cavity resonator connected to an 
external circuit (represented by lumped elements R,L,C) can be calculated as shown:  
1
QL
= 
1
Qo
+
1
Qe
         (2.50) 
The unloaded Q = Q0 = 
R
ω0 L
       (2.51) 
The external Q =  Qe = 
RL
ω0LL
      (2.52) 
 
2.12 Coupling Structures 
 
In domestic microwave ovens the energy is traditionally coupled from the 
magnetron into the waveguide through an aperture (iris), which can vary in size and shape 
to suit impedance match requirements. The energy is then transferred from the waveguide, 
via a coupling device, into the cavity where it heats the load. The coupling device [10-12] 
is therefore a means of transferring energy from the source to the resonant cavity. Those 
considered suitable for microwave heating applications are discussed briefly in this 
section. 
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2.12.1  Coupling Slots 
 
The hole (slot) in the wall of a waveguide is a means through which energy can 
escape or enter a waveguide structure. Coupling through one or more slots is an accepted 
means of feeding energy from a waveguide to cavity resonators.The coupling slots used 
with waveguide structures are of two distinct types; Electric and Magnetic. The exact type 
can be determined from its orientation with respect to the field. The slots are fabricated 
such that the tangential magnetic or normal electric fields are able to penetrate the aperture 
and couple to the resonance mode of the waveguide. The electric and magnetic fields are 
continuously changing with time. The physical orientation of the coupling structure must 
be such that its modes have a coupled field component. 
 
 
Fig. 2.12: Slot coupling and current flow in a waveguide walls for a dominant mode 
[21] 
 
When coupling does take place, it is either because electric field lines (that would 
have been terminated by a wall) enter the cavity or a second waveguide. Alternatively the 
placement of a slot interrupts the flow of wall current and a magnetic field is set up which 
extends into the cavity or a second waveguide guide. In some instances (depending on the 
orientation of the slot), it is possible for both effects to take place at the same time. In Fig. 
2.12 slot 1 situated in the top wall allows electric coupling to take place, however some 
of the wall current is shown to be interrupted, which means that there will also be some 
magnetic coupling. The position of slot 2 (at a point of zero electric field) means that it 
interrupts a sizable wall current flow; thus coupling here is primarily through the magnetic 
field.  
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E-Field coupling exists where the field is either normal or parallel to the surface 
of the aperture. A slot normal to the electric field ensures that there are no surface charge 
terminations, allowing the field lines to pass through it and induce charges on the external 
metal surfaces. Fig.2.13 below shows the fields propagating through and away from the 
slot. 
 
  
 
 
Fig. 2.13: Coupling of an electric field through an aperture – Normal to plane of 
aperture 
 
Magnetic Field coupling in contrast is more dominant when the aperture is 
designed such that its longest sides are normal to the surface current, or when the longest 
sides areparallel to the surface of the magnetic field lines.  
 
2.12.2  Electric Coupling Probes 
 
 Coupling probe structures are made from co-axial feeding cables, which have been 
extended a small distance into the cavity resonator. This extension into the cavity 
resonator is relatively small compared to the wavelength and overall size. The extension 
length typically equating to a quarter wavelength with an input impedance that is 
equivalent to an open circuit is illustrated in Fig. 2.14. Although the magnitude of current 
in these instances is small, the presence of a voltage creates an electric field between the 
adjacent cavity wall and the probe. The resulting field is then able to radiate energy into 
the cavity in a manner which is similar to a monopole antenna. The operating principle of 
monopole is based on the fact that the current distribution is only a quarter wave in length 
and identical to that of a half-wave dipole. 
 
 
Electric Field  
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The probe will automatically couple to an electric field that is perpendicular to it. 
The coupling is at its strongest where the field appears in close proximity to the probe. 
Coupling to unwanted modes can be avoided by strategically placing additional probes in 
places where the electric field is zero. This concept is further illustrated in [11]. 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.14: Capacitive Coupled Probe (coaxial feed) a cavity resonator [20] 
 
2.12.3  Magnetic Coupling Loop 
 
 Extending a metal conductor (coaxial cable) some distance into the cavity 
resonator, and then forming a bend such that one of the ends is grounded onto the cavity 
wall forms a coupling loop. An example of an inductive coupled loop is illustrated in Fig. 
2.15. The physical dimensions of the coupled loop are small compared to the wavelength. 
The voltage is almost negligible, current is large and the resulting input impedance 
approaches a short circuit. The presence of a large current generates a magnetic field, and  
the emerging radiation pattern is similar to that of a magnetic dipole placed tangential to 
the wall. The resulting dipole moment is proportional to the size of the loop. The 
orientation of the loop therefore plays a significant role. The principle of coupling power 
into a cavity resonator via loop structures is well documented in literature [3], [10]. The 
generic expression for calculating the size of the loop is given by eqn.2.54. 
 
Rc =
(ϖμA)2
2πa(h+a)Rs
        (2.53) 
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 Where: 
   Rc = cavity resonator – resistance 
  a = cavity resonator - radius 
  h = cavity resonator – height 
  Rs = cavity resonator – surface resistivity 
  μ = Permeability 
  A = captured area of the coupled loop  
 
The radius of a coupling loop can be calculated by rearranging eqn.2.53. 
 
r = √
2√Rc2πa(h+a)Rs
ϖμπ
        (2.54) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.15: Loop Coupling Structure – coupled to a cavity resonator [20] 
 
2.12.4  Patch Antenna Coupling 
 
 The use of micro-strip or patch antennas has become more widespread owing to 
their low cost and ease of manufacturability. A typical patch antenna is printed directly 
on a dielectric substrate. It comprises of a length L, width W and is etched on top of a 
substrate of height h, having a permittivity εr as shown below in Fig. 2.16. 
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The frequency of operation is determined by the length, which is typically equal 
to one half of a wavelength within the chosen dielectric substrate medium. The width W  
controls the input impedance and the radiation pattern. A large width can increase the 
bandwidth and reduce the impedance. 
 
 
Fig. 2.16: Patch Antenna – with an insert feed [18] 
 
Resonance frequency of a patch antenna =  𝑓𝑟  ~ 
c
2𝐿√𝜀𝑟
=  
1
2𝐿√𝜀0𝜀𝑟𝜇0
 (2.55) 
Width of a patch = (𝑊) =  
𝑐
2𝑓𝑟
√
2
𝜀𝑟+1
;  εeff =
εr+1
2
+
εr−1
2
[
1
√1+12(
ℎ
𝑊
)
]  (2.56) 
Length of a patch = (𝐿) =  
c
2𝑓𝑟√εeff
− 0.824h [
(εeff+0.3)(
𝑤
ℎ
+0.264)
εeff−0.258(
𝑤
ℎ
+0.8)
]   (2.57) 
 
 The length (Lg) and the width (Wg) of the ground plane can be calculated using the 
equations below and the radiation pattern is given be equation 2.60. 
 
 𝐿𝑔 = 6ℎ + 𝐿          (2.58) 
 𝑊𝑔 = 6ℎ + 𝑊         (2.59) 
 
 Radiation pattern: 
 
 Eθ =  
sin(
k𝑊sinθsin∅
2
)
k𝑊sinθsin∅
2
cos (
k𝐿
2
sinθcos∅) cos∅     (2.60) 
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Where: 
 k = free-space wave number 
 c = speed of light 
 h = height of substrate 
  
Patch antennas are voltage radiators, with a high Q and narrowband 
characteristics, which exhibit high loss and a shift in resonance due to fringing effects. 
The fringing fields on the edges of the structure are responsible for the radiation patterns. 
Owing to the low power handling capability their use is limited to low power applications 
(~ 100watts.). The patch antenna feed techniques have been discussed in detail [23-24].  
 
2.12.5  Horn Antenna 
 
 A pyramidal horn is a rectangular waveguide with a flare out at the end. The 
inclusion of flares enables the antenna to have a higher directivity than a normal 
waveguide. The general form of a pyramidal horn (Fig.2.17) has a wide bandwidth, and 
its input impedance is fairly constant over a wide frequency range. A long horn with 
smaller flare angles gives uniform aperture distribution, however for practical reasons the 
horn is kept as short as possible. The commonly used horn antenna along with their typical 
properties are listed in table 2.2   
 
Table 2.2 Different types of horn antennas, common types are listed below: 
Antenna Type Properties 
Sectoral Horn 
 
 
 
 
Pyramidal Horn 
Conical Horn 
- Energy flares out in one direction only 
- Flaring in the direction of E-vector produces 
sectorial E-plane horn  
- Flaring in the direction of H-plane produces 
sectorial H-plane horn 
- Energy flares in both E & H planes 
- Energy flares in walls of a cylindrical waveguide. 
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 The design parameters (flares and feed structure) and a set of design equations for 
a typical horn antennae are listed in table 2.3. An increase in aperture and flare angle  
increases the energy directivity whereas the bandwidth reduces such that in order for a 
horn to be realizable RE=RH=RP.    
 
 
Fig. 2.17: Horn Antenna – image adopted from[19] 
 
G =  Ɛap .
4ɳ
λ0
2 . Aap        (2.61) 
Where: 
 λ0 is the wavelength 
 εap is the effective aperture coefficient 
 Aap is the area of aperture (AxB).  
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CHAPTER 3 – LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
3.1 Fundamentals of Microwave Heating 
 
Microwave heating takes place due to polarization of water molecules in dielectric 
materials at frequencies ranging from 300MHz to 300GHz. In domestic microwave ovens, 
the process involves microwave energy penetrating a dielectric substrate which comprises 
of polar water molecules. The electrical dipole moment, with a positive charge at one end 
and a negative charge at the other (shown in Fig.3.1a and represented by eqn.3.1) rotate 
around their axis at a rate of 2.45 billion times per second until they align themselves in 
the direction of an EM field. This results in volumetric heat distribution. A dipole moment 
occurs between two ions of an ionic bond or between two atoms of a covalent bond and 
is due to separation of charges and the differences in electronegativity. A large difference 
in electronegativity leads to a greater dipole moment whilst charge separation distance 
determines the overall size of the dipole moment. 
  
A water based dipole moment arises due to oxygen being more electronegative 
than hydrogen. This has the effect of pulling electrons closer, which  increases electron 
density and creates an electric dipole moment vector with partial negative charge on the 
oxygen atom as shown in Fig. 3.1b. 
 
Dipole moment =   μ = q. d     (3-1) 
Where: 
  μ = Debye: (0 = non-polar; N = polar) 
  q = Charge 
  d = distance          
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 (a) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(b) 
 
Fig.3.1:-( a) Water-Electric dipole moment (b) Variation of microwave propagation in 
time.[125-126] 
 
3.2 Magnetron Based Microwave Heating 
 
 There is very little evidence of microwave heating prior to World War II as 
microwaves were still in their infancy, however patent literatures making loose reference 
to the use of microwave energy for industrial applications exists. Kasner 1937 alludes to 
these applications in his patents on spark-gap microwave generators [26]-[28]. Other 
evidence of pre-war interest is a patent describing the concept of matching a lossy 
dielectric load to a radiating dipole by W. M. Hahnemann 1939 [29]. Practical uses of 
microwave heating were not considered until after the war [30]-[31]. W. C. White (1962) 
[31], states that the industrial use of dielectric heating did not come into effect until 1940. 
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 With the concepts of microwave heating well established by the mid 1940’s; the 
need to control the heating source and the importance of a “coupling circuit” in practical 
implementations was recognised [32]-[33]. The ISM bands were specified with severe 
limits on out of band radiation leakage leading to adoption of FCC Part 18 (25uV/m below 
500Watts & 25.√(Power/500) above 500Watts). Whilst the general usefulness of 
microwave heating for industrial applications remained unproven; T. M. Shaw et al, 1949, 
proposed its use for food processing [34].  
 
 Continued interest in industrial heating led to the development of a heating 
apparatus by Percy Spencer 1945. This comprised of two magnetrons in parallel, feeding 
a waveguide. The microwave power exits the waveguide and enters the cavity where it 
impinges upon the food source. P. W. Morse & H.E. Rivercomb 1947, reported a 
prototype oven operating at 915 MHz, which was used to thaw and heat pre-cooked frozen 
meals in restaurants [35]. The GE authors preferred 915MHz over 2450MHz claiming 
that thermal runaway was worse at higher frequencies and penetration depth too small. 
Their rivals Raytheon favoured microwave oven frequency of 2450MHz arguing that 
higher frequency operation permitted improved coupling to small loads, such as a 
frankfurter sausage, whilst the increased number of modes offered better randomisation 
and heating uniformity. This led to allocation of two frequency bands by the FCC, 
915±25MHz and 2450 ±50MHz. Little attention was paid to’ the theory of microwave 
heating at the time other than the recognition that “electronic heating of food” produced 
heat from within”.  
 
 Whilst earlier magnetrons were pulsed tubes developed for radar applications, W, 
C. Brown and Palmer Derby 1943-44 established design rules [36] enabling choice of CW 
or pulsed operation to ensure mode stability. Naval interest in jamming application of CW 
mode of operation led to a greater activity and a step towards commercial heating 
applications. Soon, it was widely accepted [37] that a magnetron with high efficiency was 
ideal for industrial heating applications. Variations on waveguide-aperture feeds and 
mode stirrers also found their way into products in the search for uniform heating [38]. 
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Fig. 3.2 Production figures and user unit costs of magnetrons – past and 
projected (H. K. Jenny, “Electron tubes—A technology forecast,” Technology Trend 
(75CH1OO5-8 TFA), IEEE, NY (1975)). 
 
 Tappan 1955 [39] introduced a 220V, 900W, 24 in-wide oven, with an electric 
heating element at the top of the cavity for “browning”, retailing at $1200.00. Marketing 
and sales campaigns of the time stressed advantages of cooking speed, cool oven utensils, 
and unique reheating capability. Tappan 1965 also introduced the first “microwave 
cooker”, a microwave oven mounted above a conventional range, retailing for well over 
$1000.  
 
 By the 1960’s Raytheon had forged a modest commercial market share and 
Tappan had an equally modest domestic market share. There was little evidence of 
growth, which lead R.V. Decareau to remark [40] that “it is extremely doubtful if the 
microwave oven business has come close to breaking even”. This may have been the case 
if it were not for the vision and faith of Charles Francis Adarns. He foresaw the potential 
and backed the microwave oven during its many profitless years while President of 
Raytheon Mfg. Co. This lack of growth in part was attributed to most microwave 
companies concentrating on military, radar, ECM, communications and space 
applications.  
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 Magnetron development continued steadily but doubts remained over its 
performance compared to tubes (TWT) and solid-state devices until a paper by Twisleton 
(1964) demonstrated magnetrons efficiencies of 80–90-percent at 915MHz. This led 
Norman Moore (Litton) 1966 to anticipate a significant rise in countertop units [41]. 
Tappan’s 230-V free-standing microwave had a price of $1000 whereas Litton-Atherton 
magnetron ovens had a price of $360-$400. As Roper Co. and Amana entered the market, 
Amana had specific plans and an aggressive price strategy (~$495) for a counter top oven, 
triggering a price war in the consumer oven market. The magnetron prices changed 
significantly with a growth in microwave oven market (Fig. 3.2). 
 
 Marketing of microwave ovens began soon after, in rest of the world. First in Japan 
and to a lesser extent in Western Europe and Scandinavia, whilst there was also evidence 
of microwave ovens being marketed in the USSR in 1971 [42]. Technical advances over 
the years have added performance enhancements, such as  microprocessors [45] for 
timing, power control and potential use of solid-state sources for microwave ovens. The 
practical application of the latter seemingly a distant away at the time is now close to 
reality. 
 
3.3 The Magnetron 
 
 The Magnetron (Fig.3.3) first invented in 1921 and refined over the years for 
continuous and pulsed modes of operation is capable of generating very high power levels 
(megawatts) over a wide range of frequencies 1-40GH and has a typical lifetime of about 
4500hrs when operating into a matched load – this reduces to ~1000hrs under variable 
loading conditions (back-bombardment of the electrons results in filament wearing off). 
It comprises of a cylindrical cathode surrounded by a hollow anode with a few millimetres 
separation. The anode has a number of vanes designed to resonate at specific frequencies 
(2.45GHz±50MHz). Application of voltage (kV) between the electrodes and a magnetic 
field aligns the electric and magnetic fields such that they are perpendicular to each other.  
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As electrons emitted by the cathode begin to accelerate; a sufficiently large magnetic field 
restricts their movement to circular paths (around the cathode) ensuring they do not escape 
to the anode. The interaction of vanes with the electrons (accelerating or decelerating 
them), leads to self-sustaining oscillations and power generation. A portion of the power 
is extracted via a coupling loop and transferred to a rectangular waveguide (Fig.3.4). 
 
 
 
 
                     
                         
Fig. 3.3 Magnetron based microwave oven. 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.4 Schematic of a typical microwave oven. 
 
3.4 Magnetron Power 
 
 Magnetron based RF sources are widely used in microwave cooking and heating 
related applications due to their high energy conversion at a very low cost. Determining  
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the output power rating of a magnetron based microwave oven involves heating a 1000g 
of water for 60 seconds in a glass container (IEC 60705, 1999). As the water is lossy, the 
majority of power delivered is absorbed and there are little or no reflections. The power 
rating of a domestic microwave can thus be calculated using equation 3.2. 
 
Power rating =
(volume of water).(Temperature rise).(Specific heat capacity of water)
ON time
 (3.2) 
 
3.5 Magnetron Frequency 
 
 The instantaneous frequency emitted by a magnetron in a microwave oven 
depends on two parameters, the cathode-anode voltage and the high frequency output 
impedance of the magnetron, which is set by the load (Ghammaz et al., 2003) [47]. 
Heating of the load changes the material dielectric properties, leading to variations in load 
impedance, which in turn shifts the frequency of the magnetron. The frequency shift not 
only changes the heating rate but also changes the field distribution (Celuch and Kopyt, 
2009) [48]. Yakovlev (2006) [49] mentions that a typical magnetron operating frequency 
deviates about 50MHz. The simulated temperature profiles, Yakovlev obtained for these 
frequencies were compared with the experimental temperature profiles and the root mean 
square error (RMSE) was derived using equation 3.3 
 
RMSE = 
1
n
∑ (Tp
n
t=1 − T0)
2       (3.3) 
Where: 
 TP is the predicted temperature,  
 T0 is the observed temperature, and  
 n is the number of data points on the time-temperature profile.  
 
The determination of exact magnetron power is important as this helps generate 
the desired electric field. The value of electric field E can be estimated using empirical 
techniques described by (Soltysiak et al., 2008) [57]. 
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 E =  
2 × Pm
(1−|S11|
2)
         (3.4) 
 
Where: 
 
 E - Electric field strength (V/cm),  
 Pm - Power output of a magnetron (W), 
 𝑆11 - Reflection coefficient as a function of frequency. 
 
3.6 Microwave Heating in Domestic Ovens 
 
 The domestic microwave oven is a common household appliance in the developed 
and emerging countries. It fits in with modern pace of life by offering speed and 
convenience. In order to ensure food safety, heating uniformity of the food source is 
essential for inactivating foodborne pathogens. 
 
 Non-uniform heating can pose a serious health hazard; it is therefore fundamental 
to ensure heating homogeneity and personal safety when consuming microwave heated 
food. K.Pitachai et al (2012) have described in some detail non-uniform heating due to 
irregular dielectric properties, shapes and consistency. Pitachai’s team developed a finite-
difference time domain EM heat transfer model using numerical methodology to study 
complex interaction of microwaves with food sources.  
 
 Microwave heating of food sources in domestic microwave oven takes place due 
to the polarization effect of electromagnetic radiation at 2.45 GHz. The microwave energy 
penetrates the surface of food products, generating localised heating due to molecular 
friction caused by dipolar rotation of polar solvents (water molecules present in the food).  
The resulting dipolar rotation is due to changes in electric and magnetic fields for the 
duration of the heating process. Despite numerous efforts, the issue of non-uniform 
heating still exists, and whilst the causes of non-uniform heating have been identified, the 
challenges in ascertaining homogeneity remain. The causes of non-uniform heating relate  
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to interference of electromagnetic waves and variations in dielectric, physical and thermal 
properties of food components which leads to uneven absorption of energy and heat 
dissipation.  
 
Some cooking ingredients contain foodborne pathogens. It is recommended that 
all food products are cooked thoroughly. This involves raising the temperature of 
microwave heated food to levels where the microorganisms are destroyed, whilst 
preserving nutrients. Liquid water and ice have different dielectric properties. Frozen food 
(ice) has low loss and absorbs less microwave energy (Chamchong and Datta, 1999 a, b) 
[50] compared to thawed food which is more lossy and able to absorb more power. For 
this reason most microwaves incorporate a defrost functionality. 
 
 The microwave energy absorbed by a load is proportional to the dielectric loss 
factor and the square of the electric field strength. An electromagnetic wave looses part 
of its energy when travelling through a lossy dielectric medium. This loss of energy is 
attributed to heat generation where the power is converted to thermal energy within the 
medium. Conversion of electromagnetic energy into thermal energy is governed by the 
below equation (Goldblith, 1967) [55]. 
 
Pv = 2πfε0ε
′Ε2        (3.5) 
 
 Where 
  Pv - dissipated power per unit volume (W/m
3),  
  f   - Frequency of electromagnetic wave (Hz), 
  ε′ - Relative dielectric loss factor 
ε0 - Permittivity of free space - (8.854×10-12 F/m),  
  E - Electric field strength (V/m) in food.  
 
 The dielectric loss in a material due to electric conductivity (σ, S/m) is given by: 
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   ε′′ =  
σ
2πε0f
            (3.6) 
 
 In some instances, evaporative losses from the food surface can be significant, 
requiring the inclusion of an evaporative loss term in the heat transfer equation. The 
evaporative loss is considered as minimal when the surface temperature of the food is kept 
below 70°C  
 
3.7 Solid-State Based Microwave Heating 
 
 A Solid-State Source (transistor) can be thought of as a controllable valve where 
a small signal is used to control much larger energy flow. This was first demonstrated in 
1947 at Bell Laboratories in New Jersey. William Shockley whilst working on the concept 
for more than 10 years was unable to realise a working model. He enlisted the help of 
Bardeen and Brattain and together they were able to demonstrate a working proto-type “a 
point contact transistor”. Shockley went on to create a new type of transistor, “a bipolar 
transistor” which had superior performance compared to the “point contact transistor”. 
However, these earlier devices lacked power and were not considered suitable for 
microwave heating applications. 
 
 The continuous demand for higher data rates over the last 20 years together with 
advances in semiconductor device technology has led to the development of high power 
devices with good efficiency, such that their use in microwave heating applications has 
become feasable. These devices are capable of generating accurate, frequency-agile, 
controllable and responsive energy levels, enabling precise and even distribution of 
energy to heat food homogeneously. This renewed interest in the use of solid-state power 
for domestic microwave oven and other emerging applications (plasma lighting, car 
ignition, composite curing and biomedical applications) has led to a growth in research 
activity, focusing on performance benefits, cost reduction and commerclialisation.   
 
 There are significant performance benefits of solid-state technology over the  
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magnetron based systems, as well as challenges relating to successful implementation and 
reliable operation. Solid-state for domestic heating (Fig. 3.5) offers several advantages. 
This includes monitoring forward and reflected power, which helps track energy levels 
into the cavity and load; an ability to change the frequency of operation allowing precise 
control of excited modes; precise control over power and relative phase (for multi-feed 
systems) which leads to rapid and uniform heating (through continuous power delivery), 
repeatability and low voltage operation. Magnetron based systems in contrast are operated 
in a pulsed (ON/OFF) mode where the different power levels are realised by adjusting the 
ON/OFF time ratio via pulse width modulation. The resulting temperature overshoots 
contribute to uneven heating. Whilst device reliability under variable loading conditions 
remains a concern, warranting further investigative work, design freedom with respect to 
power scalability allows multiple system combinations which enhance heating uniformity 
and system efficiency.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.5 Solid-state powered microwave oven. 
 
3.7.1 Solid State Microwave Oven 
 
 The use of solid state technology for microwave heating was first proposed in the 
late 1960’s and early 1970’s. The first patent for solid-state microwave oven technology 
was granted to Bruce R. McAvoy, (1971) [1]. The work was based around the provision 
of plurality of solid state oscillator’s (Fig.3.6) generating multiple frequencies in the 
microwave region. The number and location of oscillators was arranged such that it  
provided a uniform heat distribution [1]. This led to more research, and further patents  
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were granted during this decade to Kern K.Chang, (1972) for his work on a “solid-state 
microwave heating apparatus” [2], which comprised of a cylindrical cavity with multiple 
solid-state sources mounted (heat sinked) to the inner wall of the cavity. The power was 
coupled into the cavity (electric field) via dipole antennas to heat the load. 
 
 T. Othani, (1975) developed a hybrid microwave oven, which was a combination  
heating system (Fig.3.7) consisting of a conventional magnetron as a high power source 
with an auxiliary solid-state source to attain better heating uniformity [3]. The magnetron 
was used as the main power source owing to its high power capability and the solid-state 
oscillators were used as secondary sources. The combination was used to attain 
continuous heating performance during the magnetron ON-OFF cycles.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.6 Microwave oven with a plurality of solid-state oscillators. 
 
 
 R.A. Dehn, (1977) proposed a microwave heating apparatus incorporating 
multiple couplers and solid-state sources [4]. The patented work consisted of multiple 
solid-state oscillators exciting wire-like resonant couplers mounted on a tubular housing. 
He used micro-strip circuitry with each oscillator which excited a resonant coupler 
(Fig.3.8). The coupling structures were longitudinally spaced and angularly staggered, 
this  enabled energy to be coupled to different regions of the cavity structure to maintain 
an even heat distribution. The absorption of energy in an optimally matched state, where 
there is no reflected power effectively isolates the couplers, enabling closer spacing and 
placement of the structures.  
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 S.H. Bickel, (1978) [5], successfully patented a solid-state microwave oven power 
source (Fig.3.9). This comprised of negative resistance transistors and capacitors coupled 
to a dc power source for the purposes of maintaining multiple solid state power sources 
in a phase locked condition and combining the power into a single load [5]. Power from 
solid-state microwave source (comprising of multiple solid-state oscillators; an equal 
phase combiner and impedance matching network) is coupled in-phase through multiple 
coaxial cable antenna structures, selectively positioned adjacent to the cavity wall.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.7 A Combination Microwave Oven. 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.8 Microwave Oven – multiple couplers & solid state sources 
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“Bickel” [5] recognised that if the sources were not phased locked, and allowed to 
drift, then they are likely to absorb each other’s generated power. This reduced the amount 
of energy reaching the load in the oven, which under extreme reflective states led to the 
destruction of individual sources. The loss of power was seen as particularly undesirable 
with solid state power sources, owing to their low efficiency and output power at that 
time. 
 
 The proposed cylindrical resonator had a maximum field strength at the centre 
which decayed to zero at the side conducting walls. The solid-state oscillators are 
positioned on the surface (where the magnetic field is maximum) and coupled to the 
resonant field by magnetic coupling loops. To maintain optimum phase lock conditions 
the load is centrally located.  
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.9 Solid-State Microwave Oven – multiple solid state sources 
 
 
 The possible destruction of solid state sources was also recognised in earlier work 
by Kern K Chang, (1972) [2]. He proposed the use of a microstrip circulator as a solution. 
A circulator; whilst protecting the power transistor from high reflected energy states, 
directs all reflected energy into a resistive load where it is absorbed. The use of circulators 
and resistive loads causes power loss and system inefficiency, which is undesirable. The 
power absorbed by the resistive load is dissipated as heat to the surroundings and other 
parts of the system. This unwanted heat must be removed by air or water cooling to 
preserve reliability, further increasing DC power consumption and system inefficiency.  
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3.7.2 Microwave Heating with Control 
 
 Alejandro Mackay et al, (1980) [7] identified that whilst power supply and 
magnetron efficiencies were high (̴ 95% and  ̴65% respectively) the oven efficiency was 
only in the region of around 45%. They attributed this to an inability to convert available 
magnetron power to heat, and suggested that this was due in part to losses in the cavity 
walls and the coupling structure. Another major contributing factor was the impedance 
mismatch between the magnetron and the loaded cavity. The mismatch condition and 
circuit efficiency degraded significantly with small loads and varied considerably with the 
position of the load inside the cavity. 
 
 For their work, they were granted two patents; a controlled heating microwave 
oven (1980) in the United States (Fig.3.10) and a controlled heating microwave oven 
using different frequencies (1980) in Canada [6-7]. The proposed heating apparatus 
comprised of a cavity; a frequency agile energy source; a detector to monitor power 
absorption by the load across the operating bandwidth, and a control mechanism for 
selecting the operating frequencies based on power absorption levels. Whilst they were 
able to demonstrate control, high efficiency and improved heating uniformity, the non-
adaptive nature of the coupling structure meant their technique was of a limited value for 
domestic microwave heating (variable load) applications. 
 
Tomotaka Nobue et al, (1983) also identified limitations of magnetron based 
domestic microwave ovens [8]. The main limitation was the lack of control over power, 
which could only be varied through an ON-OFF time division mode as a means of heating 
different loads. In their work they acknowledged that only a proportion of the available 
power contributed to heating the load inside the cavity, and the exact amount of power 
absorbed was dependent on the type and size of the load. As with the earlier work by 
Alejandro Mackay et al, (1980), this was attributed to an impedance mismatch between 
the magnetron and the cavity, which emphasised the importance of maintaining a 
satisfactory impedance match between the load and the source. 
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 Tomotaka [8] observed that in a multi-mode rectangular cavity the 
electromagnetic modes shift in frequency as the load is heated. He also observed that the 
frequency generating the electromagnetic modes correlated to frequency where the 
reflected power from the loaded cavity was minimal. By continuously operating at these 
pre-determined frequency points, he noticed that the efficiency reduced as the load was 
heated. Whilst it is acknowledged that selection of electromagnetic modes, field patterns 
or distributions in the cavity play important roles in attaining uniform heating, Tomotaka 
suggested that under variable loading conditions, a multitude of electric field patterns 
cannot maintain uniform heating. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.10 Controlled Heating Microwave Oven 
 
 
 He went on to suggest that even when electromagnetic modes suitable for attaining 
uniform heating are identified, it is impossible to select these modes in accordance with 
the amount of reflected power in a multi-mode cavity. His observations were valid, 
however, no means of identifying and capturing low reflective states over a wider 
bandwidth were proposed. Whilst the reflected power states can be used to detect the 
presence of electromagnetic modes, the details of the electric field pattern remained 
largely unknown. These can now be realised with the aid of 3D EM simulations. Issues 
relating to SSPA bandwidth utilisation and variable load conditions were not addressed 
and remained unanswered 
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Hisashi Okatsuka et al, (1985) proposed a microwave heating apparatus 
(Fig.3.11), which comprised of a single pre-amplifier module and multiple amplifier 
modules [9] for amplifying the output of the preamplifier module. In this research, 
Hisashi’s team took the view that besides its notable disadvantages, magnetron based 
microwave heating was potentially hazardous. The high voltage (several thousand volts) 
required to energise the magnetron can potentially expose an operator to serious danger 
of an electrical shock if insufficiently insulated. Furthermore generating such high voltage 
requires a high voltage transformer (KVA ratings). This was in contrast to solid-state 
systems which had a low operating voltage (tens of volts). The limited power from a single 
solid state source is recognised and attributed to weak microwave energy inside the cavity. 
The need to intensify this energy to sufficiently high levels through the use of multiple 
sources is acknowledged in this work. 
 
 A rise in impedance mismatch due to heating and other effects leads to reflected 
power states which can potentially damage the solid-state devices. This has been cited as 
an obstacle to practical implementation of solid-state systems. In order to maintain safe 
and reliable operation, solid-state devices must be kept sufficiently cool and the need to 
dissipate heat generated by the amplifiers has been discussed. There is a clear focus on 
implementation of a time delay function and a staggered “switch on” of solid-state sources 
with increasing temperature. The use of a circulator and high power load to absorb 
reflected power and protect the solid-state device against an impedance mismatch is also 
advocated. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.11 Microwave Heating System comprising of multiple sources 
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3.7.3 Microwave Heating with Distributed Semiconductor Sources 
 
 Peter James Hadinger, (2004) patented a microwave heating apparatus which used 
distributed semiconductor sources [14]. He claimed that the efficiency of microwave 
heating can be improved by placing multiple sources throughout or adjacent to a 
microwave heating environment (Fig. 3.12), such that the energy is distributed throughout 
the chamber. The distribution of sources is customised to specific size and shape of 
microwave chamber. This is in contrast to conventional microwave ovens, where the 
energy emerges from a single location and is relient on the stirrer and turntable for its 
distribution within the cavity structure. In his research, it noted that whilst the magnetron 
source is inexpensive and readily available, it lacks control. A typical microwave oven 
operation requires turning the magnetron ON and OFF in a pulsing fashion to regulate the 
amount of energy transmitted over time.  
 
Owing to the limited power capability of a single transistor, other attempts to 
employ solid-state devices in place of a magnetron included a combiner network to 
generate high power levels. The generated power was than coupled into the cavity using 
a waveguide. However this also required the use of stirrers and a turntable for even heat 
distribution. This led to a multi source approach, where each  source is spaced apart such 
that energy is distributed to all portions of the heating compartment. It is suggested that 
the amplitude and phase of the sources can be controlled (individually or collectively) to 
direct microwave energy levels to the desired locations. 
 
 It is further suggested that the cavity should be divided into virtual compartments 
and the power to individual heating regions controlled based on the properties of the load. 
The power from a SSPA is coupled into specific regions of the cavity via a radiating 
element (antenna, probe). It is claimed [14] that by varying power and phase of individual 
or multiple sources with respect to the load position, a more uniform heat distribution is 
achievable (without the need for stirrers and rotating trays). Under fixed loading 
conditions, the phasing of microwave sources can be pre-set to create energy maxima to 
heat specific loads in specific locations. Whilst this concept is valid for fixed loads, it is  
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of a limited use under variable loading conditions. The research does not state a means 
through which a good impedance match is realised and maintained. The issues relating to 
reflected power states, and device reliability under variable loading conditions have been 
largely ignored.  
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.12 Microwave heating comprising of distributed sources 
 
3.7.4 Microwave Heating with Predefined Modes 
 
 Ulf Erik Nordh et al, (2010) proposed the use of predefined modes to select the 
frequency of operation of two solid-state sources to heat loads in a cavity [15]. The first 
source is selected to operate (via a control unit) at a known resonance frequency whilst 
the second source is offset in frequency to compensate for load variations e.g. due to 
temperature increase. The hot and cold spots which arise due to excitation of the first 
mode are compensated for by the heating pattern of a second mode. The research was 
limited to smaller cavities which only had a limited number of excitable modes. 
 
 The pursuit of solid-state technology is driven by the desire to attain uniform 
heating of the load, whilst ensuring maximum available power is absorbed by the, load to 
achieve a satisfactory degree of efficiency. Ulf Erik-Nordh suggested the use of  
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predetermined frequency points (regions) for microwae heating applications, where the 
loads are well defined. The loads are categorised by their types and a uniform heating 
profile is achieved through selection of an appropriately optimized mode. The energy is 
coupled into the cavity via a main waveguide or through a plurality of secondary 
waveguides (coming off the main waveguide).  
 
 Tomotaka Nobue et al, (2011) realised that the semiconductor devices had a low 
thermal durability compared to the magnetron, and were likely to breakdown when 
exposed to high reflected power and temperatures. To combat this he proposed a 
compartmentalised heating apparatus (Fig. 3.13), where the reflected power is directed 
into a second compartment [16], thus keeping heat well away from the solid state source. 
Tomotaka also suggested that by placing the load in the centre of the cavity, and directing 
energy into the load from the sides (top and bottom sections) helped improve heating 
uniformity. 
 
 The reflected power due to impedance mismatches in solid-state systems requires 
careful attention. One proposed solution, includes a heating apparatus where the reflected 
power is absorbed by a dummy resistance plate, mounted on an outer wall of the heating 
chamber such that the heat is retained within the enclosure. Other works have suggested 
detection of reflected power, and selection of the oscillating frequency to retain an 
impedance match. This process requires a continuous tracking of reflected power states 
and fast response times, processing speeds and an ability to capture the reflective states 
over the operating bandwidth. Whilst fast response times may now be realisable, questions 
around capturing reflective states over wide bandwidths remain unanswered. 
 
Peter James Hadinger, (2004) suggests that solid-state sources can be prevented 
from destruction (reflected power and high thermal temperatures) by guiding the reflected 
power from the heating chamber to a high power load. The proposed two chamber concept 
attempts to overcome this loss of energy, by directing the reflected power from chamber 
two to chamber one and vice versa in an attempt to make use of the reflected energy,  
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whilst maintaining isolation between the two generators. This two chamber solution 
whilst potentially useful in applications where two identical loads are heated 
simultaneously is not practical or efficient for domestic microwave applications. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.13 Compartmented Microwave Heating 
 
3.7.5 Microwave Heating with SSPA and Antenna Array(s) 
 
Ranjit Gharpurey & Jacob A. Abraham, (2013) proposed a microwave heating unit 
comprising of antenna array(s) (Fig. 3.14), which was configured to generate different 
radiation patterns [17]. The array (comprising of multiple antennas) was used to couple 
energy from its respective SSPA into the cavity. The heating unit (a cuboidal cavity), had 
the first antenna array positioned along the first surface of the cavity and a second antenna 
array positioned along a second surface of the cuboidal cavity, and so on. In a cylindrical 
cavity, the antenna array was positioned along the cylindrical surface such as to steer the 
microwave beam within the cavity. Further, the first antenna array was configured to 
radiate power over a first frequency range, and a second set is configured to radiate power 
over a second frequency range. The beam pattern and its location was varied by adjusting 
phase and amplitude of the RF input signal for each antenna in the array. Uniform and 
rapid heating was achieved through multiple RF signals, each having a different respective 
frequency and radiating pattern.  
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 Jose Augusto Lima et al, (2015), also proposed a method for implementing beam 
forming techniques using solid state amplifiers, and an array of antennas for heating 
materials in a microwave oven [18]. His system comprised of multiple solid state sources, 
each source had its own transmitting antenna to radiate electromagnetic energy into the 
oven through its respective phase shifter(s). A feedback loop was used to detect the 
reflected power and changes in phase were used to control the radiation patterns.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.14 Microwave heating system with antenna arrays 
 
 
3.7.6 Microwave Heating Versatility. 
 
 Olle Niklasson et al, (2016) proposed a compartmentalised (versatile) heating 
apparatus (Fig.3.15) comprising of a plurality of different sources [19]. The first source 
was configured to supply energy at the bottom of the food source (for browning) and a 
second source was configured for volumetric heating in the upper chamber. A grill 
element located in the ceiling and a control unit for selecting the appropriate cooking cycle 
based on food category [19] were aslo included. The first source has an antenna in the 
lower part of the cavity and the second source has a feeding port in the upper part of the 
cavity. The microwave source(s) may be a solid state amplifier, a magnetron or a  
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combination of the two. The advantages of solid-state sources e.g. manipulating the 
heating pattern through frequency, phase and output power are clearly stated. 
 
 Microwave ovens used for volumetric heating lack effectiveness in attaining 
browning/crisp effect. The grill element in the proposed concept aims to improve 
browning, without affecting the performance of standard microwave heating obtained 
through mode excitations. The uniform distribution of multiple solid-state sources is 
advantageous, in that rotation of the plate is not required. This provides a greater freedom 
for designing the food container which does not have to be cylindrical.  
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.15 Versatile Microwave Heating 
 
3.7.7 The future of Microwave Heating 
 
 The future of microwave heating is destined for a change as appliance 
manufacturers look to replace the magnetron with more flexible energy sources. Whilst 
the magnetron is a reliable power generator, its use restricts field pattern mobility (due to 
its limited bandwidth, ‘ON-OFF’ functionality and the inability to select frequency, phase 
or amplitude, which leads to the formation of hot and cold spots in the food (Fig.3.16). 
The resulting standing waves inside the cavity are the cause of temperature differences. 
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A stirrer and turntable are typically used to sweep the food through the EM field to 
minimize this effect. 
             
 
Fig. 3.16 Standing Waves – lead to hot and cold spots 
 
 Solid-state microwave heating systems offer control over frequency and phase. 
This means that nodes and antinodes can be moved around the cavity, which leads to a 
more uniform heating. The effectiveness can be further increased by using multiple 
sources which combine to generate the desired heating profile. Amplitude control can also 
be used to control temperature profiles through a power ramp cycle which leads to 
controlled temperature profiles and delicate cooking cycles. 
 
 Semiconductor device manufacturers (Ampleon, NXP, Macom and Infineon) 
offer high power RF transistors (Fig.3.17), specifically designed for RF Energy (ISM 
band) applications. This means that solid-state microwave ovens are no longer confined 
to laboratory based research. These companies are actively engaged with the RF energy 
alliance to develop products and standards that support a rapidly evolving commercial  
and consumer market. The RF Energy Alliance RFEA was founded in September 2014 to 
standardize, promote and educate audiences in solid-state heating systems. 
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Fig. 3.17 High Power RF transistors specifically designed for RF Energy 
applications 
 
 Joint collaborations between semiconductor device and appliance manufacturers, 
e.g. AMPLEON and MIDEA has also led to the world's first commercially available solid 
state microwave oven, a 200 W table top oven. Designed for space constrained kitchens 
and for portable on-the-go food applications, the oven can be powered either from a mains 
power source or from a 24V DC battery. Other appliance manufacturers (Goji Food 
Solutions,Wayv Technology, Whirlpool and Miele) are also actively engaged in the 
development of solid-state based microwave heating systems and have hinted at 
forthcoming new products that promise to revolutionise cooking. 
 
3.7.8 The constraints for practical implementation of solid-state technology 
 
 Whilst higher power transistors have made the use of solid-state technology more 
realisable, concerns over device reliability, systems and heating efficiency under variable 
loading conditions remain. These concerns need to be properly addressed in order for 
solid state device technology to be a viable alternative to the magnetron.The biggest 
challenge for microwave heating appliances has been the delivery of power to a variable 
load inside the cavity. The load impedance varies with size, shape, consistency of the 
food, its chemical composition, with changes in temperature and placement within the 
oven. These variations in load lead to unmatched loading conditions and highly-reflective 
energy states which result in system inefficiency. 
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 Impedance mismatches limit the amount of power that can be delivered to the load 
whilst increasing the amount of reflected power back to the source. Mitigating this 
requires the use of circulators and high power dissipative loads. Whilst the circulator 
protects the transistor by directing all the reflected power to a high power load (where it 
is dissipated as heat), it also adds path losses (typically 0.25dB), cost and mechanical 
complexity to the power amplifier module. The high power ‘drop-in’ circulators and loads 
incur tooling (pockets machined into the heatsink) and assembly cost, which involves 
securing and soldering of the the two parts. If mounted poorly arcing can occur at the 
circulator pins which can damage the device and the printed circuit board. 
 
 The constraints involved in delivering power under variable loading conditions 
requires re-positioning or retuning of the coupling (antenna) structure. Whilst easily 
realisable for fixed loads under laboratory conditions this has proven very challenging for 
real life applications. A dynamic structure consisting of electromechanical parts is one 
possibility that has been considered, where the positioning of the coupling structure is 
adjusted electromechanically with load variations. This also adds cost and complexity to 
the system, and as yet this concept has not been realized for practical applications. 
 
 Therefore a need exists in the field of RF generated microwave heating and 
medical applications where all of the available power needs be delivered to the cavity 
under variable loading conditions (without physical or electromechanical realignment of 
the couplig structure). Due to cost and size constraints, the structure needs to be simple 
and cost effective. Failure to overcome these obstacles means that the true potential of 
solid-state technology (homogeneous and efficient heating, power ramping) cannot be 
fully realised. The added cost of circulator, high-power loads and cooling requirements, 
at present limit the use of this technology for domestic applications. An ‘isolator-less’ 
solution where the SSPA is directly integrated to the antenna (coupling structure) will 
help reduce the module size and cost to levels where it is directly competitive with the 
magnetron.  
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3.8 Factors Influencing Microwave Heating 
 
 It is widely known that microwave heating leaves hot and cold spots in food 
sources. This is due to complex interaction of electromagnetic fields with lossy materials  
inside a resonant cavity structure. Improving heating uniformity has been a longstanding 
objective of microwave processes. Vadivambal et al. (2010) [58] reviewed various 
literatures on microwave heating and identified a real need to improve heating uniformity 
in microwave ovens. Due to limitations of the technology available at the time, his 
research was mostly centred on the composition and geometry of food sources. In recent 
times the attention has shifted to understanding the phenomenon of non-uniform heating 
both experimentally and through computer simulations [59]–[60]. Heating uniformity has 
been the theme of various research papers, concentrating mostly on shape, size [111] and 
dielectric properties of food materials [50],[54], placement on the turntable [95] and 
power cycling [70].  
 
 Other techniques used to improve heating uniformity have included combination 
heating, infrared and hot air [79], [81], variable frequency [89], [63] and mode stirrers 
[84]. Bows and Kashyap et al. [63], concluded that better heating uniformity can be 
achieved by sweeping the frequency (2450 ± 50MHz) compared to mode stirrer operation 
inside the cavity. With the aid of computer modelling, Geedipalli et al. (2007) [53] 
reported improvements of up to 40% in heating uniformity. Factors that influence heating 
uniformity are listed in the following sections.  
 
3.8.1 Dielectric Properties 
 
 Dielectric properties provide valuable information about a material and play an 
important role in determining the likely interaction between an electric field and the 
material, e.g. a food source [74]. Dielectric materials experience three types of 
polarisation in the presence of a uniform electric field;  
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1. Electronic Polarisation. All materials;  
2. Ionic Polarisation. Ionic crystalline solids (NaCl).  
3. Orientation Polarisation. Materials whose molecules have dipole moments (H2O), 
which applies to food sources. 
 
 In the presence of an electric field, the water within food substances experience 
orientation polarisation, which results in microwave energy being absorbed and dissipated 
as heat from within. The parameters that are used to describe material properties relevant 
to microwave heating are the dielectric constant, dielectric loss and the loss tangent. The 
complex relative permittivity 𝜀∗ consisting of real and imaginary parts (eqn.3.7) 
determines the dielectric constant and the dielectric loss factor.  
 
ε∗  =  ε′ − jε"          (3.7) 
 
 Where: 
  ε′ = The dielectric constant is a material’s ability to store  
                  electric energy (for vacuum 𝜀′ = 1). 
 ε" = The dielectric loss factor is a  material‘s ability to dissipate  
                    electric energy as heat. 
 
 During microwave heating, the dielectric loss factor determines a materials ability 
to absorb electric energy and dissipate it as heat. In low loss materials, the value of 
dielectric loss factor is considered negligible, Materials with 𝜀" < 0.01  absorb more 
energy but are unable to dissipate it as heat [105], whereas lossy materials have an ability 
to convert more of the absorbed electrical energy into heat energy. Materials used in 
microwave applications are more generally categorised by their dielectric loss tangent (tan 
δ), which is an angular ratio of dielectric loss factor and dielectric constant (eqn.3.8). 
 
  Electric current flow through a material is referred to as electrical conductivity 𝜎, 
it is the rate at which a specified material conducts electricity or the rate at which heat  
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passes through a specified material (eqn.3.9). The electric components of microwaves can 
be converted into power dissipation per unit volume (for lossy materials) using eqn 3.10 
[55]. Electrical conductivity is strongly dependent on the number of electrons in a 
material, with typical conductivity of tap water being in the order of 0.005 - 0.05(S/m). 
This variation in conductivity is attributed to the presence of impurities in tap water. 
 
 Magnetic permeability is defined as the relative increase or decrease in the 
resultant magnetic field (within a material) compared to the magnetizing field surrounding 
the material. The magnetic permeability of most biological materials is same as that of 
free space (μo = 4π × 10−7 N/A-2). Owing to their makeup, biological materials do not 
interact strongly with the magnetic field component of electromagnetic waves.  
 
Dielectric loss tangent, tan δ =  
ε"
ε′
         (3.8)
 Electrical conductivity, σ = 2π𝑓ε0ϵ
"           (3.9)  
 Where: 
   𝑓 = The frequency (Hz) 
  ε0 = The free space permittivity (8.854 × 10
-12 F/m) 
  ϵ" = The dielectric loss factor 
 
Pv = 2π𝑓ϵ0ε
"E2             (3.10) 
 
 Where 
   Pv = The conversion of power per unit volume (W/m
3), 
   𝑓  = The frequency (GHz) 
   ε" = The relative dielectric loss factor 
   ϵ0 = The permittivity of free space (8.854×10-12 F/m)  
    E  = The electric field strength (V/m) 
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3.8.2 Physical Properties 
 
 Microwave heating is a complex process, and its effectiveness is compromised by 
variations in material properties, including dielectric properties, size, shape, chemical 
composition as well as placement within the cavity and system design. Heat absorption is 
also influenced by sensory properties of foods such as texture and consistency [61]-[62]. 
Food sources contain many ingredients and it is entirely possible that each has a different 
dielectric property and heating rate. 
 
 There have been numerous attempts to improve the inherent nature of non-uniform 
heating, e.g. ‘ready-to-eat meal’ container geometries have been optimised to encourage 
even energy distribution and penetration depth at 2450MHz (Table 2) [127]. Bows and 
Richardson (1990) [63] state that temperature distribution can be optimised through 
careful planning and selection of food layout. Meals composed of multiple ingredients are 
more likely to have an uneven temperature distribution due to differences in dielectric and 
thermo-physical properties. This impacts the heating rate due to variable EM distribution 
and absorption conditions [64].  
 
Geometry influences the energy absorption and heating rates. An object with a 
large surface area will heat more rapidly due to its greater interaction with microwave 
energy. Whereas a curved shape absorbs more energy at its centre [65] which results in 
uneven heating at the edges. This is proven by the heat transfer model (based on Lambert’s 
law) which was developed to study the effects of shape geometry on temperature 
distribution [66]-[67]. Chen et al. (1993) [68] also carried out similar work by studying 
the effect of load on microwave power absorption in distilled water (ranging from 20-
200g) and potato samples of different diameters. The study concluded that power 
absorption is linked to the size of the load. Other similar studies [69]–[70] have 
recommended flattening of loads to aid energy penetration, which has lead to faster 
heating rates. As a rule of thumb load thickness should be maintained at less than 2.5 
times the microwave penetration depth at the operating frequency. 
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The penetration depth decreases with increasing frequency eqn.3.11. 
 
PD =  
λ√εr
,
2πεr
,          (3.11) 
 
Where: 
ε= εo (εr’ - j εr”), complex dielectric constant reduces with an 
increase in temperature. 
tan δ= εr”/εr’ 
δ= dielectric loss angle, measured in degrees 
λ= wavelength, measured in m, λ=c / f 
f= frequency, measured in Hz 
ε0=absolute dielectric constant = 8, 85x10 -12 As/Vm 
с= 3x1010cm/s speed of light 
Table 3.1.Penetration depths of microwave energy for various materials at 
2450MHz 
Material Measurement 
Temperature in °C 
Penetration 
depth in cm 
 
water 45 1.4 
water 95 5.7 
ice -12 1100 
bread 25 2 ... 5 
potato, raw 25 0.9 
mashed potato 25 0.8 
peas, carrots 25 1 
meat 25 0.9 ... 1.2 
hollow glass 25 35 
porcelain 25 56 
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3.8.3 Chemical Composition 
 Food ingredients, salt and water in particular have a significant influence on the 
microwave power absorption capacity of dielectric materials. Food sources with high 
moisture content heat faster due to the presence of polarised water molecules. This 
increases the rate of collisions (as the polarised molecules align themselves in the 
direction of changing electric field) which leads to a faster heating rate. Similarly, food 
sources high in salt content have higher ionic concentration, which leads to increased 
energy absorption [72]. 
 
 A food source with high water and salt content absorbs most of the energy 
impinging on its surface leading to a pseudo shielding effect. As a consequence less 
microwave energy reaches the centre of dense materials, which leads to non-uniform 
heating. The packaging of food sources with high moisture and salt content should be 
designed to maintain a thin base to aid the heating process. The effects of chemical 
composition (carbohydrates, fats, protein and water) on microwave heating have been 
outlined by George and Burnett (1991) [62], Kress-Rogers and Kent (1987) [71], and 
Gunasekaran et al. (2002) [72]. 
 
3.8.4 Placement inside the cavity 
 
 It has been stated in some detail that power absorption is a function of heating rate 
which is dependent on material properties, and varies for a frozen to non-frozen state 
(Chamchong and Datta, 1999a) [50]. Power absorption is also a function of load 
placement within the resonant cavity. Energy distribution inside the cavity is a series of 
electric field maxima and minima, which can be thought of physically as matched and 
unmatched regions. Loads placed in ‘matched’ regions will absorb more power, and heat 
more quickly compared to “unmatched” regions where the match is poor and very little 
or no power is absorbed. Turntables and mode stirrers have been added to microwave 
ovens to move the load position between these areas in an attempt to gain uniform heating.  
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 Zhang and Datta (2003) [54] carried out a study, which considerd the effect of 
microwave power absorption in single and multiple foods. They concluded that power 
absorption varies at different locations for shapes having similar dielectric properties. The 
relationship is a non-linear function of distance from the centre of the turntable. They also  
concluded that the relative power absorption in simultaneous heating of two different food 
sources follows the same relationship when heated individually.  
 
3.9 Summary 
 
 Solid-state architectures (through power, relative phase and frequency control) 
enable microwave heating appliances to have complex heating combinations and 
resolution control which helps improve cooking consistency, whilst reducing cooking 
time. A potential use of multiple channels (antenna feeds) can help create a steady input 
of microwave energy into the cavity, which allows the creation of various cooking profiles 
by directing energy into defined areas through relative phase control (steering of energy). 
 
 A linear energy delivery into the microwave can be obtained through the use of 
power control, e.g. through pulse width modulation, whilst  forward and reverse power 
measurements and feedback add intelligence to the apparatus. A measure of return loss 
profile shows optimally matched energy absorption regions (across the frequency band). 
The feedback loop can be used to ensure energy is directed at the right frequencies and 
couples efficiently into the load. 
 
 An accurate and stable frequency source with precise amplitude and relative phase 
control, when used with modulator and digital signal processing helps spread energy 
across the operating bandwidth. The availability of multi-output and phase locking 
synthesisers facilitates multi-source operation, with each emitting energy at the same 
frequency to achieve higher power levels within the cavity. Uneven heating (hot and cold 
spots) can be minimised by changing the relative phase (from one source to another) to 
alter the energy distribution such that it is continuously changing or intentionally directed. 
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CHAPTER 4 – POWER AMPLIFIER DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS  
 
4.1 Power Amplifier Key Parameters 
 
 The use of SSPA’s for microwave heating applications has been proposed and 
discussed in previous chapters. The communications and broadcast systems have been 
largely responsible for an evolution in semiconductor device physics, which has led to the 
development of very high power amplifiers. These amplifiers are capable of 
accommodating high peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR), to provide a high efficiency 
and linearity over a wide dynamic range. Power amplifiers in solid-state heating 
applications by contrast, are able to operate at or close to their maximum power rating, 
(saturation region), where efficiency is at its highest.  
 
 Besides having a high efficiency, the SSPA’s intended for microwave heating 
applications must be simple and of low cost. The topologies and techniques employed in 
communications systems are likely to be prohibitively complex and expensive for these 
applications. A SSPA for microwave heating applications needs an approach, which limits 
the use of expensive components (e.g. circulator and high-power dissipative loads). 
 The main performance characteristics of a power amplifier include output power, 
efficiency, gain and linearity. There is usually a trade-off between each of these 
characteristics, so an understanding of each of these characteristics is essential in meeting 
the targeted specifications. Amplifier characteristics along with their commonly used 
modes of operation are introduced in the following sections. 
 
4.1.1 Output Power 
 
 The output power of a SSPA is generally determined from the power capability of 
a transistor and the available power supply. This is an important parameter in determining 
performance capability and suitability for the targeted application(s). 
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4.1.2 Efficiency 
 
 The efficiency is a measure of an amplifier’s ability to convert dc power into signal 
or RF power. It is an important parameter in solid-state applications where device 
reliability (under variable loading conditions) must be preserved, cooling and operating 
costs kept low. An ideal amplifier delivers power to the load that is equal to the DC power 
taken from the supply, and thus has an efficiency of 100%. In practical applications, this 
is not realisable as some of the power is consumed during the amplification process. 
 
4.1.3 Gain 
 
 The gain of an amplifier (G) is a ratio of the magnitude of the output signal power 
in watts (Po) to the magnitude of the input signal power in watts (Pi). Gain can also be 
listed in terms of voltage, current, or power depending on the application.  
 
4.1.4 Linearity 
 
Linearity is an amplifiers ability to amplify a signal without distortion. Whilst 
linearity is essential in communications systems, it is not considered important for solid-
state applications, hence it is not discussed in any detail. 
 
4.2 Power Amplifier modes of operation 
 
 Amplifiers are categorised into different classes (e.g. A, B, AB, C, and F) 
according to their modes of operation, circuit configurations, bias and drive conditions. 
These classes range from entirely linear with low efficiency (class A) to entirely non-
linear with high efficiency (class F). This section presents a brief overview of different 
classes of amplification and discusses their suitability for solid-state heating applications.  
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4.2.1 Class A 
 
 Class A amplifiers have the highest linearity over other amplifier classes with a 
theoretical efficiency of  50 percent. In order to achieve high linearity and gain, the output 
stage of a class A amplifier is on at all times, in other words, the device conducts over a 
full 360 degrees of the output waveform. Due to the low efficiency associated with class 
A amplification and the thermal problems that result, it is not considered suitable for 
microwave heating applications.  
 
4.2.2 Class B 
 
Ideal class B amplifiers overcome the heating and inefficiency problems 
associated with class A amplification by operating at zero quiescent current, such that the 
dc power consumption is small. The theoretical efficiency (78.5%) is higher than that of 
the class-A which means that Class B amplification is a potential candidate for microwave 
heating applications. 
 
4.2.3 Class AB 
 
The class AB amplifier is a compromise between linearity of class A and 
efficiency of class B. It has a higher efficiency than a class A amplifier, however this 
comes at expense of a reduction in linearity which means that a signal with an amplitude 
modulated enevelope will get distorted at peak power levels (at or close to saturation 
region). The transistor is biased close to pinch-off, typically at 10 to 15 percent of Idss. It 
is ON for more than half a cycle (180°conduction angle) but less than a full cycle (360° 
conduction angle) of the input signal. The conduction angle, which is a function of the 
input drive can be set to give a range of efficiencies varying  from 50% (Class A) to 78.5% 
(class B). Class AB has a wide bandwidth and has the potential for upto 3dB higher power 
gain compared to class B operation. 
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4.2.4 Class C 
 
The previous classes are considered linear as the output signal’s amplitude and 
phase are linearly related to the input signal’s amplitude and phase. In applications 
(microwave heating) where linearity is not important and efficiency is critical, non-linear 
amplifier classes such as class C are considered. In class C operation the transistor is 
biased such that the output current is zero for more than one half of an input sinusoidal 
signal cycle.This gives a much improved efficiency (100% for an ideal class C) at the 
expense of heavily distorted output signal. Biasing the transistor below its threshold, 
means that a larger input drive is required to drive the class C stage, which has lower gain 
compared to class A, B and AB. Further the power capacity of a class C is small at low 
conduction angles (Fig. 4.1). Whilst the improved efficiency is greatly advantageous, the 
extra cost (larger driver) and the reduced power capacity means that a more detailed 
analysis is required to assess class C suitability for solid-state heating applications. 
 
 
Fig. 4.1 The power capacity comparisons of Class A, Class B and Class C amplifiers 
[35]. 
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4.2.5 Class D 
 
Class D is a switch mode amplifier with a theoretical efficiency of 100%. This is 
possible due to the fact that there is no overlap region between the current and voltage 
waveforms. In practice due to non-zero switching and reactive parasitics, an ideal drain 
voltage waveform is not realizable, which  limits achievable efficiency. A practical class-
D amplifier comprises of two or more transistors (as switches) to generate half-sinusoidal 
current and square voltage waveforms. A series “LC” network at the output acts as a 
passband filter for the fundamental frequency components, whilst terminating the 
harmonic content intelligently. Class D overcomes power wastage and thermal dissipation 
by minimizing the voltage and current overlaps through the switching mechanisms. 
 
4.2.6 Class E 
 
 Class E is also a switch-mode amplifier, it comprises of a single transistor, a 
passive load network and has a theoretical efficiency of 100 percent. In its simplest form, 
a FET is used as an “ON/OFF” switch with a duty cycle of 50 percent. The switch is 
closed during the positive cycle, which allows AC current to flow (through the switch) to 
the ground. During the negative cycle the switch is open and the current flows into the 
resistive load, which leads to a voltage buildup. The transistor “ON/OFF” operation and 
the load network shapes the current (I) and voltage (V) waveforms to prevent a 
simultaneous buildup of high voltage and current (with no overlaps), thust minimizing 
power dissipation. Whist the amplifier has a theoretical efficiency of 100 percent,  the 
realizable efficiency is in the region of 80 percent. This is due to power losses in 
intermodulation and harmonic products. The power capacity of a class E amplifier is 
better than that of a class C at low conduction angles. It has a low power gain (similar to 
class C) and exhibits very large voltage swings (upto 3.5 times the supply voltage), which 
means that the power transistor has to be able to handle much larger voltages. This is 
likely to lead to reliability problems in solid-state applications where the total voltage at 
the device plane can be a sum of forward and reflected voltages.  
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4.2.7 Class F and Inverse Class-F 
 
 The class-F amplifier offers high power and efficiency capability with a limited 
number of controlled harmonics [1]. An ideal class-F amplifier has half-sinusoidal current 
and a rectangular voltage waveforms, in conjunction with the short circuit for even 
harmonics and open circuit for odd harmonics. There is no overlapping between the 
current and voltage waveforms, which results in zero internal power dissipation. Ideally 
the voltage waveform at the drain (Fig. 4.3) should be a perfect square, the current 
waveform should be half-sine wave and 180° out of phase with the voltage 
waveform.[21]-[22]. Class-F amplifier has a theoretical efficiency of 100% (eqn.4.1), 
assuming there are no power losses in the harmonics, however in practical applications 
this reduces to around 80% as only the 2nd and 3rd harmonics are controlled. Inverse wave 
shaping is regarded as inverse class-F; here the output matching network of a Class F-1 
has to ensure a short circuit condition at the third harmonic and an open circuit condition 
at the second harmonic. In inverse class F (F-1) the current and voltage waveforms are 
interchanged. With the same supply voltage, an inverse class-F amplifier has larger peak 
voltage value than that of class-F. 
 
 
 
 
        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.2 Typical Class F Amplifier  
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Fig. 4.3:Harmonic Limited Class-F Voltage and Current Waveforms [23] 
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Various harmonic termination networks comprising of transmission lines and 
lumped elements have been reported in literature [2]-[4], their impact is lessened by 
device parasitics. Further device breakdown was a common problem associated with 
Class F (F-1) until the emergence of wideband gap (larger voltage swing) devices. These 
device are not considered for microwave heating applications due to their relatively high 
cost. A performance vs cost analysis of available device technologies (suitable for solid-
state heating applications) can be found in device comparative analysis [37].  
 
4.2.8 Class J 
 
Efficiency, reliability and low cost are essential component of SSPA’s in solid-
state heating systems. Various high efficiency topologies have been proposed and 
discussed during the course of this study, among these class F delivers good efficiency by 
controlling the odd-even harmonics. Class J amplification [14]-[17] involves the 
characterisation of fundamental impedance and reactive harmonic terminations at the 
intrinsic device plane. The reactive fundamental and harmonic terminations combine to 
give a larger fundamental voltage component which leads to the same efficiency as a class 
B amplifier. The proposed implementation utilises the capacitive load element (CDS) to  
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manipulate the harmonic impedances. However the need to present a complex load at the 
fundamental frequency, and the potential phase mismatches can lead to performance 
degradation. Isolation of the fundamental and harmonic matching networks has been 
proposed [12]-[13], to target high levels of efficiency and reduced complexity. 
 
In summary, class-J operation requires an appropriate termination of fundamental 
and 2nd harmonics, to achive high efficiency than a class AB amplifier.This requires an 
accurate selection of the input termination such that the output component of the second 
harmonic (with correct phase) is realised. Loading conditions play an important role in 
PA efficiency, therefore the ability to reduce power dissipation at harmonics whilst 
ensuring maximum power transfer at fundamental is key to maintaining high levels of 
efficiency. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.4: Class-J Amplifier Matching Network 
 
 
Fig. 4.5: Fundamental and 2nd Harmonic Voltages (left) and Class-J Voltage & Current 
Waveform [20] 
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4.3 SSPA Architectures 
 
 Besides having a high efficiency, the SSPA architecture for microwave heating 
applications must be simple and of low cost. The topologies and techniques employed in 
communications systems and summarised in this section are likely to be prohibitively 
complex and expensive for these applications. SSPA design for microwave heating, needs 
an approach, where the use of expensive components (e.g. isolator and high-power 
dissipative loads) is not necessary. Isolator-less operation is considered important for two 
reasons; firstly an isolator and high power load add substantial cost to the SSPA, secondly 
the presence of an isolator restricts access to device level impedances. However, 
isloatorless operation can potentially expose the RF power transistor to hostile impedance 
environments which can lead to very high junction temperatures and device breakdown. 
From a device reliability perspective it is  important to ensure that it  continues to operate 
into a matched load. Semiconductor device manufacturers (Ampleon, NXP, Macom and 
Infineon) offer high power LDMOS RF transistors specifically designed for RF energy 
(ISM band) applications. The transistors considered and typicaly used in the PA 
architectures listed in this section, are designed to withstand a load-mismatch of 10:1 
through all phases for short periods of time (10-15mS) under CW operating conditions 
 
4.3.1 Envelope Tracking 
 
One of the approaches that can be used to improve the efficiency of SSPA’s is 
envelope-tracking (ET). It enables high levels of efficiency and is much sought after in 
applications where efficiency is a key requirement and battery or power supply is limited. 
In envelope tracking, the supply voltage to the power amplifier is monitored and adjusted 
dynamically to ensure that the amplifier is operating at peak efficiency for instantaneous 
output power, at all times, as shown in Figures 4.6 & 4.7.  
 
The implementation of envelope tracking requires monitoring, capturing or 
generation of signal envelope, fast processing speeds and a means to control the supply  
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voltage to the amplifier, such that it follows the signal envelope [24]-[27]. A key element 
of the ET system is its ability to generate the envelope signal, which is derived from 
baseband signals,eqn.4.2.  
 
Envelope =  √I2 + Q2       (4.2) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.6: Simplified Envelope tracking amplifier 
 
 
                   
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.7: Envelope tracking concept [28] 
 
   
Envelope tracking supply captures the envelope information, and uses this to 
supply a voltage to the PA that is a faithful replica of the captured waveform. This 
minimizes power loss and heat dissipation. The power supply generating the varying 
voltage to the PA is key to the overall effectiveness of envelope tracking system. It is 
fundamental that the envelope tracking power supply follows the modulation envelope  
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(requires modulation frequencies that are two or three times that of the modulation signal 
bandwidth). The  power supply must also be highly efficient with low noise to realize the 
full benefits of ET. 
 
In order to obtain maximum efficiency, a supply voltage profile that follows the 
points of maximum efficiency for various output power levels is generated. A look-up 
table can be generated from this information to ensure that the correct voltage is provided 
to the amplifier for a given envelope magnitude. This is often referred to as envelope 
shaping. Finally some form of phase/timing adjustment may also be required to ensure 
that the envelope of the RF waveform and the voltage supplied to the amplifier 
synchronise. Poor synchronization between the waveforms can result in increased power 
dissipation (voltage peaks not occurring at the same time as the RF envelope peaks) and 
signal distortion where the amplifier is driven deep into compression.  
 
In summary Envelope tracking utilises a PA supply voltage that follows the RF 
envelope shape enabling the amplifier to be operated at a voltage that gives the optimum 
efficiency at any instantaneous power level. Envelope tracking has the potential to operate 
into variable loads, however this requires fast processing, a wideband dynamic power 
supply and accurate envelope signal extraction for power supply. The concept is deemed 
unnecessary for solid-state heating systems as the RF carrier is not modulated. 
 
4.3.2 Doherty Amplifier 
 
The basic concept of Doherty amplifier involves improving the efficiency of an 
amplifier at average and peak power(s) [29]-[30]. Doherty amplifiers are widely used in 
base station applications where the PA needs to maintain good levels of efficiency at 
average and peak power’s. The difference between the two power levels is referred to as 
the peak-to-average power ratio (PAR).  
 
 In its simplest form a Doherty amplifier (Fig.4.8) comprises of two amplifiers; a 
main amplifier biased in class-AB mode to provide a flat gain response and high  
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efficiency at average power levels and a peak amplifier biased in class C mode to meet 
the requirements at higher power levels. The input signal to each of the amplifiers is split 
using a power divider network (90° phase difference) and the amplified signals is 
combined at the output with a simple ¼ wave line acting as a power combiner. 
 
At lower power levels (where the input signal is less than the peak amplifier’s 
threshold) only the main amplifier is supplying power to the load. The impedance at the 
main amplifier’s output ensures that it saturates below its maximum peak power capability 
and operates at its most efficient point (at average power). The peak amplifier remains 
inactive during this period representing a high impedance (open circuit) at the inverter. 
When the input power level exceeds the transition point of the peak amplifier, it starts to 
deliver current to the load, increasing the RF output voltage on the load. As a result of this 
active load-pull effect, the impedance at the output of the main amplifier reduces and its 
power contribution rises. The output power of both amplifiers continues to increase with 
increasing input signal levels until peak power capability is reached.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.8: Symmetrical Doherty Amplifier with a 6dB PAR (α = ½) 
 
 There are several variations of the Doherty architectures, e.g symmetrical and 
assymetrical as shown in Fig. 4.8 & 4.9. The choice of architecture depends on the peak 
to average power ratio (Fig.4.10). Doherty architecture may be of interest in solid state 
heating applications, where the appliances may be expected to operate at average power,  
35Ω 
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except for when higher power level is required to heat larger loads or to increase the speed 
of heating. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.9: Asymmetrical Doherty Amplifier with a 9.5dB PAR (α = 1/3) 
 
           
 
Fig. 4.10: Drain Efficiency vs Normalised load voltage amplitude [36] 
 
4.3.3 Chireix’s Outphasing Amplifier 
 
Outphasing in its simplest form involves separation of an amplitude modulated 
(AM) signal component into two phase modulated (PM) signals, each with a constant 
envelope and opposite phase [31]. The two constant envelope phase modulated signals 
are amplified by two independent and identical PA stages (Fig.4.11). As the envelope 
signals are now constant the information contained within the envelope is of little value, 
instead all meaningful information is encompassed in the phase component. The resulting 
output signals are combined to produce an amplified version of the original AM signal 
[32]-[33]. The concept is heavily reliant on a signal component separator (SCS) to convert  
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the input AM signal into two output PM signals of constant envelope. This raises the 
possibility of high efficiency and linear amplification.  
 
A properly selected load compensation can significantly enhance the efficiency 
over a considerable range of output power back-off (Fig.4.12). Due to fixed envelope 
(AM) characteristics, the implementation of Chireix’s concept avails linear operation over 
a wideband limited only by the SCS and bandwidth of power combining networks, thus 
making the concept highly attractive for broadcast applications. The practical 
implementations of the concept have been limited due to the cost and complexity. 
 
Solid-state heating and domestic microwave cooking applications in particular 
operate under variable loading conditions, retaining PA efficiency under these conditions 
is highly challenging. Various PA architectures and concepts have been listed and their 
usefulness for microwave heating applications has been discussed. It is conceived that the 
earlier microwave cooking appliances will adapt the simpler, easy to implement PA 
topologies (such as class B), offering good levels of efficiency at or close to saturated 
power levels (assuming the appliances will be operated at saturated power levels for a 
majority of the time). This restricts the benefits of solid-state technology, as power scaling 
seriously degrades the systems efficiency at lower powers to levels where it will not be 
acceptable for a modern appliance. Load modulation topologies have also been discussed 
and it is anticipated that later generations of appliances will adapt these concepts to 
maintain high levels of efficiency at all power levels, enabling the creation of a truly 
unique, scalable and efficient appliance.  
 
The descriptions of amplifiers in the previous sections has assumed ideal devices. 
In reality power amplifiers suffer from a number of limitations that ultimately reduces 
their efficiency and output power. In practical high power applications, thermal heat 
transfer, drain source resistance, maximum channel current and drain-source break down 
voltage restrict the performance. 
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Fig. 4.11: Simplified block diagram of Outphasing system 
 
 
Fig. 4.12: Theoretical efficiency of Chireix’s Outphasing system at four different 
compensation angels[34] 
 
4.4 RF Matching Network Design Considerations 
 
At the heart of any amplifier design is the RF power transistor, which is designed 
to operate over a single or a range of frequencies. Due to its internal structure and physical 
properties the impedance at the high power device plane is usually very low (~2Ω). In 
practical applications there is a requirement to match this low impedance to the system 
impedance (50Ω). High power transistors designed to meet power requirements of solid-
state applications have lower impedances (eqn.4.3), which leads to complex and 
physically larger matching networks. This is undesirable in solid-state applications, where 
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space, cost and ruggedness are of a greater importance. 
 
Rdie = 
(Vds−Vknee)
2
2.Pout
         (4.3) 
 
In order to make the devices user friendly and PA designs less sensitive to 
production tolerances, power transistors are often pre-matched inside the package. 
However, space inside the package is limited and external-matching networks must be 
realised in order to match the device to system impedance. For improved yield the 
networks should be designed over a wide bandwidth, as this will minimise tuning and RF 
parameter spread during the production process. Whilst this increases the electrical 
robustness of the design, due care and attention must also be given to other parameters 
such as the choice of PCB laminate, track widths, connectors and heat sink in order to 
maintain system reliability. 
 
A typical design process starts with the selection of a power transistor, that is 
capable of meeting circuit and system level requirements. The power and efficiency 
capability, along with the input and output impedances is obtained through load-pull 
measurements. The test conditions, prior knowledge of transistor die periphery and 
internal matching networks, help determine if the device is suitable for solid-state 
applications. Optimal impedances for best performance trade-offs (power and efficiency) 
are selected from the load pull data. The load-pull measurement set-up typically comprises 
of two tuners; one at the input and the other at the output of the device, both are used to 
search for optimum impedances.  
 
Upon reaching optimal performance, it is prudent to calculate the Q-factor 
(Rim/Rre) as this gives an indication of the likely challenges during the design process. A 
high Q suggests that the device is narrowband and not suitable for wideband applications. 
Such a device is susceptible to high current or voltages nodes which are likely to 
compromise device reliability under variable loading conditions. 
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Qmax = 
fmax
2.BW
           (4.4) 
 
Whilst device models are accurate and reliable at lower power levels their use at 
higher power levels must be validated with measurements. Several different topologies 
can be used for the input and output matching networks, a low pass network (Fig.4.13) is 
widely used as it’s easier to realise. For solid-state applications a broadband response (W 
shaped S11) is preferred over a narrowband (V shaped S11) response (Fig.4.14). The latter 
is sensitive to load, temperature, device-to-device manufacturing process, and component 
tolerance variations. Wideband performance can also be obtained by designing the input 
& output networks such that their respective resonances sit outside the operational 
bandwidth (a 200MHz above and below the operational bandwidth is recommended to  
stop the resonance entering the operational bandwidth). An input return loss (S11) of better 
than -10dB over the operational bandwidth, whilst acceptable for most applications, may 
not be sufficient for solid-state systems where load variations (size and temperature) will 
increases the mismatch losses.  
 
At high power levels and especially under variable loading conditions, large 
currents are transported through the transmission lines, attention must therefore be paid 
to the minimum track width (50Ω line width), as smaller line width may be unable to carry 
the currents and burn out.  
 
Fig. 4.13: Low pass (left) and band pass (right) matching topologies 
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Fig. 4.14: Input return and circuit losses - Narrow Band (V-Shaped) vs Broadband (W-
Shaped) response. 
 
A dc bias network comprising of a quarter wavelength needs to be incorporated 
into the design - it presents an open circuit, an infinite impedance to the matching circuit 
and is shorted with a shunt capacitor at the other end (without influencing the matching 
circuit). Due to the high current flow on the drain side the track width is 50Ω line width; 
a wider line influences the matching circuit and must be incorporated in the matching 
circuit design flow, whereas a thin line may not be able to carry the high current. A thinner 
track width can be used on the gate side where there is no current flow. 
 
4.5 PA Design Considerations for Microwave Heating Applications  
 
4.5.1 Overview 
 
A typical SSPA is designed to operate under matched (50Ω) conditions. This 
ensures a smooth transition of power from the source to the load. However the load 
environment in microwave heating applications is non-constant. This variable impedance 
operating environment, ensues a mismatch between the source and the load which gives 
rise to high reflective states. During these high reflection states, a large proportion of this 
power is dissipated as heat. The heat causes the transistor junction temperature to rise 
above its recommended level (maximum junction temperature for safe operation).  
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RF power transistors are also susceptiable to peak drain-source and gate-source 
voltage breakdown. This typically happens under mismatched conditions, where a 
combination of the forward and reflected waves can result in high voltage swings at the 
device plane. A high impedance state results in larger than expected peak voltages, 
whereas a low impedance results in high values of peak currents. High levels of currents 
at the output of the device can damage the bond wires and cause degradation in the 
device’s performance, which may not be noticeable at first sight. More bond wires can be 
added to improve the ruggedness, however physical die dimensions; bond pads and the 
availability of capacitor values (LC matching network), restrict the number in practical 
applications. It is common practice to use a circulator at the output of solid-state amplifiers, 
this protects the amplifier against load variations.  
 
The use of isolator less solid-state amplifiers in the new and emerging RF energy 
applications means that the amplifier for the most part is operating into a non 50-ohm load 
environment. Operation into mismatched loads for extended periods of time, can result in 
performance degradation and the likelihood of device breakdown increases [1]. High 
power devices such as those intended for solid-state applications are affected the most, 
due to thermal, peak voltage and current swings at the device plane. Despite the 
challanging operating conditions SSPA’s are expected to operate reliably and without 
performance degradation. Monitoring, capture and management of these load variations 
is a key requirement in ensuring safe and reliable operation. 
 
The effect of a non-constant impedance environment on device reliability, and 
power delivery into the cavity is investigated using a lumped element (RLC) model to 
represent a cavity. Cavities and waveguides used extensively in microwave heating 
applications have similarities with RLC circuits, this includes energy storage and  
exchange between the electric & magnetic fields. When an external source is excited at 
the same frequency as the resonanace frequency (of the RLC circuit or cavity), an EM 
field is generated. During current flow in the inductor, energy is stored in the magnetic 
field and when current flows in the capacitor energy is stored in the electric field.  
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Owing to these similarities, an equivalent circuit lumped element model (Fig.4.15) 
is used to demonstrate cavity behaviours. This model is used to study single, and two port 
systems to ascertain forward and reverse power behaviours under variable load and phase 
conditions. The method has limitations in that single-mode cavities are distributed 
resonant structures and as such cannot be represented accurately by lumped element 
equivalent models over a wide range of parameters.  
 
It is also envisaged that there will be many applications where the power from a 
single source is insufficient – limited by the transistor maximum power rating. In such 
instances power combining becomes an essential requirement which can be accomplished 
at the printed circuit board (PCB) level. This takes away some of the flexibility and 
performance benefits of solid-state heating, e.g. efficiency at lower power levels.The use 
of a microwave cavity as a power combiner is one alternative, which requires the use of 
multiple ports and feed structures. The challenges of using multiple ports (feed structures) 
are also investigated using the cavity equivalent model.  
 
Designing power amplifiers for a fixed load, over a wide bandwidth (where the 
return loss is greater than greater than 10dB’s) can be a difficult task. This is due to 
variations in impedance with the frequency. The challenge becomes even greater in 
microwave heating applications where the load is non constant. This effect is studied and 
presented in some detail using cavity equivalent RLC circuit and ideal coupling structure 
behaviors.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.15.Cavity equivalent lumped element model. 
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4.5.2 Single Port Cavity Excitation 
 
4.5.2.1 Load variations in a single port cavity 
 
SSPA’s used in microwave heating applications will operate into variable loading 
conditions due to different size, shape and consistency of foods. As the loads vary, the 
SSPA will experience varying and potentially damaging levels of VSWR. The VSWR 
depends on the load mismatch. It degrades as the load moves away from an optimally 
matched condition. A VSWR ratio of ∞:±1 occurs when the load is an open or a short 
circuit and a VSWR ratio of 1:1 occurs where the load and source are perfectly matched. 
For a given forward travelling voltage wave (V+), it can be shown (Fig.4.16) that under 
open or short conditions, the reflected voltage (V-) waveform is nearly of the same 
magnitude. Under these operating conditions most of the power is reflected back to the 
source. Further, due to standing wave behaviour, the SSPA experiences high voltage and 
current states as the cavity load varies from a high impedance (open circuit) state to a low 
impedance (short circuit) state. The reflection coefficient Γ (eqn 4.5), often expressed in 
terms of return loss (eqn 4.6), is also defined by the incident and reflected voltage terms 
(Γ= V-/V+). 
 
The incident wave is V+ and the reflected wave is V-. The Vmax condition appears 
when the transmitted and reflected waves add constructively and Vmin condition appears 
when the transmitted and reflected wave add destructively. 
 
 
Fig. 4.16. Impedance mismatches between transmission line and the load.  
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 Г =  
(𝑍𝐿−𝑍𝑂)
(𝑍𝐿+𝑍𝑂)
                (4.5) 
 
 Where:ZL = load impedance and ZO = system characteristic impedance  
 
 RL = −20log [mag(Г)]       (4.6) 
 
 VSWR = 
|Vmax|
|Vmin|
        (4.7) 
 
 Where: 
Vmax = V+ + V−𝑎𝑛𝑑 Vmin = V+ − V− 
 
 VSWR = [
1+ǀ(Γ)ǀ
1−ǀ(Γ )ǀ
]        (4.8) 
 
 For ZL > ZO,  |ZL – Zo| =  ZL - ZO ;   VSWR = (
ZL+ZO+ ZL−ZO
ZL+ZO− ZL+ZO
) =  
ZL
ZO
  (4.9) 
 
For ZL < ZO,  |ZL – Zo| =  ZO - ZL ;  VSWR = (
ZL+ZO+ ZO−ZL
ZL+ZO− ZO+ZL
) =  
ZO
ZL
  (4.10) 
 
The lumped element model (Fig.4.15), is used to study the cavity impedance 
behaviours under variable loading conditions, as the load RL is varied from 5Ω to 95Ω in 
20Ω steps (Fig.4.17). The coupling coefficient is optimized for a 50Ω load, and set to a 
fixed value of 1. Simulations data (Fig.4.18) shows that for smaller loads the impedance 
points move to the left of Zopt and for larger loads the impedance points move to the right 
of Zopt. As the cavity load varies from its optimally matched condition, the return loss 
deteriorates (Fig.4.18b). This corresponds to high reflected power states, with an 
increasing VSWR (Fig.4.18c). These changes in load can have a profound effect on device 
reliability and overall heating efficiency. 
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Fig. 4.17.Simulation Test Bench used for characterising cavity loading conditions. 
 
 
 
 
 
         Impedance – Z    S11              VSWR 
 
Fig. 4.18. The impedance, Z, return loss S11 and VSWR as a functions of load (as it is 
varied  from 5 to 95Ω in 20Ω steps). 
 
 As the load varies from its optimum condition to a very high (infinite) impedance, 
the SSPA (Fig.4.19) operates into an open circuit, and similarly moving towards a very 
low (zero) impedance state, the amplifier operates into a short circuit. In the first instance 
the device experiences peak voltages (Fig.4.20b) and in the second instance it experiences 
peak currents (Fig.4.20a) at its output. Both scenarios are undesirable as less of the power 
is available to heat the load (Fig.4.20c). Furthermore as the VSWR exceeds its 
recommended value (VSWR = 10:1 for a typical LDMOS transistor), the device becomes 
susceptible to breakdown. This is the fundamental challenge and limitation of solid state 
heating.  
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Fig. 4.19. ADS test bench for 1 port analysis. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.20 (a) Output Voltage as a function of load mismatch, (b) Output Current as a 
function of load mismatch (c) Output power as a function of load mismatch. (Phase = 0 
deg. Coupling Coefficient C=1.0) 
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Variations in the load can be compensated for by retuning the coupling structure 
or the matching networks such that √Zo. ZL = 50Ω (where Z0 = system impedance and 
ZL = cavity impedance). An adaptive matching network would be the preferred choice, 
however this is difficult to realise in practice. Manual re-tuning of the matching network, 
in response to changes in the load has been discussed in chapter 5 for cylindrical cavity 
resonators. This involves re-positioning and rotation of the coupled loop, until a new 
optimally matched frequency point appears. The SSPA frequency of operation is adjusted 
to this new value to ensure maximum power transfer and safe operation. This process does 
not lend itself to consumer applications however. 
 
It has been established that variable loading conditions present a serious challenge 
to practical implementations of solid-state technology. It is clear that variations in the load 
result in impedance mismatches at the device plane, which if not corrected, result in 
system inefficiency and device failure or breakdown. 
 
4.5.2.2 Phase variations in a single port cavity 
 
Aside from the load variations, phase of reflected signals plays an important role 
in device and system reliability. The voltage and current waveforms and the power 
spectrum for a 30V LDMOS transistor, operating under two extreme loading (377Ω and 
1Ω) and variable phase (PS1, 0°-360°) conditions is investigated using test circuit shown 
in (Fig.4.21). The 377Ω load represents a near open circuit condition at the SSPA output. 
Under certain phase conditions this leads to the formation of peak voltage states (V++V-), 
which are equal to twice the operating voltage e.g a 30V LDMOS transistor can 
experience voltage, which approaches 60V as shown in Fig.4.21. Exceeding the 
maximum rated voltage can result in instant breakdown. These extreme breakdown 
mechanisms, are reliant on the reflected power vectors to align in phase at the output, 
which is a remote but real possibility. There is little that can be done in terms of controlling 
the phase of the reflected signals that appear at the output, other than to try and prevent  
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excessive reflected power states by ensuring a continuous, acceptable match between the 
source and the load.Whilst the negative effects of phase in the reflected signal have been 
highlighted it becomes apparent that control over phase can be used to manipulate the 
field pattern inside the cavity. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.21. (a,b) Current and Voltage spectrum in time domains as function of phase 
mismatch (c) average power spectrum as function of phase mismatch, load = 377Ω 
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Similarly the 1Ω is assumed to represents a small load (a near short circuit) at the 
output. Under these operating conditions, the voltage reduces and the current increases, 
which can lead to high levels of heat dissipation and fusing of bondwires within the device 
and PCB tracks [38]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.22. (a,b) Current and Voltage spectrum in time domain as function of phase 
mismatch (c) average power spectrum as a function of phase mismatch, load = 1Ω 
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4.5.2.3 Coupling coefficient in a single port cavity 
 
The coupling structure plays a major role in transferring available power into the 
resonant cavity, and is a vital component of solid state heating apparatus. The influence 
of the coupling structure is investigated using test circuit shown in (Fig.4.19). This work 
considers two different secnario’s. Inorder to understand the influence of the coupling 
structure in matching source impedance to the cavity load impedance the coupling 
coefficient is varied when the load is a 50Ω. Whilst during the second part of the 
simulation, impedance variations due to changes in phase are also taken in to account. 
 
With a coupling coefficient of 1, the 50Ω load is optimally matched (critically 
coupled). However with a change in the coupling coefficient value, the load becomes 
undercoupled (C<Copt) or overcoupled (C>Copt) resulting in an impedance mismatch as 
shown in Fig.4.23a. As the coupling coefficient (C) deviates from its optimum value (Copt), 
the return loss worsens and the VSWR value increases. A smaller 5Ω load is optimally 
matched, when the coupling coefficient is 3.15 and a larger 377Ω load is optimally 
matched when the coupling coefficient is 0.36. This suggests that changes in the load can 
be compensated, through adjustments of the coupling structure. Further, changes in phase 
and variations of the coupling coeffeicent, shift the optimally matched regions in 
frequency. The optimally matched points shift in frequency with a gradual deterioration 
of the matched condition as shown in Fig.4.23b. Whilst this is of a limited use in single 
mode cavities, it has enormous potential in multi-mode cavities where a frequency sweep 
can be used to excite multiple modes.  
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Fig. 4.23.  S11 as a function of  coupling coefficient – (a) 50 Ohm load phase = 0 
degrees (b) 50 Ohm load phase = 30 degrees  
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4.6 Two port cavity excitation 
 
A two-port system, shown in Fig. 4.24, comprises of two separate power 
amplifiers feeding into a single cavity through two separate coupling structures. The 
system enables a convenient way of combining power, and in this case, a doubling of the 
power available from the single semiconductor device. For example, two semiconductor 
devices each capable of delivering 300W of output power, can be arranged in a microwave 
oven that can deliver a practical 600W. However, there are a number of significant 
drawbacks. These include increased reflected power (2.Pout worst case), due to direct 
coupling between the ports, which results in reflection coefficients that are greater than 
unity. This can seriously effect device reliability and diminish heating efficiency. 
However, a closer look suggests that this approach offers some potential benefits. The 
delivery of power from two separate sources provides additional power control, and the 
ability to excite modes independently at different frequencies or at the same frequency by 
varying the phase. For better heating uniformity and targeted power delivery (larger 
cavities), the power can be coupled at two separate points. The exact power coupling 
location can be determined from the size of the cavity, location and volume of the load. 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.24. A two-channel system feeding into a single cavity. 
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4.6.1 Load variations in a two port cavity 
 
This section looks at the potential implications of load variations in a 2 port system. 
Device reliability in the absence of an isolator at the SSPA output is a key requirement 
for solid-state heating applications. The introduction of a second source to the cavity 
equivalent model (Fig. 4.17), influences the impedance seen by the first source through 
an effect that is generally termed ‘load-pull’. In order to ensure that both sources are 
matched to the cavity, the coupling coefficient, C is re-optimized to 0.7. 
 
As stated in section 4.6, in a two port system a power level equal to the total 
transmitted power (P1,P2), can appear at port 1 or port 2 (Fig.4.24). This is due to 
impedance mismatches introduced by the variable load e.g. in an empty cavity or in a 
cavity with a small load, very little of the available power is absorbed by the load. Under 
these operating conditions a large portion of the available power is reflected back towards 
one or both of the ports. Besides the load variations, the level of reflected power is 
dependent on the phase alignment of the reflected waves at ports 1 and 2, under such 
operating conditions isolator-less SSPAs experience hostile impedance environments, 
which takes them beyond their safe operating regions (S11<-10dB). The effect of these 
changes due to load variations is shown in Fig.4.25. The impedance at Port 1 and Port 2 
is measured using ZLEAD1 and ZLEAD2 elements shown in Fig. 4.24. The ZLEAD1 and ZLEAD2 
notation is used as it can also represent impedances at device plane in instances, where 
the coupling structure is used to transform device level impedances to the cavity load 
environment. This type of implementation is explored further in chapter 7. 
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Fig. 4.25. S11 as a function of impedance mismatch in a 2 port system – constant phase. 
T=0.7  
 
4.6.2 Phase variations in a two-port cavity 
 
Changes in relative phase between the two excitations, rotate the impedance seen 
by both SSPAs along the constant admittance circles towards the inductive and capacitive 
parts of the Smith chart respectively. It follows that there is a possibility to control the  
(a) 
(b) 
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phase of the reflected power, to each SSPA by changing the relative phase of the input 
signal. This technique can be used to constrain the impedance mismatch at both excitation 
ports, by monitoring the reflected power, and then using fast algorithm speeds (via a 
control loop) to change the phase of the input signals. 
 
The effect of phase imbalance between the two ports for a 50Ω load (Fig.4.24), is 
investigated by holding the phase constant at port 1, whilst varying the phase at port 2 
from 0-360 degrees. The resulting impedance variations are demonstrated through current 
and voltage waveforms, which vary in amplitude and with phase as shown in Fig.4.26. 
The matching conditions at each of the ports are now different, whilst this behavior is 
troublesome from a device reliability perspective (worsening S11 values), it offers the 
potential to change field pattern behaviours inside the cavity. 
 
Under mismatched conditions, the comparatively higher VSWR values in a two-
port system means higher peak voltages and currents values. The effect of load and phase 
variations for a 1-port network was shown, to have (worst case) a peak voltage that is 
twice the normal operating value. A two port network under similar operating conditions, 
has a peak voltage of 80V (Fig.4.27) which is almost three times the normal operating 
voltage. Similarly the current value rises under small impedance conditions, which 
suggests that semiconductor devices (in the absence of an isolator at the SSPA output) 
will experience more hostile mismatch conditions and therefore are more likely to 
breakdown. By carefully mapping these load variations on a Smith chart together with the 
device “load pull data” unsafe operating regions can be identified. This information can 
then be used to design matching networks to ensure that the device is protected against 
high VSWR conditions.  
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Fig. 4.26. (a) S11 as a function of phase in a 2 port system . T=0.7 (b) Peak voltage and 
(c) current as a function of phase mismatch in a 2 port system; load = 50Ω  
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Fig. 4.28 Peak voltage and current as a function of load mismatch in a 2 port  
system; load = 377Ω.  
 
 
Fig. 4.27. Peak voltage and current as a function of load mismatch in a 2 port  
system; load = 5Ω.  
 
4.6.3 Coupling coefficient 
 
For a two-port network, the optimum coupling coefficient is 0.7 (Fig.4:28), if the 
coupling coefficienct is maintained at 1.0 (as was the case for a single port), then the port 
impedance moves to a higher impedance value to the right of the 50Ω point on the Smith 
chart. For a smaller 5Ω load the coupling coefficient is varied until a critically coupled 
state is observed at a value of 2.25. The process is repeated with a larger 377Ω load and 
here a critically coupled state is observed with a coupling coefficient value of 0.25. In a 
single port application these values had been 3.15 and 0.36 respectively. This suggests 
that the coupling coeficient value needs to be re-optimised as more ports are introduced 
into the cavity. 
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Fig. 4.28. Cavity load impedance as a function of coupling coefficient in a 2 port 
system; phase =0, Z=50ohms 
 
   
4.7 Summary 
 
A brief outline of power amplifier design concepts (modes of operation) has been 
presented along with a discussion on their suitability for solid-state heating applications. 
At the heart of any amplifier design is a RF power transistor which is designed to operate 
over a single or a range of frequencies. Due to its internal structure and physical 
properties, the impedance at the device plane is usually very low. In practical applications, 
there is a requirement to match this low impedance to the system impedance (50Ω). High 
power transistors designed to meet power requirements of solid-state applications have 
lower impedances which leads to complex and physically larger matching networks. RF 
matching networks design consideration (narrow band vs broadband) and concerns 
relating to device reliability hae been identified and addressed.  
 
A typical SSPA is designed to operate under matched (50Ω) conditions. This 
ensures a smooth transition of power from the source to the load. However the load 
environment in microwave heating applications is not constant. This variable impedance  
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environment causes a mismatch between the source and the load which gives rise to high 
reflective states.  
 
In microwave heating apparataus the fundamental componenet responsible for 
ensuring a smooth transfer of power from the source to the load is a coupling device. The 
role of this device is investigated using lumped element RLC circuit to represent a cavity. 
Cavities are used extensively in microwave heating applications and have similarities with 
RLC circuits. This includes energy storage and  energy exchange between electric & 
magnetic fields. Owing to these similarities an equivalent circuit lumped element model 
(Fig.4.18) was used to demonstrate approximate cavity behaviour. This model is used to 
study single, and two channel systems to ascertain forward and reverse power behaviours 
under variable load and phase conditions. The method has limitations in that single-mode 
cavities are distributed resonant structures and as such cannot be represented accurately 
by lumped element equivalent models over a wide range of parameters. 
 
Through the use of this model it has been demonstrated that impedance variations 
due to changes in load (size, shape, and consituents) can impact both performance and 
reliability of a solid state semiconductor device. These findings are broadly in line with 
expectations. During this part of the study it has been observed that whilst the coupling 
device is used to transfer power from the SSPA into the cavity, it has another very 
important role. It can be used to match device level impedances to the cavity load 
environment.  
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CHAPTER 5 - COUPLING ENERGY INTO THE CAVITY 
 
5.0 Power Coupling:  
 
It has been noted that variations in cavity load cause impedance and optimally 
matched points to vary in frequency, over a bandwidth significantly wider than the typical 
magnetron bandwidth of 20 MHz. Remembering that SSPAs can offer significantly wider 
bandwidth operation than the magnetron, using conventional, narrowband waveguide-
based coupling structures designed for magnetron operation will present limitations. 
Therefore, a new coupling approach that can exploit the available bandwidth is needed. 
The basic requirements of a coupling structure for solid state heating are; (a) to ensure 
that the generator is well-matched to the cavity load; (b) to be able to excite ‘as many 
modes as possible’ inside the cavity to maximize heating control and uniformity. This 
ensures that the load dependent variations (in reflection coefficient), are not detrimental 
to cavity efficiency and device reliability 
 
It is important to consider how a wider operational bandwidth can be exploited in 
a practical arrangement. Intelligent frequency hopping where the input reflection 
coefficient (S11) is ‘pre-scanned’ over the operating bandwidth, to identify points at which 
the load is well-matched can be used to control the SSPA frequency and power level. For 
example, during instances of high reflected powers, one can search for new frequency 
regions where the load is more optimally matched, or lower the input drive to reduce the 
output and reflected power. This concept is unsuitable for magnetron based heating, and 
can only work with a broadband SSPA driven by a precise frequency source, and a 
broadband coupling structure in place of a waveguide. This approach can be shown to be 
highly effective in minimizing reflection coefficients, ensuring not only system 
efficiency, but also device reliability. 
 
These coupling techniques must also promise to simplify system architecture, and 
reduce cost to the point where the use of multiple SSPA modules can provide a practical  
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and cost effective solution. Any proposed technique, must have the potential to reduce 
cost through adapting a design, where costly isolator and the associated power-load 
termination used in traditional PA design is not required. This will reduce transmission 
losses, whilst improving efficiency and output power. As an example, consider a 300W 
SSPA driving into a circulator with a 0.25dB insertion loss. This translates to a 20W loss 
in power and a 4% drop in efficiency. Further performance benefits can be realized 
through intelligent frequency hopping and targeted power delivery at selected 
frequencies.  
 
Various methods are used to couple power into a cavity [16], with a waveguide 
feed approach being adopted and universally used in magnetron based domestic 
microwave oven applications. Due to the limitations discussed earlier, a different type of 
coupling technique is needed for solid-state microwave heating applications. An approach 
that directly integrates the coupling structure, to the output of the SSPA and into the cavity 
wall using a standard N-type connector is preferred.  
 
Another key requirement in delivering high degrees of control, in the proposed 
solid-state heating systems is the ability to measure forward and reflected power over the 
2.4-2.5GHz frequency band. This allows dynamic identification of matched frequency 
points, and regions of low VSWR over which power can be efficienctly delivered into the 
cavity, whilst avoiding unmatched conditions. This is essential, both from a heating 
efficiency and device reliability perspective.  
 
SSPA efficiency and reliability, whilst heavily dependent on the load at the 
fundamental frequency, is also influenced by the harmonics. Harmonic content plays a 
significant role in shaping the voltage and current waveforms at the intrinsic device plane. 
High efficiency amplifiers, for example, those employing class-F and inverse class-F 
modes, use harmonic control (short or open circuits at second and third harmonic 
frequencies) to shape the output voltage waveform. In class-F, a flattening or squaring of  
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the voltage waveform through harmonic termination minimises overlap between drain 
current and voltage waveforms, reducing dissipated power whilst maintaining high 
fundamental power. Through harmonic control and variation in drive, it can be shown that 
the efficiency of an ideal class-A PA can be improved from 50% to something 
approaching 100% [23], with the increase dependent on the order of harmonics being 
controlled. Improvements in both efficiency and output power are accomplished by 
allowing odd harmonics to develop, to shape the voltage waveform to an approximate 
square wave in the case of class-F, or allowing even harmonics only to develop such that 
the voltage waveform resembles a half-sinusoid as in the case of an inverted class-F [28]-
[30]. Device parasitics can make practical implementation of harmonic terminations 
challenging. None the less, depending on the device technology, it is usually possible to 
control the impedances at a finite number of harmonics. Whereas usually, specific 
matching networks are designed to synthesise these specific impedance environments, 
this work looks at the interesting idea of controlling impedance through the design of the 
coupling structure itself, allowing simplification and potentially, the complete removal of 
the traditional matching network.  
 
Another key requirement of the coupling technique is that it should simplify PA 
architecture to the point where multiple, compact SSPA modules can be easily integrated 
into an oven to provide a practical and cost effective solution. Improvements in match 
over a wide band and under variable loading conditions will allow isolator-less operation, 
where the use of solid-state sources becomes a real possibility, due to minimised risk of 
exposing the device to hostile and potentially destructive loading environments. Coupling 
power directly into the cavity, without the need for the usual, bulky waveguide feed 
structures, and indeed the bulky matching networks usually associated with high 
efficiency PAs, simplifies system architecture, whilst isolator-less operation can help 
reduce material and assembly costs  
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5.1 Coupling structures 
 
 Coupling structures provide a means of transferring energy into a cavity. The 
excitation of cavity modes is typically achieved through electric or magnetic coupling. 
During electric coupling, the electric field of the coupling structure is parallel to the 
electric field of the cavity, and similarly with  magnetic coupling, the magnetic field of 
the coupling structure is parallel to the magnetic field of the cavity. Cavity modes  are 
usually excited through apertures (holes and slits) in waveguide structures. 
 
5.1.1 Magnetic coupling  
 
For magnetic coupling, the aperture is located between the waveguide and the 
cavity, such that the magnetic field in the waveguide is parallel to the magnetic field in 
the cavity. Round holes in the wall(s) separating the waveguide and cavity are readily 
used for magnetic coupling 
 
5.1.2 Electric coupling  
 
For electric coupling the aperture is located between the waveguide and the cavity 
wall, such that the electric field in the waveguide is normal to the electric field in the 
cavity. A narrow slot in the wall(s), separating the waveguide from the  cavity is used for 
electric field coupling. 
 
The use of multiple waveguide structures for domestic solid-state microwave 
ovens  is considered impractical as it will add extra volume and mechanical complexity. 
Further, as the signal is routed to different parts of the cavity, it will reduce by an amount 
that is equivalent to the cable and connector insertion losses. As a result a direct means of 
coupling energy into the cavity, using coaxial line needs to be explored. The coaxial line  
can also be used to provide either electric or magnetic coupling by means of electric 
probes or current loops. 
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5.1.3 Electric probes and Current loops 
 
 An electric probe is simply the center conductor of a coaxial line, which is 
extended inside the cavity, such that its direction is parallel to the direction of the electric 
field in the cavity. Whereas a current loop is formed by the center conductor of the coaxial 
line, which has been terminated in a short circuit such that it forms a full or a half loop. 
The loop produces a magnetic field that is perpendicular to the plane of the probe and in 
the same direction as the magnetic field in the cavity. The advantages of current loops are 
that they are compact in size, with a relatively high directivity. However the loops have a 
very high resonanace (Q factor), which means that impedance matching (over a range of 
loads) can be difficult to realise. This means of coupling has to be researched further and 
developed using semi-emperical techniques. 
 
5.2 Loop coupling structure 
 
 In its simplest form, a single loop is a metallic conductor bent into the shape of a 
closed curve, such as a circle or a square. One end of the loop is used as the input for the 
signal whilst the other end is connected to the cavity wall to form a short circuit. These 
loops can be electrically large (conductor length ≥ 0.11λ) or small (conductor length 
typically ≤ 0.1l ) [1]. A trade off between small & large loop lengths is presented in 
literature [47]. The axial current distribution in an electrically small loop is assumed to be 
uniform, that is, the current has the same value at any point along the conductor. As well 
as transferring power into the cavity, the loop can also be used to detect reflected power 
at the ports. 
 
 During power transfer (into the cavity), the electromagnetic field of an electrically 
small loop is the same as that of a magnetic dipole. The loop plane is normal to the polar 
axis of a spherical coordinate (x,y,z) system. The voltage (V) at the loop terminals and the  
current (I), that flows around the loop are a function of the loop impedance (eqn.5.1). For 
electrically small loops, this impedance is a combination of external inductance (Le),  
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radiation resistance (Rr) and the internal impedance of the conductor ( 𝑍𝑖 = 𝑅𝑖 +
𝑗𝑤𝐿𝑖; where Ri = internal resistance and Li = internal inductance),  which represents 
the loop ohmic losses. 
 
Z = R + jωL =  Rr + Zi + jωLe = Rr + Ri + jw(Le + Li)   (5.1) 
 
The small loop equivalent circuit (Fig.5.1), typically includes a capacitor (C) 
connected in parallel with the impedance Z, to account for the distributed capacitance 
between the loop conductors. The effect of this capacitance is negligible in loops with a 
uniform current distribution, as there would be no change along the loop conductor. The 
radiation resistance of a small loop is proportional to the square of the product of the areas 
and the number of turns (eqn.5.2). 
 
Rr = 
ζ
6π
β4(NA)2        (5.2 
Where  
  β = 2π/λ 
  A = Area of loop 
  ζ = √
µ𝑜
𝜀𝑜⁄  = wave impedance of free space ~ 377Ω 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.1.Equialent circuit for input Z of a small loop 
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For a single loop, whose turn is not too closely spaced, the internal impedance can 
be approximated using eqn 5.3, where zi = internal impedance per unit length of a straight 
conductor, which has the same cross sectional area as the loop conductor [34]. If the turn 
is closely spaced, than the proximity effect must be included in determining zi [3]. 
 
Zi = zi. Total length of the conductor     (5.3) 
 
The external loop inductance can be determined from one of the many formulas 
available for the inductance of coils [35]. For a single-turn circular and square loops this 
can be calculated using eqn 5.4 and 5.5 respectively, whereas the radiation efficiency 
can be calculated using eqn 5.6. 
 
Le =  µob[ln(
8b
a⁄ ) − 2] circular loop     (5.4) 
 
Le =
2µob
π
[ln(b a⁄ ) − 0.774] square loop     (5.5) 
 
 Where 
 
  b = mean radius of a circular loop or mean side length of a square loop 
 
  a = radius of loop conductor 
 
 ɳ =  
Average Power Radiated
Average Power Supplied
= 
Rr
Rr+Ri
      (5.6) 
 
The loop can also be used to detect reverse power at the signal ports. This typically 
involves a measure of the voltage developed across the open-circuit terminals of the loop. 
The voltage (Voc) (Fig.5.2), is proportional to the component of the incident magnetic flux 
density normal to the plane of the loop (𝐵𝑧
𝑖). The field is assumed to be uniform over the 
area of the loop. The voltage across an arbitrary load impedance ZL connected to the 
terminals of the loop, with input impedance Z is determined from the Thévenin equivalent 
circuit shown in (Fig. 5-2). 
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Voc = jωNABz
i         (5.7) 
 
VL =
VoZL
Z+ZL
         (5.8) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.2 Thevenin equivalent circuit for the receiving loop 
 
5.2.1 Loop coupling structure - matching considerations 
 
For a small loop to operate properly within a cavity structure, it needs to have a 
resonance at the transmit frequency, and the feedline must be matched to the radiation 
impedance of the cavity. Both of those conditions must be met in order to get a VSWR 
equal to unity. A loop exhibits a complex impedance (resistance R and reactance X; where 
Z = R + jX) at its feed point. The resistance R does not change with frequency, whilst the 
reactance X is frequency dependent. Furthermore, the complex impedance of the loop 
changes as the load varies. Due to the complex nature of the impedance, there is reactive 
(phase) element that needs to be considered during the matching process, as this can cause 
a complex load to reflect some of the power. When the reactance X = 0 the impedance is 
purely resistive, and the load can absorb 100% of the supplied power. The process of 
impedance matching thus involes the removal of frequency dependent reactance 
component from the complex impedance such that Z = R. Even if the cavity (load) is 
resonant such that it presents a pure resistance, it still needs to be matched to the SSPA 
output impedance before maximum power transfer can be achieved. The feed point 
impedance R is thus the sum of radiation impedance and the loss resistance. Unless you  
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have a feed point of 50Ω, the VSWR will not be close to unity, and in such instances, 
most of the transmit power will be reflected. An impedance transformer between the 
SSPA and the cavity load impedance can ensure a smooth transfer of power, and this 
process is referred to as impedance matching. 
 
Whilst most E-field probes have a fairly good bandwidth under matched (50Ω) 
conditions, they are of a limited use under variable loading conditions (e.g. domestic 
microwave ovens), where variations in the load necessitate re-sizing of the probe(s), 
which is difficult to realise outside of the laboratory enironment. Whereas with the use of 
a H-field loop coupling structure, variations in the load can be overcome by reshaping the 
loop (varying the capacitance), changing the position and orientation of the loop inside 
cavity, such that impedance matching can be realised for different loads. Although single 
loop coupling structures exhibit a very narrow bandwidth, and also need retuning with 
load variations to ensure loop gain is maximised in the frequency band of interest, their 
radiation pattern  is omnidirectional and well suited for cavities exhibiting multiple modes 
such as a rectangular cavity. The potential to excite multiple modes, means that this type 
of coupling structure has a greater potential for solid-state heating applications, compared 
to the E-field antennas, whose radiation pattern is directional and less likely to excite all 
the modes. This means that more (>1) E-filed probes are required for multi-mode 
excitations. 
 
Matching networks (Fig.5.3) are generally used to improve the power transfer 
from  a generator to a load. At a given frequency (ωo), the impedance of the loop can be 
transformed to the resistance R0 by using various networks [36]. A capacitor C (eqn.5.9) 
is typically used to bring the loop close to resonance at w0, or the spacing s and length of 
the lines l can be adjusted to make the impedance R0. However, the match obtained with 
these simple networks generally has a very narrow bandwidth.Whilst the capacitor C can 
be used to tune the resonant frequency, the impedance match can be tricky. One way of 
coupling the transmit power to the cavity is through an un-tuned coupling loop which acts 
as a RF transformer, with air as its dielectric. A loop of wire (typically a coax cable) is  
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secured to the feed line, and placed near the loop element. The ‘feed’ impedance can be 
adjusted by making the coupling ‘tight’ or ‘loose’, which is a measure of how close the 
parallel coupling loop is to the element. An advantage of this technique is that by changing 
the shape of the coupling loop, a wide range of impedance matches can be achieved across 
many different frequency points. The matching is fairly constant across these frequency 
points, unlike that achievable when using a tuning capacitor, which needs adjusting every 
few KHz. The typical means of adjusting the coupling are shown through illustratuions 
(Fig.5.4) and are listed below: 
 
(a) Modifying the shape of the coupling loop  
(b) Modifying the angular orientation between the main loop and the coupling 
loop 
(c) Modifying loop distance inside the cavity   
 
C =  
1
ωo(ωoL−R√
Ro
R⁄ −1)
 ≃
1
ω0(ω0L−√RRo)
     (5.9) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.3 Typical matching networks used with coupling loops. Match to a resistance Ro  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(a) 
spacing s 
length l 
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Fig. 5.4 Means of adjusting coupling in loop.(a,b) Modifying the shape of the loop (c) 
modifying angular orientation of the loop (d) modifying loop distance inside the cavity 
 
5.3 Single loop coupling structure 
 
 5.3.1 Single loop lumped element model: 
 
 Magnetically coupled resonant loops can be analysed either by a coupled mode 
theory [41-42], or by using an equivalent circuit model. It has been shown that an 
equivalent circuit model is simpler, and reasonably accurate for the analysis of resonant 
magnetically coupled loops. Numerous works, based on equivalent circuit models, have 
been reported [41-45]. The single loop coupling structure described in section 5.2 and its  
simpler variant, a lumped-element model are used to predict the loops responsiveness to  
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
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load variations. Each parameter in the lumped element model, is expressed as a function 
of loop geometry and the separation between the loops. This means that the loop geometry 
can be systematically changed, and the power transfer efficiency of the coupled loop 
(under variable loading conditions) can be predicted. The power transfer efficiency is 
characterized for various loop geometry parameters to realise an optimum structure. The 
simulated results (section 4.5) clearly show that there is a trade off between power 
delivery efficiency and critical coupling which depends on loop size, frequency of 
operation and the load impedances. 
 
The magnetically coupled resonant loop (Fig.5.5a), can be represented by an ideal 
circuit model (Fig.5.5b, where its only possible to change the coupling coeffcient), and its 
equivalent lumped element model shown in Fig. 5.5.c. The lumped element model 
components L, R and C (the self-inductance, parasitcic resistance and the resonanace 
capacitance of the loop) are dependent on the geometry of the loop. The cavity equivalent 
model shown earlier in Fig. 4.15, is used to characterise the loop coupling structure (ideal 
circuit model vs lumped element model), under fixed and variable loading conditions. 
From the simulated data shown in Fig.5.6 (polar complex and magnitude log-lin format 
at fundamental and second harmonic frequencies), we can see that the ideal circuit model 
(Fig.5.5b) and its lumped element equivalent’s performance is the same at both the 
fundamental and second harmonic frequencies. This equivalent lumped element model 
(owing to its greater flexibility), is used to simulate and develop the magnetically coupled 
loops for variable loading conditions. 
 
From the simulation data shown earlier (Fig. 4.18), it was established that a single 
loop coupling structure is narrowband, and averse to load variations. Here again we note 
through simulated data shown in Fig. 5.7 (obtained using lumped element equivalent 
model), that as the cavity load impedance (RL) is reduced from its optimally matched 
condition (50Ω to10Ω), the impedance trace moves to the left of the 50Ω point and 
towards a short circuit (low Z). Similarly, as the load impedance (RL) is increased (50Ω-
100Ω) the impedance trace moves to the right of 50Ω point, and towards an open circuit. 
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The use of a a single loop coupling structure, means that these changes in load will 
result in an impedance mismatch as shown in table 5.1; here the loop was optimized for a 
fixed 50Ω load (C=1). The second harmonic component (shown in both polar complex 
form and magnitude log-lin format, Fig 5.6.a, c), is also shown to drift with load 
variations. In most applications, the load (RL) is fixed and the input impedance (Zin) is a 
function of loop geometry (L,C and R). However, under variable loading conditions a part 
of the RF signal is reflected back at the input of the resonant loop, due to a mismatch 
between the Zin and and the source resistance RS. The power delivery efficiency into the 
cavity is degraded by the mismatch, by an amount that is proportional to 1-ǀГinǀ2. 
 
 
Fig. 5.5.a,b,c. General depiction of magnetically coupled resonant loop (a); its ideal 
circuit model (b) and its lumped element equivalent model (c)  
 
 
  
 
 
Fig. 5.6 Simulated (using lumped element equivalent model Fig.5.5b,c) impedance at 
the fundamental (900MHz-930MHz) and 2nd harmonic (1.8-1.86 GHz) freq’s under 
fixed load (RL) conditions is shown in both polar complex (a) and magnitude log-lin 
format (b, c). 
(a) (b) (c) 
S-parameters at the fundamental frequency S-parameters at the 2nd harmonic frequency 
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Fig. 5.7 Simulated (using lumped element equivalent model Fig.5.5c) impedance at the 
fundamental (900MHz-930MHz) and 2nd harmonic (1.8-1.86 GHz) freq’s under variable 
load (RL) conditions is shown in both polar complex (a) and magnitude log-lin format 
(b, c).  
 
Table 5.1 – S11 as a function of variable load – Static Single loop 
 
Load 
 
Coupling Coefficient (β) 
Frequency 
 886MHz   916MHz        936MHz 
  S11(dB) 
10Ω 1 -4.56 -4.56 -4.56 
20Ω 1 -8.35 -8.40 -8.38 
30Ω 1 -12.04 -12.18 -11.93 
40Ω 1 -19.09 -19.91 -21.11 
50Ω 1 -27.06 -47.95 -28.63 
60Ω 1 -21.11 -22.38 -21.22 
70Ω 1 -16.53 -16.89 -16.53 
80Ω 1 -13.76 -14.02 -13.72 
90Ω 1 -12.21 -10.81 -11.90 
100Ω 1 -10.75 -10.78 -10.63 
 
 
 
5.3.2 Single loop lumped element model with harmonic tuning - cylindrical cavity 
 
With increasing demands and expectations placed upon solid-state to deliver high 
power and efficieny, new approaches to power amplifier and efficient means of coupling 
power into the cavity need exploring. One technique for improving efficiency, which 
allows for smaller, light weight SSPA’s with reduced cooling requirements and enhanced 
reliability is to tune the output harmonics. High efficiency operation typically occurs when 
the harmonics of the output voltage have the right magnitude and phase to form a square  
(a) (b) (c) 
S-parameters at the fundamental frequency S-parameters at the 2nd harmonic frequency 
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wave. This can be realized by placing short circuits at the even and an open circuit at the 
odd harmonics. A short at the 2nd harmonic suppresses the second harmonic component 
and an open circuit 3rd harmonic component makes the output voltage waveform closer to 
a square wave.  
 
The practical realisation of harmonic tuning is made difficult by packaged RF and 
microwave power transistors, presenting additional reactances (from the package), which 
limit the impedance range that can be presented to the intrinsic device e.g the capacitance 
of a standard LDMOS package is of the order of 5-6pF, which corresponds to a jXc 
(4GHz) of –j7Ω reactance at the 2nd harmonic of a 2-GHz signal, effectively shortening 
the harmonic. Since high efficiency classes of operation depend on specific harmonic 
terminations at the device intrinsic plane, this implies that the package prevents high-
efficiency operation with LDMOS transistors. GaN HEMT or SiC MESFET device 
technologies, on the other hand exhibit a square law behavior which makes them more 
susceptible to generating second and higher order harmonics. These higher order products 
require careful attention, and must be carefully managed (terminated) and exploited to 
minimize the power losses. The gains in performance by harmonic tuning have been well 
documented [8]. 
 
 Whilst the concept of harmonic termination is well documented and often 
employed to improve SSPA performance when operating in a well-defined 50Ω load 
environment, the implications of operating into a non-50Ω load needs further attention 
and investigation. The potential to control second harmonic load impedances using the 
loop coupling structure is explored and presented in this section. The importance of, and 
control over second harmonic termination, and what it means for SSPA efficiency and 
reliability have been discussed in detail [9]. An alternative novel coupling structure 
(coupling structure 1, Fig.5.8), employs an open transmission line (TL) to control the 
second harmonic impedance as shown in Fig.5.9. From the simulation data, we note that 
for a fixed load (RL) the 2
nd harmonic impedance has been transformed towards a short  
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circuit. The use of  of TL to control 2
nd harmonic impedance under variable loading 
conditions, is also investigated by varying the load impedance (RL) from 10Ω-to-100Ω. 
Simulated data (Fig.5.10), shows that the 2nd harmonic impedance has been successfully 
transformed towards a short circuit, and is to the same area of the Smith chart. Using this 
magnetically coupled resonant loop approach, the SSPA can be directly integrated with 
the loop, which serves as a frequency and load dependent radiator. Coupling structure 
characteristcs thus become a part of the PA design process. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Single Loop equivalent lumped element model 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.8 Single Loop equivalent lumped element model with a harmonic tuning element 
(a) and its physical realisation (b) cylindrical cavity with the loop attached 
 
(a) 
(b) (c) 
Physical realisation Cylindrical cavity with loop attached 
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TL – Harmonic Tuning Element 
 
Coupling Structure 1 
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Fig. 5.9 Simulated (using lumped element equivalent model Fig.5.8) impedance at the 
fundamental (900MHz-930MHz) and 2nd harmonic (1.8-1.86 GHz) freq’s under fixed 
50Ω load (RL) conditions is shown in both polar complex (a) and magnitude log-lin 
format (b, c).  
 
 
 
     
  
 
Fig. 5.10 Simulated (using lumped element equivalent model Fig.5.8) impedance at the 
fundamental (900MHz-930MHz) and 2nd harmonic (1.8-1.86 GHz) freq’s under variable 
loading (RL) conditions is shown in both polar complex (a) and magnitude log-lin 
format (b, c).  
 
 
5.3.3 Single loop coupling structure construction and integration into a 
 cylindreical Cavity.   
 
The coupling loop is developed using a semi-emperical technique, drawing on 
prior knowledge of loop antenna structures, cavity impedance behaviours, experience of  
(a) (b) (c) 
(a) (b) (c) 
S-parameters- 2nd harmonic frequency S-parameters-fundamental frequency 
S-parameters- 2nd harmonic frequency S-parameters-fundamental frequency 
Towards 
a short circuit  
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matching network design and simulation software. The strategy adapted involved using 
Keysight ADS circuit simulator, to develop cavity equivalent model, whilst a 3D 
simulator (Comsol-multiphysics) was used to characterise the cavity impedance and field 
distribution behaviour.  
 
In its simplest form, the magnetic coupling loop was formed by extending the 
coaxial cable (via a modified N-type collar and connector) into the cavity resonator, and 
then bent to form a loop with one of its ends grounded to the connector ground and hence 
the cavity wall. The center of the loop is located midway between the top and the bottom 
walls of the single mode cylindrical cavity, as shown in Fig. 5.11. The size of the loop is 
relatively small compared to the wavelength, therefore the voltage at all parts of the loop 
is assumed to be zero, whilst the current is large, and the input impedance is nearly 
equivalent to that of a short circuit. The current is responsible for producing a magnetic 
field tangential to the walls of the cavity. The energy couples to the magnetic field, defined 
by a resonance mode that is tangential to the wall and perpendicular to the plane of the 
loop. 
 
Whilst the size of the dipole moment is proportional to the loop area, the 
orientation of the loop is also important. In a TM01 mode cavity (coupled with an external 
circuit), the cavity resonator and the coupling loop form a parallel resonant circuit. The 
coupling coefficient (β), is a function of the system characteristic impedance and the 
cavity load impedance (RL). From equations 5.10-5.11, it is noted that the coupling 
coefficient determines the reflection coefficient at the SSPA output, the resonance 
bandwidth and the power dissipated into the cavity. The coupling coefficient, therefore 
plays an important role in solid state heating apparatus. It is possible to adjust the value 
of β by changing the loop geometry. For a 50Ω load, β = 1 and the load is said to be 
critically coupled (no reflected power), the cases where  β<1 and β>1 are referred to as 
under and over coupled, which results in reflected power signals.This coupling through 
the air achieves the desired impedance transformation. The principles of coupled loop-to-
cavity resonators and loop size calculations are described in detail in literature [38-40]. 
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β =
Pdis
Pcav
= 
RL
n2Z
        (5.10) 
 
Where: 
Pdis = Power dissipated into the load 
Pcav = Power delivered into the caity 
 
ρcavǀf=fres =  
β−1
β+1
        (5.11) 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.11 Measurement set-up used for characterising a coupling loop within a 
cylindrical cavity resonator.  
 
5.4 Single loop coupling structure characterisation using a cylindrical cavity. 
 
Although, for typical domestic heating applications, a multi-mode rectangular 
cavity is used, for the purposes of this study, a single mode-cylindrical cavity, designed 
to operate with a single, dominant TM01 mode at 900-960MHz frequency band is used to 
simplify the analysis. This type of cavity provides a predictable environment, where the 
electric and magnetic field distribution are relatively easy to determine and visualize. 
Coupling into the cavity is achieved by constructing a physical replica of the loop model 
(coupling structure 1) shown in Fig.5.8b. The matched condition is realized by using semi-
empirical techniques discussed in section 5.2.1. 
P1 
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From the measurement data (Fig.5.12), it is observed that the load (0.085l of 
water) is critically coupled at 913MHz. Away from this optimal frequency point, the 
match deteriorates and the level of reflected power begins to increase rapidly. This is 
shown by the measured reflection coefficient (S11), the forward and reflected power, and 
VSWR data. The reflected power measurements follow the s-parameter response. The 
simple loop coupling has a limited bandwidth (~9MHz) over which an acceptable level 
of match (S11 < -10dB) exists.The VSWR measurement data shows a value of just above 
1 at the critically coupled frequency (913MHz), indicating an efficient transfer of 
available power into the cavity to heat the load. At this frequency of operation, the device 
operates safely, however, away from this frequency the value of VSWR rises (with 
increasing reflection coefficient), leading to a drop in power delivered to the load. These 
high reflective states can damage the transistors within an SSPA, hence a circulator and 
high power dissipative load are typically used at the SSPA output as a protection against 
hostile loading conditions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.12 Measured impedance data is shown in polar complex form (a) and 
magnitude log-lin format along with the forward/reflected powers and the VSWR (b) at 
the Fundamental frequency (900MHz-960MHz) for a fixed load (0.085l of water) using 
a single loop coupling structure shown in Fig.5.8.  
 
 
(a) (b) 
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5.4.1 Limitations of a single loop under variable loading conditions 
 
 Impedance variations due to changes in load (0.05l-to-0.12l of water) are 
investigated and presented. A rise in the volume of water increases the impedance, moving 
it to the right of the 50Ω point on the Smith chart, whereas a decrease in volume moves 
the impedance to the left (Fig.5.13). The impedance is reactive in nature and lies in the 
bottom half of the Smith chart e.g. the load is capacitive. 
 
Reflection coefficient measurements (Fig.5.13b) also show that variations in water 
volume change the frequency at which the load is optimally matched, with a rise in the 
volume reducing the frequency. This advocates the need for an intelligent methodology 
(algorithm) to search for frequency points where the load is optimally matched, thus 
ensuring high levels of power delivery efficiency under varying loading conditions. The 
inability to locate and track these frequency points means that there will be an impedance 
mismatch at the SSPA output, exposing it to high VSWR conditions with potentially 
severe implications on both cavity efficiency and device reliability. This is clearly 
undesirable and of great concern for device and heating apparatus manufacturers. 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.13 Measured impedance data is shown in polar complex form (a) and 
magnitude log-lin format (b) at the Fundamental frequency (900MHz-960MHz) under 
variable loading conditions (0.04l-to-0.12l of water) using a single loop coupling 
structure shown in Fig.5.8.  
(a) (b) 
Increasing 
Volume  
Decreasing 
Volume  
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5.5 The optimised coupling structure with a wider bandwidth and tolerance to 
load variations 
 
It is clear that the coupling structure, is a key element in transferring SSPA 
generated power into a load, within the single-mode resonant cavity (under single and 
variable loading conditions). It is also clear however, that the single loop coupling 
structure, whilst useful under known single load operating conditions has major 
limitations in accommodating variable loading conditions. An alternative two loop 
approach (coupling structure 2, Fig.5.14) is presented, which involves modifying the 
single loop coupling structure for extended bandwidth operation, without the need for 
mechanical adjustment. The impedance traces in Fig.5.15a, show comparisons between 
the single loop and the proposed wideband coupling approach for a fixed load (0.085l of 
water). The impedance trace with the proposed two loop approach encircles the 50Ω point, 
and the s-parameter data (Fig.5.15b), shows a return loss of better than -15 dB over a 
70MHz operational bandwidth. The VSWR data (Fig.5.15c), shows that with this 
approach, the SSPA will continue to operate efficiently and safely into a matched load 
over a wider bandwidth, without the need for physical adjustment of the loop. This is in 
contrast to the high-Q single loop structure’s limited operational bandwidth. The proposed 
technique is, as a result, more tolerant to load and temperature variations, which becomes 
important when considering the idea of isolator-less power amplifier designs for low-cost 
microwave heating applications.  
 
Further, with the proposed approach, a return loss of -15dB at the optimal 
frequency suggests that 97% of the available power will be delivered to the cavity. This 
is compared to a return loss of -42dB and a delivery efficiency 100% when using the 
single loop. This loss in cavity efficiency (3%) is relatively small and worth sacrificing 
for the gains made in operating bandwidth. With this proposed approach the delivery 
efficiency remains high (over 90%), and relatively constant over the operating bandwidth, 
whereas with a single loop coupling structure it drops very sharply to less than 50% over 
a 10MHz bandwidth.  
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Fig. 5.14 Equivalent lumped element of the 2-loop broadband coupling structure 
with harmonic tuning (a) and its physical realisation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.15 Measured impedance data is shown in polar complex form (a) and 
magnitude log-lin format (b) at the Fundamental frequency (900MHz-960MHz) for a 
fixed load (0.085l of water) using a single and two loop coupling structures shown in 
Fig.5.8 and Fig.5.14.  
Single Loop Measured 
2 Loop Measured 
Single Loop Measured 
2 Loop Measured 
2 Loop Simulated 
(a) 
(b) 
(a) (b) (c) 
Coupling Structure 2 
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The two-loop coupling structure is developed further by incorporating a third loop 
(coupling structure 3) as shown in Fig.5.16. With the equivalent lumped element model 
of a three loop coupling structure it is shown, through simulations (Fig.5.17), that a larger 
range of load impedances can be successfully matched to 50Ω, and the operational 
bandwidth extended significantly. The improvements in impedance match at both the 
fundamental and second harmonic frequencies are explored further in chapter 6. Whilst 
the benefits may not appear significant for a single mode cavity, this concept has a huge 
potential in multi-mode cavity operation, where many modes are scattered over a larger 
bandwidth.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.16 Equivalent lumped element model of a 3 loop broadband coupling structure 
(with harmonic tuning) optimized for variable loading conditions 
(a) 
(b) 
Coupling Structure 3 
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Fig. 5.17 Simulated impedance data is shown in polar complex form (a) and 
magnitude log-lin format (b) at the Fundamental (900MHz-960MHz) and 2nd harmonic 
frequencies for a range load impedances (RL, 10Ω-to-100Ω) using a three loop coupling 
structures lumped element equivalent model shown in Fig.5.16.  
 
 
 
5.6 Single loop coupling structure characterisation for using a rectangular 
cavity  
 
Large, over-moded rectangular resonant cavities used in commercial and domestic 
microwave heating applications, possess complex impedance behaviours with tightly 
packed resonant modes, within a relatively narrow frequency range. This behavior is well 
suited to excitation using magnetrons, where an exact control of the frequency is not 
possible. However, typical variations in load can cause a spreading these resonances, such 
that required excitation frequencies can lay outside of the magnetron operating bandwidth 
(2450MHz ±10MHz) [33]. This phenomena will clearly affect the heating efficiency, as 
more of the available power is reflected back to the source.  
 
 To characterize large rectangular cavity impedance behaviour, at the fundamental 
(2400-2500MHz) and second harmonic (4800–5000MHz) frequencies, coupling structure 
4 (a single loop coupling structure, Fig.5.18), was used to measure reflection coefficient 
under variable loading conditions. With a single loop coupling structure, it was only  
(a) (b) (c) 
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possible to obtain a good impedance match at single frequency point(s), or over a very 
narrow bandwidth. Whilst it is possible to deliver power efficiently into the cavity at these 
specific frequencies; through detection of matched states, and then selection of SSPA 
operating frequency to deliver power at the optimally matched points, practical 
implementation can be very challenging. The power delivered into the cavity over the 
unmatched regions drops very significantly, such that overall efficiency is poor and there 
is a serious chance of damaging the SSPA. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Single Loop equivalent lumped element model 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.18 Single Loop equivalent lumped element model with a harmonic tuning element 
(a) and its physical realisation (b) rectangular cavity with the loop attached 
 
(a) 
(b) (c) 
Physical realisation Rectangular cavity with loop attached 
Rectangular  cavity 
 
Coupling structure 4 
 
50mm 
20mm 
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5.6.1 Limitations of single loop coupling structure in a rectangular cavity  
 
Typical microwave oven usage involves heating loads, which are equivalent to 
0.325l of water or less [46]. However in order to understand the true effect of load 
variations, the cavity load was varied from 0.1l-to-1.0l in 0.1l steps. The measured 
reflection coefficient data was recorded, in both polar complex and magnitude log-linear 
formats as shown in Fig.5.19. As discussed previously in section 5.4.2, by intelligently 
selecting the SSPA frequency of operation, the power delivery efficiency can be greatly 
improved here too. 
 
Furthermore, as the volume of water is increased from 0.1l to 0.5l the matched and 
unmatched regions appear in clusters (matched regions in the lower and upper end of the 
frequency band and unmatched regions in the middle of the frequency band), and the 
range of points over which the power can be delivered safely and efficiently has increased. 
A further rise in the volume of water results in scattering of the optimally matched 
impedance points, which now sit in the centre of the frequency band. 
 
The concept of intelligent frequency hopping proposed in chapter 1, and discussed 
in section 5.4.2 of this thesis (where the SSPA frequency of operation is chosen to coinside 
with optimally matched frequency point’s), is given credence by the measurement data 
shown in Fig.5.19. The use of intelligent frequency hopping means that the SSPA is 
always operating into a well matched load. Injecting power into the cavity at targeted 
frequencies that provide less than 10dB insertion loss, means that at least 90 percent of 
the available power is delivered into a 45cm cavity. The use of a single loop coupling 
structure under variable loading conditions would necessitate a very fast, real time 
detection and adaptation of the SSPA operating frequency.  
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(a)                                                                 (b)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                             (c)                                                                 (d) 
 
Fig. 5.19 Measured impedance data is shown in polar complex form (a,c) and 
magnitude log-lin format (b,d) at the fundamental (2400MHz-2500MHz) and 2nd 
harmonic frequencies (4800-5000MHz) under variable loading conditions (0.1l-to-1.0l 
of water) using a single loop coupling structure shown in Fig.5.8.  
 
 
5.6.2 Load variations in a rectangular cavity 
 
 Whilst solid-state technology offers several performance benefits, practical 
implemnataion owing to variable loading conditions have posed several challenges. In 
order to overcome these limitations coupling structure 5, a novel wideband, harmonically 
tuned coupling structure (Fig.5.20), is used for transferring power from solid-state 
generators directly into a multi-mode resonant cavity. The coupling structures adaptability  
Rectangular cavity fundamental 
impedance under variable loading 
conditions 
Rectangular cavity matched and 
unmatched states under variable loading 
conditions – fundamental frequency 
Rectangular cavity 2nd harmonic 
impedances under variable 
loading conditions 
Rectangular cavity matched and 
unmatched states under variable loading 
conditions – 2nd harmonic frequency 
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to cavity impedance variations is characterized (through measurements) by varying the 
load, volumes of water from 0.1l-to-1.0l in 0.1l steps. The reflection coefficient (S11) 
parameters, and optimally matched frequency points are recorded for each of the loading 
conditions. The variations in impedance due to changes in load are captured and shown 
in Fig.5.21a/b. Measurement data shows a much broader response (bandwidth>100MHz), 
compared to the single and two loop coupling structures. It can be seen that the structure 
enables broadband operation, and is shown to match a range of impedances presented at 
the fundamental frequency. This ensures that almost all of the available power is delivered 
into the cavity. The reflection coefficient remains below -13dB for all the loads, across 
the full ISM operating bandwidth of 100MHz. This is equivalent to 95 percent of the 
available power being deliverd to the cavity at all times. This is a significant step towards  
isolator-less, solid-state heating applications under variable loading conditions. The close 
grouping of second harmonic impedances, helps in effective termination of these products 
as shown in figure 5.21.c/d. The termination of second order harmonics is helpful, in 
realizing system efficiency and preserving SSPA reliability.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.20 Equivalent lumped element model of a 3 loop broadband coupling structure 
(with harmonic tuning) optimized for variable loading conditions. 
(a): Lumped element model 
(b): Physical depiction of the lumped element model 
TL – Harmonic Tuning Element 
 
Coupling Structure 5 
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(a)                                                                            (b) 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(c)                                                                             (d) 
 
Fig. 5.21 Measured impedance data is shown in polar complex form (a,c) and 
magnitude log-lin format (b,d) at the fundamental (2400MHz-2500MHz) and 2nd 
harmonic frequencies (4800-5000MHz) under variable loading conditions (0.1l-to-1.0l 
of water) using a three loop coupling structure shown in Fig.5.8.  
 
 
For emerging solid-state microwave cooking and heating applications, where cost 
and performance is paramount, this compact approach also promises to simplify system 
architecture by; removing the need for bulky waveguide feeds, the requirement for 
external power combining networks and in doing so, reducing cost without increasing 
cavity external volume. Improving broadband match at the fundamental frequency, and 
the inclusion of harmonic tuning both help improve overall system efficiency. 
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5.6.3 Single loop lumped element model with harmonic tuning-rectangular cavity 
 
Ensuring high SSPA efficiency, and device ruggedness is a key requirement in 
solid-state heating systems. In order to maximise efficiency, the active devices within the 
SSPA are usually driven into compression, which leads to nonlinear behavior and the 
generation of harmonics. Although linearity isn’t important in a heating system, efficiency 
and power, which are heavily influenced by the load impedances at the fundamental and 
harmonic frequencies, certainly are. This behavior is best appreciated by observing the 
voltage and current waveforms at the intrinsic plane of an active device [20]. The use of 
impedances to control the shape and size of these waveforms, through a powerful 
technique known as waveform engineering [30], [33-34] can maximise efficiency, output 
power and importantly, improve reliability of the devices within the SSPA by avoiding 
voltage breakdown and other hazardous conditions. Importantly, besides improving 
power delivery efficiency into the cavity (through optimally matched conditions), the 
SSPA efficiency can also be optimised by controlling the harmonic load impedances. 
Presenting a short-circuit at the second harmonic can help shape  the voltage and current 
waveforms for maximum SSPA efficiency, whilst limiting the excursion of the voltage 
waveform at the device output, thus protecting it from voltage breakdown problems. The 
lumped element model approach was again used, to identify the necessary shunt inductive 
elements to achieve a reflective second harmonic impedance without impacting the 
fundamental – a requirement for high-efficiency PA operation. This was achieved in 
reality by adding a small shunt stub to the coupling structure, as shown in Fig.5.20b. 
 
 As discussed in section 5.3.2, harmonically tuned SSPAs produce zero 
overlapping of voltage and current waveforms which leads to a theoretical efficiency of 
upto 100%.  This is based on accurate harmonic manipulation at the device’s (transistor) 
generator plane and the high efficiency of SSPA’s in solid state applications means, less 
DC power consumption, higher stability and reduced cost. However in practical 
applications the efficiency is rarely close to 100%, this is due to non-ideality of transistor 
and other components and package parasitics. Thus, special matching network are needed 
to minimise the intrinsic voltage/current overlaps. Whilst different kinds of harmonic  
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control circuits have been reported [31], here we use a transmission line (TL1) with 
coupling structure 3 (Fig5.16), to demonstrate the manipulation of 2nd harmonics. 
 
From the measurement data shown in Fig.5.19, we note that the 2nd harmonic 
impedance is located near the centre of the Smith chart. Before attempting to optimize the 
impedance match at second harmonic frequencies, it is necessary to understand how this 
impedance varies with different loading conditions. This is done by changing the volume 
of water from 0.1l-to-1.0l in 0.1l steps. It is noticeable (Fig.5.19b), that whilst the 
impedance over the band (2.4-2.5 GHz) of operation fluctuates with multiple peaks and 
nulls for different volumes of water, the impedance at second harmonic (Fig.5.19d), 
remains fairly constant with its position concentrated to one area of the Smith chart. This 
meant that a single stub could be used to transform the 2nd harmonic impedances.  
 
The s-parameter data of the fully optimised coupling structure, measured at room 
temperature for a 0.325l load (Fig.5.21), shows that the impedance at the 2nd harmonics 
has been successfully transformed, from a centrally located region to the outer edges of 
the Smith chart. The has harmonic content has been easily rotated towards a short circuit 
at the intrinsic device plane, providing the possibility for high efficiency PA operation  
 
5.7 The optimised coupling structure - rectangular cavity  
 
The problems related to the the use of a single loop coupling structure (narrow band, 
intolerance to load variations), in multi-port and multi-mode rectangular cavities, 
can also be overcome by developing wider bandwidth coupling structures (coupling 
structure 6, Fig.5.23c). This can  allow a more harmonious co-existnce of multiple 
SSPA’s under challenging operating conditions. Simulation data with a four loop 
coupling structure, and a  transmission line stub TL1, shows that for a range of cavity 
loads (RL, is varied from 10-100Ω), the impedance trace encircles the 50Ω point 
(Fig.5.22), with a significant increase in the operating bandwidth. Whereas the 
insertion loss measurements for a 0.325l water load show an operating bandwidth of  
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over 200MHz, where the S11 < -15dB. These insertion loss measurements can be split into 
four regions, with a prominent resonanace at centre, where the S11< -30dB’s. This 
behaviour can be exploited, in a four port system for example, where each of the SSPA’s 
operates over a certain portion of the operating bandwidth. Under such operating 
conditions, it is assumed that as long as each of the SSPA’s continues to operates into a 
matched load, it will stay isolated from the other three SSPA’s and therefore will not be 
subjected to restrictive vswr conditions. 
 
 
   
 
Fig.5.22 Simulated load impedance using a 3 loop coupling structure shown in 
polar complex and log-lin format at the fundamental) 2.4-“.5) and 2nd harmonic 
frequencies (4.8-5.0GHz) as the load (RL) is varied from 10Ω-to-100Ω. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.5.23 Rectangular cavity loop development for extended bandwidth 
 
 
Coupling Structure 6 
(a) (b) (c) 
Coupling Structure 4 Coupling Structure 5  
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So far, it has been shown how careful design of the coupling structure, can achieve 
a well matched 50 Ohm load, and good control over the second harmonic impedance. One 
of the aims of this work, however is to simplify and minaturise SSPA matching networks 
to allow a direct integration of the power amplifier and coupling structure. Most current 
semiconductor power devices, even with the higher supply voltages (50V) that are 
becoming more common,  possess optimum output impedances that are typically less than 
5Ω. So, it is very important to note that the coupling structures proposed in this work, 
have the potential to accommodate this impedance transformation, and match the loaded 
cavity impedance to a value that is much lower than 50Ω. This is demonstrated here 
through modified lumped element model simulations, which show how the broadband 
(100 MHz) impedance locus has been transformed from 50Ω (suitable for the 50 matched 
PAs used for these experement) to sub 5Ω, suitable for direct attachment to a power 
device, as shown in Fig.5.25 to Fig.5.26. 
 
The potential benefits of such a structure are shown in Fig.5.25. Fig. 5.25a shows 
a SSPA matched to 50Ω (via the PA Matching Network), with a circulator and high power 
load at its output as protection against high VSWR conditions, which may arise due to 
mismatches introduced by a changing impedance environment. The cavity matching 
network, then transforms the cavity impedance to 50Ω to ensure a smooth transfer of  
Fig. 5.24 Measured S11 using a four loop coupling structure for 0.325l of water, 
load showing 4 resonances (optimally matched frequency points) which combine to 
give a broader (200MHz) bandwidth with a return loss of better than -15dB  
 
Extended bandwidth (200MHz) and return 
loss of better than -15 dB for 0.325l of water 
load 
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power. Whereas Fig. 5.25b, shows a much simpler approach where the source is matched 
to an intermediate impedance, which is then transformed to the cavity load environment. 
The latter approach opens up the possibility of simpler device-to-cavity matching 
networks, thus eliminating the need for multiple impedance transformations.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.5.25.Block diagram (a) Solid state system (Conventional Approach) 
(b) Solid – state system (Proposed Approach)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.26  Transforming Cavity load impedance (a): to 50Ω (b): to 5Ω using loop 
coupling structure lumped element model. 
 
(a) 
(b) 
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5.8 Summary 
 
In this chapter, a novel approach for designing high efficiency, broadband 
coupling structures (for delivering RF generated power into a cavity) has been presented. 
These structures are compact and can easily be integrated into solid-state microwave 
ovens used for heating and cooking applications. Single mode cylindrical and multi-mode 
rectangular cavities have been adapted and are used as test vehicles to demonstrate the 
performance through simulations and small signal measurements. The load and frequency 
dependent variations in the fundamental and resonant harmonic impedance environments 
inside the cavity have been captured and characterized to formulate a wideband coupling 
structure. This structure transforms the cavity impedance to 50Ω at the SSPA output. 
Control over second harmonics is also demonstrated by successfully transforming the 
second harmonic impedance to a short circuit. This is of a great benefit as it serves to 
improve SSPA efficiency by reducing the overlap between voltage and current 
waveforms. 
 
The broadband nature of the coupling structure lends its usetor an intelligent 
frequency hopping technique where power is delivered into the cavity at optimally 
matched frequency points or regions. This approach results in a highly efficient power 
delivery into the cavity under variable loading conditions, thereby reducing the need to 
tune the coupling structure to accommodate for load variations. 
 
 Measurement results clearly show the transformation of cavity load impedance to 
50Ω load environment without the introduction of complicated and physically large 
matching networks. It has been further demonstrated that besides being broadband the 
coupling structure is tolerant to variable loading conditions (0.1l-to-1.0l of water). The 
return loss over for this range of loads remains below -13dBs across the operating 
bandwidth. The proposed coupling structure has the potential to match the cavity load 
impedances directly to the device impedances which are typically much lower than 50Ω. 
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This approach has the potential to simplify the matching networks and improve 
system performance by reducing path losses. The concept is a significant development for 
microwave heating and in particular isolator-less microwave heating applications where 
the transistor may be subjected to high VSWR conditions.  
 
The limitations of lumped element models in visualising complex electromagnetic 
environments (comprising of multiple E/H field patterns) are recognized, hence a decision 
was made to develop physical structures and validate their performance in a real life 
practical application. In this design approach, a collar and N-type connector are fitted to 
the outer wall of a commercial rectangular cavity. The novel broad band coupling 
structure is fitted to the N-type connector and extended (~2cm) into the cavity such that 
the cavity internal volume (for load placement) is not compromised.  
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CHAPTER 6–MEASUREMENT AND CHARACTERISATION OF SOLID STATE 
HEATING USING A CYLINDRICAL CAVITY 
 
6.1 Overview 
 
 SSPA’s typically operate into a constant 50Ω load environment, ensuring a 
smooth transistion of power from generator to the load, and use an circulator and high 
power load at the output, to protect the transistor against impedance mismatches and fault 
conditions. However, the natural impedance environment presented by a resonant cavity 
is not only a function of the cavity dimensions, but also of the load e.g. changes in volume, 
temperature and material dielectric properties result in different load impedances being 
presented at the SSPA output. Load impedance variations from the optimal (50Ω) match, 
results in performance degradation and potential damage to the device.  
  
 A circulator and high power load (typically used to protect the device against high 
VSWR conditions), are expensive with a significant contribution to the overall cost of the 
SSPA. There is also a RF loss associated with these components, which reduces the 
available power delivered to the load within the cavity. For these reasons, it is important 
to consider a ‘circulator-less’ design, and the hostile loading environment within which 
the transistor must operate. The cost and the operating environment are two dominant 
factors, which limit the use of solid-state technology for commercial heating applications. 
The effects of cavity load variations on SSPA reliability, and heating efficiency are 
investigated and the means of maintaining a satisfactory impedance match for isolator 
less SSPA applications is explored and presented. 
 
6.1.0 Single mode cylindrical cavity 
 
 For domestic microwave heating applications, a multi-mode rectangular cavity is 
typically used. However, for the purposes of this study, a single mode (TM01) cylindrical 
cavity designed to operate over the 900-960 MHz frequency band is used to simplify the  
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analysis. This type of cavity provides a predictable load environment where the electric 
and magnetic field distribution are easily determined and visualized as shown in Appendix 
E. 
 
The single port measurement setup (chapter 5, Fig.5.11), comprising of a RF 
power amplifier generating 10W-CW power, (with a circulator and high power load to 
protect the SSPA against high VSWR conditions), is used to characterise cavity 
impedance behaviour under variable loading conditions. During single port measurements 
the forward and reverse power measurements at port 1 (monitored using high directivity 
dual directional coupler and Keysight RPM2 – U2042XA USB peak & average power 
sensors), are used to assess the matched state; port 2 is idle, and there is no forward power 
at this port. The change in load temperature is also monitored through apertures in the top 
and side of the cavity using a pyrometer (Micro – Epsilon CT-SF22-C1) . 
 
The cavity impedance behavior is characterised using 3D simulation software 
(Comsol Multi-physics, Appendix E), and through measurements under variable loading 
conditions (volumes of water ranging from 0.04l-to-0.12l). The water is held within a 
cylindrical quartz tube, which is placed at the center of the cavity, where the H field is 
uniform and at its strongest. Coupling structure 1, a single loop coupling structure is used 
to couple energy into the circulating magnetic (H) field within the cavity. Critical coupling 
is realized by changing the position and orientation of the loop inside the cavity. The 
variations in impedance, due to changes in volume and temperature of the load are 
captured, to gain a better understanding of the environment under which the SSPA must 
operate. 
 
6.1.1 Characterisation of cylindrical cavity operating environment under variable 
 loading conditions.  
 
 From the measurement data ( Fig.5.12, chapter 5), also summarised here in table 
6.1, it is recognised that the load (0.085l of water) is critically coupled at 913MHz. Away 
from this frequency point, the match deteriorates and the level of reflected power begins  
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to increase rapidly. This is demonstrated by the reflection coefficient (S11) measurement 
data for a fixed load (Fig.5.12). The simple loop coupling structure has a limited 
bandwidth (9MHz), with an acceptable level of match (S11 < -10dB). The VSWR 
measurement data (Fig.5.15), has a value of 1 at the critically coupled frequency 
(913MHz), indicating a smooth transfer of power into the cavity. At this frequency of 
operation, the device operates safely. However away from this point the value of VSWR 
rises (with an increasing reflection coefficient), which leads to a drop in power delivered 
to the cavity. In the absence of a circulator, and high power load the ensuing high reflected 
power states can damage the SSPA. 
 
The forward/reflected power and power delivery efficiency with a single loop 
coupling structure (table 6.1), show that at the optimally matched frequency point (913 
MHz), a 10W (CW) forward power results in a reflected power of 0.01W. This increases 
to 0.1W over the 912-915MHz, and 1W at the band edges 909-918MHz. The corresponds 
to power delivery efficiencies of 99.99, 99 and 90 percent respectively. Outside of this 
bandwidth, the level of reflected power becomes unacceptable and less of the generated 
power is available to heat the load. Under these operating conditions device reliability (in 
the absence of a circulator) will be compromised.  
 
Table.6.1 Single loop coupling measurements 
Frequency PFORWARD PREFLECT Power Deliery Efficiency (%) 
913MHZ 10 0.01 99.99 
912-915MHz 10 0.10 99.00 
909, 918MHz 10 1.00 90.00 
 
 The variations in impedance due to changes in load (volume of water, 0.04l-to-
0.12l), are investigated and displayed in polar complex format on a Smith chart (Fig.5.13, 
chapter 5). The results showed that an increase in the volume of water moved the 
impedance to the right of 50Ω (high Z), and a decrease in the volume moved the 
impedance towards the left (low Z). These changes in volume affect both the real and  
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imaginary components of the impedance. 
 
 Reflection coefficient measurements (Fig.5.13, chapter 5), also show that changes 
in the volume of water not only deteriorate the matched state, but also shift it in frequency 
e.g. an increase in the volume of water moved the frequency at which load is optimally 
matched to a lower value, whilst a decrease in the volume of water moved the frequency 
at which the load is optimally matched to a higher value. Whilst this information can be 
used to develop an intelligent methodology (algorithm) to search for frequency points, 
where the load is critically coupled, the inability to locate and change the frequency of 
operation (with load variations) means that the SSPA is operating into a load which will 
expose it to high VSWR conditions (Fig.6.1). This is undesirable and has severe 
implications on cavity efficiency and device reliability.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6.1:- VSWR measurements 0.04-0.12l of water load. 
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6.1.2 Characterisation of cylindrical cavity operating environment due to a 
 changes in load temperature.  
 
The dielectric properties of materials vary with temperature [7]. This affects the 
level of interaction between the material and the electromagnetic energy. In the case of 
non-ionizing radiation, the electric permittivity (ε), describes the interaction of the 
electromagnetic waves with the material. Permittivity of a material is its ability to absorb, 
transmit and reflect electromagnetic energy. It is a complex quantity, comprising of 
dielctric constant (ε′), and dielctric loss factor (ε′′). The real component 𝜀′ is related to 
the capacitance of the substance and its ability to store energy, whilst the imaginary 
component is related to the absorption mechansims of energy dissipation [14].  
 
 Impedance and reflection coefficient measurements show that the load is also 
sensitive to temperature variations. A rise in temperature increases ion mobility due to 
dissociation of molecules leading to increased conductivity. At higher temperatures water 
absorbes and stores less of the available energy. This suggests that both dielectric constant 
(𝜀′), and dilectric loss factor (𝜀′′ ) reduce with increasing temperature. The resulting 
impedance variations with temperature show that an increase in temperature (22°C-to-
52°C), has resulted in a deterioration of the matched state (Fig.6.2). Further the optimally 
matched state has moved to a new value located higher in frequency (from 913MHz to 
920MHz) as shown Fig. 6.3, whilst the VSWR has deteriorated from 1 (at 913MHz) to 5 
(at 920MHz) as shown in Fig. 6.4. This insight can be used to develop heating profiles, 
where the frequency of operation is adapted to accommodate impedance variations with 
increasing temperatures.  
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Fig. 6.2:- Impedance variations due to changes in temperature (0.085l of water load). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6.3:- Reflection coefficient measurements with temperature variations (°C) 0.085 l 
of water load. 
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Fig. 6.4:- VSWR measurements with temperature variations for a fixed 0.085l of water 
load. 
 
6.1.3 Limitations of using a single loop coupling structure 
  
When using a single, static coupling loop, the operational bandwidth is limited 
(9MHz). Changes in load and even relatively small (30°C) rises in load temperature can 
cause significant mismatch and high-reflective states to exist, where the VSWR over a 
30°C temperature range, has deteriorated from 1:1 at 22°C (913 MHz) to 5:1 at 52°C (920 
MHz). A 30°C temperature rise requires a realignment of the coupling structure (through 
electromechnical or other means), to locate the new operating frequency beyond the 
9MHz bandwidth, which can be problematic. Ensuring safe and reliable SSPA operation 
thus requires cavity impedance characterisation under variable loading conditions and 
with temperature variation.  
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6.1.4 Optimising the loop coupling structure for variable loading conditions. 
 
 It has been identified, that the transfer of SSPA power into a load within the single-
mode resonant cavity (under variable loading conditions), requires some form of adaptive 
coupling. With this in view, an alternative approach was presented in chapter 5, which 
involved modifying coupling structure 1, the single loop launch for extended bandwidth 
operation, without the need for mechanical adjustment. The reflection coefficient and the 
impedance traces (Fig.5.15), show comparisons between coupling structure 1 (single 
loop) and coupling structure 3, which has a much wider bandwidth. The impedance trace 
measured using coupling structure 3, encircled the 50Ω point which resulted in a return 
loss of better than -15 dB over a 70MHz operational bandwidth. The subsequent VSWR 
data (Fig.5.15c), showed that with this approach, an isolator less SSPA can potentially 
continue to operate into a matched load over its operational bandwidth, without physical 
adjustment of the loop coupling structure. This is in contrast to the high-Q, single loop 
structure’s limited operational bandwidth. The proposed technique is tolerant to load and 
temperature variations, which is important when considering low-cost microwave heating 
applications.  
 
 With this proposed concept the power delivery efficiency remains high (a  return 
loss of -15dB is equivalent to a power delivery efficiency of 97 percent), over a 70MHz 
operating bandwidth (Fig.6.6). Whereas with a single loop coupling strcture, the delivery 
efficiency was high at a single frequency point before tapering off to below 50% over a 
very narrow (10MHz) bandwidth (Fig.6.5). This has been demonstrated for three different 
loads (0.04l, 0.08l and 0.12l of water), with a static single and three loop coupling 
strucutures. Whilst the benefits of greater operational bandwidth may not appear 
significant for a cylindrical cavity due to single mode excitation, the concept has a huge 
potential for multi-mode cavity operation, where many modes are scattered over a larger 
bandwidth. The approach can be adapted to achieve good heating efficiencies for a range 
of loads.  
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Fig. 6.5 (a) S11 and (b) delivery efficiency using a single loop for three different 
loads(0.04l, 0.08l and 0.12l of water load). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6.6 (a) S11 and (b) delivery efficiency using three loop coupling structure for three 
different loads (0.04l, 0.08l and 0.12l of water load).  
 
 
(a) (b) 
(a) (b) 
Single Loop Coupling Structure - 
Measured S11 for three different 
volumes of water 
Single Loop Coupling Structure - 
Measured power delivery efficiency 
for three different volumes of water 
Three Loop Coupling Structure - 
Measured S11 for three different 
volumes of water 
Three Loop Coupling Structure - 
Measured power delivery efficiency 
for three different volumes of water 
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In the single mode cavity used, impedance variations (due to temperature rise) can 
also be accommodated by setting the initial optimally matched frequency point at the 
higher end of the operational bandwidth (909MHz). As the temperature of the load 
increases, the matched state shifts to a higher frequency which is within the operational 
bandwidth of coupling structure 3. This ensures that the SSPA continues to operate into a 
matched load, thereby maintaining high delivery efficiencies without physical re-
alignment of the coupling structure. The measurement data (Fig.6.7), shows that an 
increase in temperature (22°-to-52°C) moves the matched states higher in frequency. 
When using coupling structure 3, the matched state whilst moving higher in frequency 
still sits within the SSPA operating bandwidth, which means that the power delivery 
efficiency can be maintained by changing the SSPA operating frequency. Whereas, with 
coupling structure 1 (a single loop coupling structure), the matched state (S11) has declined 
significantly more and a change in SSPA operating frequency alone is not sufficient to 
retain the power delivery efficiency  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6.7: S11 (single mode vs proposed) with temperature (22°C, 30°C and 52°C) - 
0.085l of water load 
 
Single vs Three Loop Coupling Structure 
Measured S11 at three different temperatures of 
water for 0.085l of water 
Single Loop Coupling Structure  
Three Loop Coupling Structure  
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6.2 Two port system overview  
 
 The power available from a single SSPA ‘module’ is generally limited by the 
maximum power rating of the transistors used. This means that in most microwave heating 
applications, the power from a single module will be insufficient. In such instances, power 
combining becomes a key requirement, and at high power levels (> 250Watts, CW), the 
task becomes difficult to accomplish in a cost effective way at the printed circuit board 
level. The use of the microwave cavity itself for direct power combining offers a possible 
solution, but it requires the use of multiple ports and feed structures. 
 
 The cavity’s operational impedance environment is a function of loading 
conditions, where each of the power amplifier modules will experience potentially high 
or even very high voltage standing wave ratio’s (VSWR), and must operate reliably and 
without performance degradation. Monitoring, capturing, managing and manipulating the 
impedance environment at each of the excitation ports is a key requirement in ensuring 
safe, reliable and efficient operation.  
 
 For solid-state solutions to be viable in mass-market applications, there is a need 
to reduce the SSPA module cost to the point, where the technology is competitive in 
comparison to magnetron-based systems. Removing the need for the traditional circulator 
and a high power load will help achieve this goal. Whilst this has been addressed for a 
single port cavity, high VSWR and device reliability remain a concern for two port 
systems. The impact on SSPA reliability in a 2-port systems is considered and presented.  
 
6.2.1 Two port cylindrical cavity  
 
A two port cylindrical cavity (TM01  mode), is fabricated such that the two coupled 
ports (port-1 and port-2) are located opposite each other. Each port is fitted with a collar 
which has been designed to accept a modified N-type barrel connector, and a loop 
coupling structure. The loop coupling structure is used to characterise two port cavity 
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impedance behaviour. The cavity is loaded through a cylindrical quartz tube (containing 
0.04l of water), which is placed at the center of the cavity where the E/H field is strongest.  
 
 
 
Fig 6.8 Measurement set-up used for monitoring the forward, reflected power and 
temperature rises inside a 2 port cylindrical cavity. 
 
6.2.2 Single loop coupling structure limitations in a 2 port network 
 
With the load placed at the centre of the cavity, the coupling loop at each of the 
ports is tuned (orientation relative to the circulating H-field), to ensure that the SSPA’s 
are operating into a matched (50Ω) load. Once the two ports are identically matched, RF 
power from two separate SSPA’s is injected into the cavity simultaneously. The forward 
and reflected power at each of the ports was measured using dedicated directional couplers 
under different loading conditions. The power delivery into the cavity was controlled in 
terms of the phase and amplitude of the input signal, and also by ensuring that both signal 
paths are of equal length. The measurement setup (Fig.6.8) included a two port cylindrical 
cavity, two SSPA’s and dual directional couplers to monitor the forward and reflected 
power at each of the ports. The forward and reverse power measurements in particular 
capture the level of mismatch at each of the ports. The rise in temperature is measured 
 SSPA 
Loop coupling oupling 
structure at ports 1 & 2 
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using a pyrometer from the top as shown in Fig.6.8. These basic measurement techniques 
are used to characterise cavity impedance behavior and the possible impact this has on 
SSPA performance and reliability.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       
(a) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(b) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      (c) 
 
Fig. 6.9: Two port cylindrical cavity (a) E & H Field strength as a function of phase (b) 
Top and side views of field strength with phase at 0 degrees (c)  Top and side views of 
field strength with phase at 180 degrees. 
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The introduction of a second, active, phase coherent source at port 2 is seen to 
influence the impedance seen by the first source at port 1. The importance of having a 
coherent phase is highlighted through strong (0 degrees phase offset) and weak field 
strengths (180 degrees phase offset), shown in Fig. 6.9. In order to ensure that both sources 
are matched to the cavity load, each of the coupling structures needed to be physically 
adjusted, to account for the presence of the other. Whilst under optimum loading 
conditions, power from both SSPA’s is absorbed by the load resulting in little or no 
reflected power, simple cavity equivalent model simulations (chapter 4) have shown that 
under certain, ideal and worst case loading and phase alignment conditions, a power level 
equal to the total (port 1 + port 2)can appear at port 1 or port 2. These hostile operating 
conditions are avoided through detection and selection of frequency points where the load 
is optimally matched. 
 
 
6.2.3 Measurements using single loop coupling structure in a two port cylindrical 
cavity 
 
With a single loop, single port coupling structure the ratio of forward to reflected 
power was small over a narrow range of frequencies as demonstrated by the measurement 
data in chapter 5 (Fig.5.15), which is also summarised in table 6.1. However the presence 
of a second port has moved this optimally matched frequency point from 913MHz to 944 
MHz, and away from this frequency the match deteriorates (Fig.6.10/11). The level of 
reflected power is low at 944MHz, at this frequency both the SSPA’s are optimally 
matched to the load as evidenced by a reflected power of 0.1W when the forward power 
is  5W. This means that 98 percent of the SSPA power is delivered into to the cavity. At 
these selected frequency points the potential for device breakdown within the SSPA is 
negligible. It is also shown (Fig.6.12) that in the presence of low power levels at port 1, 
the reflected power at port 2 remains unchanged. This implies that under certain operating 
conditions where the power from a single SSPA is sufficient to heat the load, the second 
SSPA can be switched off or left to stand in idle mode to maximise heating efficiency. 
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Table 6.2 –Theoretical values and relationship between Return Loss, VSWR, 
Transmission loss, P-Transmit and P-Reflect in tabular form 
Return 
Loss 
VSWR Transmission 
Loss 
Pdel Pref 
(dB)  (dB) (%) (%) 
- 1.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 
-19.00 1.25 0.05 98.80 2.20 
-9.50 2.00 0.51 88.90 11.10 
-6.00 3.00 1.25 75.00 25.00 
-2.90 6.00 3.10 49.00 51.00 
 
 
From the reflected power and VSWR data (summarized in table 6.2), it can be 
seen that the VSWR (Fig.6.10 to 6.11) varies from 1.4:1 at the optimally matched 
frequency points to 6:1 at the band edges where 50 percent of the generated power is 
reflected back. The results show that when both SSPA’s are delivering an output power 
level of 37dBmunder optimally matched loading conditions, the degree of reflected 
power, at both the ports is similar (22dBm). However as the power at port 2 is scaled 
down from 37dBm to 30dBm, the reflected power at this port also begins to reduce 
(Fig.6.12).  There is also a small reduction in the reflected power at port 1. This indicates 
that the total amount of reflected power at port 1, is largely due to the matching condition 
at this port with a small contribution from the signal at port 2. This demonstrates the need 
for careful positioning of the coupling structures into the cavity, so that the SSPA’s are 
optimally matched to the load. However, full SSPA bandwidth (70MHz) cannot be fully 
utilized, as deviations from the optimally matched frequency points results in a mismatch. 
This leaves the SSPA vulnerable to high VSWR conditions and potential breakdown.  
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Fig. 6.10 Shows incident power measurements at port 2 - (i) in the presence of a 
coupling structure at port 1 (ii) In the presence of coupling structure at port 1 with low 
RF power. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 6.11 Shows Pinc measurements at port 1 - (i) in the presence of a coupling 
structure at port 2 (ii) In the presence of coupling structure at port 2 with low RF 
power. 
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Fig 6.12 Shows Pdel and Pref measurements at port 1 & port 2 where the forward 
power at port 1 is set to 37dBm and the forward power at port 2 is varied between 37 
and 26 dBm in 1 dB steps. 
 
6.2.4 Measurements using optimized loop coupling structure  
 
 As stated in chapter 5, power delivery into a cavity resonator achieved via a simple 
loop structure, restricts efficient power delivery to a single frequency or over a very small 
range of frequencies (Fig.5.15). In order to utilize full operational bandwidth of the SSPA, 
the coupling structures needs to be able to deliver power at any of the frequency points 
over the SSPA operating bandwidth. The results (Fig.5.15 and Appendix E), also show 
that by carefully manipulating the loop coupling structure, introduced in chapter 5 it is 
possible to constrain the impedance match to a VSWR of 2.3:1 over the SSPA operating 
bandwidth. Coupling structure 3, “the novel three loop coupling structure” is used to 
capture and transform cavity load impedance to 50Ω.  This ensures that the SSPA is 
always operating into a matched load, just as it did in a single port system. Measurement 
data (Fig. 6.13), shows the increase in temperature (single port vs two port) for a 0.085l 
water load at two different power levels. The measured data shows higher temperature 
values for a two port network, this is less obvious at lower power levels but the difference  
is significantly greater at higher power levels. This inequality is explained by the  
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simulated H-field patterns, which show the energy be concentrated at the centre of the 
cavity (Fig.6.9) in a two port system, and more dispersive in a single port system 
(Appendix E). Besides improving heating efficiency, this methodology eliminates 
unmatached states which can lead to reflected travelling waves and the associated voltage 
and current maxima.  
 
With a single loop, the optimally matched conditions can start to drift with load 
variations, just as they did with a single port. This required a physical realignment of the 
loop coupling structure and a change in SSPA operating frequency.. With the proposed 
three loop coupling structure, impedance match is maintained (across the full SSPA 
operating bandwidth), at both ports (S11<-10dB’s) as shown in (Fig.5.15). This ensures 
that a change in the SSPA’s operating frequency does not result in operating conditions, 
where the transmitted power is reflected. The advantages of a broadband coupling loop, 
where the SSPA continues to operate into a matched load, and most importantly is not 
subjected to high VSWR conditions can not be overstated 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 6.13 Measured temperature rise in  0.085l water load using single and two 
port cavity delivering equal amounts of power into the cavity at an optimally matched 
frequency point (944MHz). 
 
 
 
Single port = 10W and two 
port = (5W+5W combined) 
Two port = (100W+100W)  
Single port = 200W 
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6.3 Summary  
 
The challenge of using single and multiple SSPAs for microwave heating 
applications where the loading conditions are non-constant have been identfied. This 
process involved the use of a 2 port cylindrical caity. The cylindrical cavity’s impedance 
behaviour has been measured and characterised under variable loading conditions 
(different volumes of water) and over temperature. It is demonstrated that such variations 
in load present different impedances at the SSPA output which lead to high reflective 
states, typically requiring a re-alignment (re-positioning) of the single loop coupling 
structure. 
 
 An alternative three loop coupling structure is used to demonstrate that changes in 
both single and two port cavity impedance (due to load variations) can be contained to a 
VSWR of 2.32:1 over a wider (70MHz) bandwidth. This means that the SSPA operating 
bandwidth can be taken advantage of to ensure very high (>97%) power delivery 
efficiencies. This was found for the reflect coefficient measurements of better than -15dB 
across the operational bandwidth. Using this technique and methodology, it has been 
possible to use the cavity as a power combiner, where power from two separate SSPA’s 
is used to heat 0.085l water load, which was placed in a quartz tube and  positioned at the 
centre of the cavity. Measurements showed an improved temperature profile for a two 
port cavity where power is delivered into the cavity from two separate ports located 
opposite each other.  
 
The ability to constrain a range of load impedances to within a vswr of 2:1 ensures 
that the SSPA reliability is not compromised, and advances the possibility of reducing 
cost by removing the  circulator and high power load. The measurement results for the 
two-port system (with the proposed broadband coupling structure) show that it is possible 
to sweep the SSPA operating frequency (902–970 MHz) to locate the optimimally 
matched condition (S11 > 20dB) at each of the ports. This ensures power delivery 
efficiency (into the cavity) of greater than 98 percent. 
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CHAPTER 7- MEASUREMENT AND CHARACTERISATION OF SOLID STATE 
HEATING USING A LARGE RECTANGULAR CAVITY 
 
7.1 Overview 
 
Multi-mode (rectangular) cavities, driven by high-power solid-state power 
amplifiers, are emerging as a serious alternative to the traditional magnetron-based 
systems in microwave heating applications; examples include polymer curing, large scale 
component curing for aerospace and automotive, as well as domestic and industrial 
microwave cooking. As a consequence there is a significant interest and research activity 
targeted at microwave cooking [2-5]. As already mentioned in chapter 1, this is due to 
potential revenue from large-volume sales, the need for energy efficiency to meet future 
regulatory requirements [1], performance benefits such as adjustable power to control the 
heating rate and finally the ability to change frequency, and relative phase for selective 
mode excitation and field pattern control. Whilst single mode cylindrical cavities 
(discussed in chapter 6), provide a predictable load environment, where the electric and 
magnetic field distribution are easily determined and visualized (Appendix E), the large 
rectangular cavities have a more complex impedance behaviour (field pattern comprising 
of multiple modes), which changes with load (size and ingrediants) and temperature 
(Appendix C & D). Inorder to heat the loads evenly in these cavities, it is important to 
both identify (the frequency of these resonant modes), and than excite these modes 
through careful selection of SSPA operating frequency. A coupling structure (discussed 
and developed in chapter 5), identified as a key element in solid state heating apparatus is 
used to demonstrate the potential benefits of solid state heating.   
   
The system presented in this chapter comprises a domestic microwave oven cavity 
resonator closely integrated with a solid-state power amplifier, via a novel broad band 
coupling structure (discussed previously in chapter 5). Experimental work considers the 
adaptability of the structure, e.g whether an acceptable impedance match (S11 <-10dB) 
can be obtained and retained under very challenging operating conditions, where the  
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natural impedance environment of the cavity varies with changes in load (represented by 
different volumes of water), load placement and with temperature to successfully heat the 
load evenly.   
 
7.1.1 Load variation in large rectangular cavities:  
 
Whilst the narrowing power-gap between the magnetron and solid-state devices is 
making solid-state microwave heating more feasable, delivering maximum power under 
variable loading conditions presents challenges for both magnetron and SSPA based 
approaches alike. The domestic microwave oven’s load environment is non-constant, 
dependent on food-type, food-size, viscosity, placement and temperature, all directly 
affecting the load impedance. One way of accommodating load variation, improving heat 
distribution and enhancing heating efficiency is to explore the possibility of exciting 
different resonant modes over a wider bandwidth, then those typically accessible with 
magnetron based technology [8]. 
 
The presence of different resonanace modes, summarised in Fig. 7.1 and 7.2 and 
presented in detail in appendices C and D, shows a COMSOL Multiphysics simulation 
(using the MUMPS solver) [11] revealing the impedance of a typically sized (0.45m x 
0.337m x 0.245m) domestic microwave oven, when empty and loaded with 1.0l of water. 
The spatial distribution of these modes is illustrated through plotted eigenvalues and 
electric field patterns. Although numerous resonant modes can be seen to exist across a 
much wider bandwidth of 100MHz, these mode frequencies are inaccessible using 
traditional magnetron based technology, due to the magnetrons limited operating 
bandwidth. The inabaility to access and excite these modes ultimately leads to reduced 
efficiency and irregular, non-uniform heating, which are both critically important issues 
that need addressing. 
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Fig. 7.1 Resonant modes that exist within an empty rectangular microwave oven cavity 
(size = 36litre), with associated mode distributions (Eigenvalues) for some of these. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 7.2 Mode Distribution (Eigenvalues) inside a loaded (1 l of water) Microwave 
Oven (size = 36litre) 
 
 
Typical Magnetron 
Operating Bandwidth 
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7.1.2 Verification of the coupling structure  
 
The performance of the prototype coupling structure was characterized over the 
entire 2.4-2.5GHz ISM band, both in Chapter 5 using small-signal techniques, and here 
using the measurement setup shown in Fig. 7.3. The measurement setup  comprises of a 
Keysight E5071C vector network analyzer, an Agilent EXG Vector Signal Generator, a 
50W SSPA, a domestic microwave oven cavity loaded with 0.325l of water and two 
Keysight RPM2 U2042XA USB peak and average power sensors. 
 
The coupling structure and cavity impedance behavior was characterized in two 
phases. During the first phase, described earlier in chapter 5, the reflection coefficient 
(S11) of a loaded cavity was measured under small signal conditions (using a vector 
network analyser), to identify the resonace modes. The position and orientation of 
coupling structure 4, was adjusted from within the cavity (using steps listed in section 
5.2.1), until a return loss of better than 10dB was realised over the operational bandwidth 
of 100MHz. Once the desired performance had been achieved, the coupling structure was 
locked in position using a small grub screw. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 7.3.Concept Evaluation – measurement setup 
 
 
 
1 2 
S-Parameter Sweep 
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Whereas, during the second phase the coupler structure performance, and its 
contribution to effective uniform heating is verified under real (large signal) operating 
conditions. Here, a vector signal generator was used to drive the SSPA, generating fixed 
powers of 10W, 20W, 40W and 50W at separate frequencies accross the full (2400-
2500MHz) ISM band. The SSPA output power was coupled into the cavity via the 
prototype coupling structure shown in Fig. 5.22b. The forward and reflected power was 
monitored at reference planes 1 & 2, shown in Fig. 7.3. Initial measurement results at low 
power (Fig.7.4), show that more than than 90 % of the available power was delivered into 
the loaded cavity over most of the band. When using a forward power of 50 Watts, the 
percentage of power delivered and available for heating was above 90% for a 35 MHz 
portion of the operating bandwidth (2400-2435MHz), this dropped slightly to below 90% 
between 2435-2455MHz and 2480-2560MHz, and to 80 percent between 2465-
2480MHz, mostly due to changes in load temperature effecting the impedance. This effect 
was also visible with lower power levels, albeit to a smaller degree. There appears to be 
regions, where the source-to-load match degrades with increasing temperature, however, 
it is worth pointing out that there are other areas of the spectrum where the load is more 
optimally matched. This raises the interesting idea of exploiting the precise frequency 
control possible with solid-state generators, to target frequency points and bands to 
optimise heating efficiency. 
 
 As introduced in Chapter 3, the established and industry standard way 
of calculating the efficiency of domestic microwave ovens (IEC 60705, 1999), typically 
involves heating 1000g ±5g (1 litre) of water, inside a cylindrical glass container (external 
diameter 190mm, height 90mm), from 10°C ±1°C to 20°C ±2°C. Using this approach, the 
time taken to cause this temperature increase can be measured, and the power required 
(Pout) can be calculated using (eqn. 7.1). If the oven input power is known, the cavity 
efficiency can be calculated using (eqn. 7.5). In the following experiment, cavity 
efficiency is calculated by considering four different available heating powers; 10, 20, 40 
and 50W, delivered into the cavity at point 2 in Fig.7.3. For each available power level  
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(P_avail), the time taken to raise the water temperature by 10, 30 and 40 degrees was 
measured along with the ambient temperature, and these values recorded in table 7.1. 
Then, using eqn. (7.1), the actual power absorbed by the water was calculated. Comparing 
the power available to the cavity and the power absorbed by the water allows the cavity 
efficiency to be calculated using eqn (7.5).The measured Time to heat and cavity efficiency 
values, shown in Table 7.1, and are compared with the theoretical values. The theoretical 
values assume a similar  90% cavity efficiency.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 7.4 Forward and reflected power measurements across the 2400 – 2500 MHz 
frequency band, 0.325l water load. 
 
 
Table 7.1 – Time to heat a 0.325litre load – measured values using a frequency sweep 
(2400_2500MHz) with 1MHz steps 
Output power (W) 20 40 50 
Mass   -    Container (g) 127 127 127 
Water (g) 325 325 325 
Temp  -    Ambient   (oC) 17 17 18 
- Initial    (oC) 22 22 20 
- Final     (oC) 32 50 60 
Time(sec) to heat the load - TH - measured 1000 1150 1270 
Time(sec) to heat the load - TH - calculated 905 1056 1200 
 Cavity eff. - Measured 84.40 83.66 85.49 
 Cavity eff.- Calculated 90  90  90 
 
 
Forward Power of 10, 20, 
40 and 50 watts used to 
characterise reverse power 
across the frequency 
band. 
Measured reverse power 
increases with a rise in 
forward power which has 
led to a greater 
temperature gradient 
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The measured Time to heat, required to reach the theoretical temperatures values 
was longer (~100secs), which resulted in a slight drop in measured cavity efficiency 
values (85%). The longer Time to heat, and the drop in measured cavity efficiency, is 
explained by forward power levels dropping to below 90% over some regions of the 
operating bandwidth. The measured solid-state cavity efficiency is significantly greater 
then the magnetron based cavity efficiency (50%) [21-22]. 
 
Pabsorbed(W) =   
(4.18.Water(g)).(TF−TI)+(0.55.Container(g)).(TF−TA)
Measured time(s)
    (7.1) 
  
Where; 
 TF = Final Temperature 
 TI = Initial Temperature 
 TA = Ambient Temperature 
 Water(g) = Mass of water in grams 
 Container(g) = Mass of Container in grams 
 4.18 = Specific heat of water (1 calorie/gram °C = 4.186 joule/gram °C) 
0.55 = Specific heat capacity of container 
 
Time to heat =  
(𝑇𝐹  − 𝑇𝑖).Vol.of Water
P_avail(W)
      (7.2) 
Oven Efficincy =  
P_absorbed(W)
DC Input Power(W)
       (7.3) 
DC Input Power (W) =
Pdc(W)
DC−DC Converter efficiency (90%)
   (7.4) 
 
Cavity  efficiency =  
P_absorbed(W)
P_avail(W)
       (7.5) 
 
Cavity efficiency (Mag) =
Oven efficiency
(Inverter efficiency).(magnetron efficiency)
   (7.6) 
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Where : 
Inverter efficiency = 92.5% 
Magnetron efficiency = 71% 
 
Oven efficiency (Mag)  = 
Output Power
Input Power
     (7.7) 
 
Input power (W)(Mag) = (230 ∗ [8.44 ∗
PWM(%)
80
])   (7.8) 
 
 In this experiment, a conventional microwave oven is modified for direct coupling 
into the rectangular cavity, to ascertain impedance behaviours at the fundamental and 
second harmonic frequencies. The coupling structure is mounted in the cavity ceiling (Fig. 
5.18) , close to where the SSPA is positioned and bent into an L shape, so that it doesn’t 
protrude deep into the cavity. This necessitated a change in the shape and size of the loops 
developed earlier for the cylindrical cavity. The reflection coefficient (S11) of a cavity 
loaded with 0.325 litre of water, is measured at the fundamental (2400-2500MHz) and 
second harmonic frequencies (4800-5000MHz). using the arrangement shown in Fig.7.3 
and the coupling structure shown in Fig. 5.23c. Measured results demonstrate that it is 
possible to achieve return loss of better than 15dB (S11 < -15dB) over the entire ISM band 
(2400-2500MHz). This is shown both on a Smith chart and in log-lin form in Fig. 7.15, 
where a change in the impedance environment (as the water is heated between 25o and 
65o), shows the optimally matched points (around 2480MHz) shifts in frequency, a 
degredation in match over the center frequencies and a small improvement over other 
regions of the band for frequencies between 2480-2500MHz. The behaviour of the 2nd 
harmonic component is also shown, and its relevance to SSPA efficiency and reliability 
has already been discussed in previous chapters. Here, the magnitude of the second 
harmonic reflection coefficient is relatively small and non-reflective, so potential 
efficiency improvements will be limited for this coupling structure. 
 
Power absorption within a typical oven cavity, is very sensitive to load placement 
due to the spatial variation in the electric field. Various studies have demonstrated [32],  
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and attempted to quantify this variation in magnetron-based ovens for different shaped 
loads with similar dielectric properties, at different locations. Also, in complex heating 
apparatus such as a multi-mode rectangular cavity, the impedances (at the N-type launch)  
can vary significantly for specific modes / frequencies,  which again can result in variable 
heating within the cavity. To address these issues, turntables and mode stirrers are 
typically added to commercial ovens, to homogonise the electric field to heating 
uniformity. Heating variation in a solid-state microwave oven (due to load placement), 
was investigated by placing the load at different specified locations. The changes in  
impedance response (at the N-type launch connector), are measured (over the full 100 
MHz ISM bandwidth) by applying specific levels of microwave power at frequencies over 
which the load is optimally matched, and then recording the temperature increase over 
specific time intervals. 
 
There are other potential benefits linked to the wideband potential of solid-state 
heating that need to be explored. For small loads for example, applying power at a single 
frequency to excite specific mode(s) could be useful for targeting efficienct heating in 
specific locations. Alternatively, using swept-frequency excitation, to excite multiple 
modes may provide more effective and uniform heating to larger loads occupying larger 
volumes. 
 
 Having demonstrated the potential performance benefits of wideband coupling in 
the chapter 5 (coupling structure shown in Fig.5.23b),  the initial coupling structure was 
optimised (thru small adjustment of the inductive loop shapes, distance between the loops 
and inclusion of a second harmonic tuning element) to present a 50Ω load (for a range of 
loads) at the fundamental, and a short circuit at the 2nd harmonic frequencies as shown in 
Fig. 5.23c (three loop coupling structure). The fundamental impedance trace shown in 
Fig. 7.5a,  remains close to and circles the 50Ω point on the Smith chart and remains well 
within the -10 dB circle. In fact, the measured return loss value remain very low (S11<-
18dB) over the 100MHz operating bandwidth (Fig.7.5b), which means that by using this 
structure, it is possible to deliver more than 96% of the available power into the cavity.  
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The comparative forward and reflected power measurements for initial (Fig.7.4) and 
optimised (Fig.7.6) show that for the optimised structure, for a forward power of 50W, 
only 3W maximum is reflected back to the source over a 5MHz  region between 2472-
2477MHz. Reflected power over remainder of the band is negligible (<1.5W). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(a) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(b) 
Fig.7.5  S11 at the fundamental (2.4-2.5GHz) and second  harmonic (4.8–
5.0GHz) for a 0.325l water load using coupling structure shown in Fig.5.23c, shown in 
(a) both polar complex (b) magnitude log-lin format. 
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Fig. 7.6  Forward and reflected power measurements across the 2.4–2.5 GHz frequency 
band  for a 0.325l water load,  measured using the optimised coupling structure shown 
in Fig.7.3 
 
 
Table 7.2 - Solid State heating temperature measurements comparison 
 
Output power (W) 20 40 50 
Mass   -      Container(g) 127 127 127 
Water(g) 325 325 325 
Temp  -     Ambient (oC) 17 17 18 
- Initial   (oC) 22 22 20 
- Final    (oC) 32 50 60 
Time(sec) to heat the load - TH - measured  925 1045 1100 
Cavity efficiency 91.28 92.06 93.65 
             
 
 
The measured time-to-heat value, for  example for the 50W availability case has reduced 
from 1270 to 1100 seconds. This enhancement in performance is also reflected in the 
cavity efficiency (93%), which shows an improvement of 8% from previously recorded 
values shown in Table 7.1.  
 
 
Forward Power of 10, 20, 
40 and 50 watts used to 
characterise reverse power 
across the frequency 
band. 
A much reduced reverse 
power (compared to 
fig.7.4) after coupler 
structure optimisation –  
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 Whilst the data shown in Fig.7.6 and table 7.2 demonstrates the broadband nature 
of the coupling structure, the potential to identify and select (either manually or through 
a bespoke intelligent frequency hopping technique), optimally matched frequency points 
or regions is extremely interesting, when trying to realise an efficient microwave heating 
system.  As well as maximising delivery efficiency, operation into a continuously matched 
load ensures that reflected power will be minimised, reliability maximised and isolator-
less operation becomes a real possibility.  
 
7.1.3 Single-point vs swept frequency heating   
 
It has been demonstrated that when using a wideband coupling structure and SSPA 
combination, it is possible to identify and inject power at single, optimally matched 
frequency points  i.e. at 2425MHz and 2482MHz in Fig.7.5, where S11<-30dB.  However, 
since the reflection coefficient is relatively low (S11<-18dB) over the entire 2400-
2500MHz frequency band, it is also acceptable to operate the SSPA at any frequency over 
the operating bandwidth without compromising device reliability. The power delivery 
efficiency for these ‘other’ frequencies will be slightly lower (~2%) compared to single 
frequency point operation. This has been demonstrated through a comparison between 
single frequency and continuous swept frequency heating measurements of a 0.325 l water 
load. From the measurement data shown in Fig.7.7, it can be seen that single frequency 
point operation pertaining to an extremely good match (S11<-32dB), achieves slightly 
higher temperatures, compared to multiple frequency point operation, where the match is 
variable (18-32dB). 
 
Injecting power at selected frequency points (where the load is optimally 
matched), ensures eveness of heating as greater than ninety-nine percent of the available 
power is delivered to the cavity. Whereas, during a frequency sweep, power is injected 
into the cavity at 1MHz intervals over the 100MHz bandwidth. The match (18-32dB), and 
power delivery efficiency (96-99%), over this range varies resulting in a slightly lower 
temperature increase. Swept frequency operation is beneficial for loads occupying large  
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volumes or areas, where excitation of multiple modes can deliver energy to different parts 
of the cavity resulting in a more uniform heat distribution. Whereas, a single frequency 
operation may be more beneficial for smaller loads, where energy  delivery into the cavity 
needs to be concentrated over a smaller region.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 7.7 Single frequency vs continuous frequency sweep temperature measurements for 
a 0.325l water load, with a 150W SSPA. 
 
 
7.1.4 Microwave Oven Efficiency Comparisons  
  
Domestic microwave ovens are regarded as one of the most efficient household 
appliances, with typical cavity efficiencies of 50-60% [7],[12]. This value of efficiency is 
traditionally calculated, by measuring temperature rise in 1l of water over time from 10°C 
±1°C to 20°C ±2°C and was determined to be 53.76% for a 800W rated microwave oven. 
1l of water is lossy and absorbs a large portion of the available energy, whilst  typical 
domestic microwave oven usage often involves heating much smaller loads, equivalent to 
a 0.325l cup of liquid [27]. Furthermore, due to load mismatch issues, it is well established 
that smaller loads absorb less of the available power, resulting in higher reflected powers 
and reduced cavity efficiency [22-24].  
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 Comparative measurements are performed using a 160W SSPA (with 60% 
efficiency), and a commercial-off-the-shelf, 800W rated, magnetron microwave oven. By 
heating different volumes of water, it can be shown (Fig.7.8), that oven efficiency for the 
solid-state system can be maintained at a more constant level. This is made possible by 
changing the operating frequency of SSPA, for each of the loads to achieve an optimum 
match. The measurement data (Fig.7.9), shows the Pdelivered efficiency for different 
volumes of water ranging from 0.2l-1.0l, where an increase in the volume of water has 
moved the optimally matched point to a higher frequency  
 
 Operation at optimally matched frequency points (regions), corresponding to 
different volumes of water ensures that maximum available energy is delivered into the 
cavity, to heat the load regardless of the volume. Further, as the Pdelivered and cavity 
efficiency can be kept high, solid-state oven efficiency is largely governed by the SSPA 
and PSU efficiencies. A magnetron based (800W) oven, has a reasonably flat efficiency 
response for large volumes of water (vol >0.6l). However, as the volume of water is 
reduced (vol<0.6l) the oven efficiency begins to drop significantly. This is due to the 
increasing mismatch (with smaller loads), and the inability to adopt to changes in the 
loading conditions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 7.8 Microwave Oven Efficiency comparison between a Solid-State (160W) 
microwave oven and a Magnetron based (800W) microwave oven. 
 
Solid–State  
Magnetron  
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Fig. 7.9 Pdelivered Efficiency comparison for different volumes of water over the operating 
frequency band for a Solid-State System 
 
7.1.5 Cavity heating uniformity relative to load placement 
 
 Several causes of non-uniform heating in traditional microwave ovens have been 
discussed in the introductory section. One major cause relates to the placement of the load 
within the microwave oven, which  is investigated and presented in this section. Attempts 
to overcome this effect in magnetron based microwave ovens includes the use of a mode  
stirrer or a turntable, that function by modifying the boundary conditions or field patterns 
inside the cavity, such that the load is more likely to be exposed to an electric field. In this 
experiment the Time to heat parameter is kept constant, as we are only interested in the 
relative temperature difference between locations and not the overall temperature rise. 
 
 A location map, representative of the turntable region shown in Fig.7.10a, was 
used to study the effects of heating relative to the load position. Heating capacity of a 
magnetron based microwave oven is measured using a 0.1l cup of water placed at  
different locations. A 800W rated magnetron based oven (includes turntable), was used 
to heat the water placed at location 1 for 60 seconds, initial and final temperatures were 
recorded. The measurement was repeated using separate cups of water (with the same 
initial temperature) placed at different locations (1-312). The relative temperature 
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differences from the center location (where the recorded temperature was at its highest)  
are shown in Fig.7.10b.  As the load is moved to locations “21-26”, a drop in temperature 
ranging from 6.1-11.66°C is measured. A further, more consistent drop of ~ 22°C is 
measured in the outer ring, locations “31-311”.  
 
The measurements were then repeated using a solid-state microwave oven 
comprising a 160W SSPA, and optimised coupling structure shown in Fig. 5.23c. No 
turntable or mode stirrer was used. Use of turntable and mode stirers is not considered for 
solid state heating applications as it adds extra cost and complexity with little benefits, 
instead selective mode excitation ensures that load is heated evenly. Here, the SSPA 
frequency of operation was selected based on a broadband pre-measurement of reflection 
coefficienct (S11), to identify the frequency that yields the best match, as shown in Fig. 
7.11a. The measurements presented in Fig. 7.12, show maximum and minimum reflection 
coefficiencts of -13dB (at 2414 MHz ) and -44dB (at 2483 MHz), at location 35 and 
location 25 respctively. The worst case corresponds to 94.9% power transferred and only 
5.1% power reflected. 
 
The return loss values (Fig.7.12), correlate well with the temperature 
measurements (Fig.7.11b), which demonstrates that irrespective of the load position 
greater than 94% of the power is available to heat the load. A more uniform heating pattern 
is demonstrated with a solid-state approach, where the largest delta in temperature 
(“0.23°C”), occured at worst matched frequency points 2431MHz, 2414MHz. Whilst a 
manual detection of optimally matched points was necessary in this case to select the 
correct SSPA frequency of operation, a relatively simple pre-scan measurement and 
intelligent frequency hopping technique could provide a workable solution for real time 
practical implementations. 
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Fig. 7.10 Load placement locations within the oven (b)Magnetron based microwave 
oven, Δ (°C) temperature variations from central location, 0.1l  water load,  heating 
time = 60 seconds 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 7.11 SSPA based microwave oven. Optimally matched frequency points are shown 
(MHz)  for different placement locations 0.1l  water load (b) SSPA based microwave 
oven,  Δ temperature (°C) variations from central location, 0.1l of water  heating time = 
60 seconds 
 
 
 
(a) (b) 
(a) (b) 
Rectangular cavity turn table   
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Fig. 7.12 SSPA based microwave oven, S11 (dB) at optimally matched frequency points, 
0.1l of water 
 
7.1.6 Cavity heating unifirmity – surface temperature 
 
Heating uniformity can also be characterized by monitoring surface heating 
patterns. This was done by heating 0.325l of water for 60 second and recording surface 
temperature variations. In order to mitigate heating variations due to penetration depth in 
water, the load was placed in a 17cm diameter cylindrical container, which resulted in a 
water depth of less then in 1.4cm. Heating time variations due to container types are 
mitigated by using the same “microwave recommended” container for magnetron and 
solid-state heating. Temperature profile of the exposed surface was captured using a 64 
pixels infra-red camera with a measurement accuracy of ± 2.5°C. Water has an emissivity 
coefficient of 0.95-0.963 which is close to the ideal value of 1 and therefore the accuracy 
of measurements is not influenced. The emissivity coefficient Ɛ is typically used as an 
indicator for the radiation of heat from a ‘grey body’ compared to the radiation of heat 
from an ideal ‘black body’ with an emissivity coefficient of one.  
 
The variations in surface temperature for a 800W magnetron based microwave 
oven showed a 14°C variation in temperature (Fig.7.13). There is a hot spot with a peak  
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temperature of 62-64°C, followed by several layers or regions where the recorded 
temperatures are less. The temperature difference increases away from the hot spot. These 
variations in surface temperatures have also been demonstrated using an even spreading 
of “grated cheese” on a plate [26]. Corresponding data obtained with a solid-state 
microwave oven using a 200W SSPA, and operating under frequency sweep conditions 
(1MHz intervals with a fixed output power), showed a relatively small temperature 
variation (Fig.7.14). There is a much larger hot region, followed by another region which 
covers most of the surface area. The temperature difference between the two regions is of 
the order of 4°C or less. 
 
 
 
 
Fig..7.13 Surface temperature measurements using a 800W magnetron based 
microwave oven, 0.325l water load in a container of diameter 17cm, heating time = 60 
seconds 
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Fig..7.14 Surface temperature measurements using a 200W solid-state microwave oven, 
0.325l water load in a container of diameter 17cm, heating time = 240 seconds 
 
 
7.1.7 The impact of temperature variation 
 
As discussed in chapter 2, microwaves are composed of a magnetic field and an 
electric field, orientated perpendicularly to one another. The electric field plays the 
primary role in heating, by promoting the rotation of polar molecules, resulting in heat 
generation by molecular friction. Molecular friction is the effect of absorption of 
microwave energy, rotation and vibration of the molecules. Instead of existing as internal 
vibrational energy the resultant energy is transferred to vibrational energy of molecules 
against their surroundings. Thus insetad of re-emitting electromagnetic waves the 
absorbing substance dissipates energy as heat.  
 
Further, microwave energy is transferred as heat, and is largely determined by the 
parameters of the product being heated. The dielectric constant, dilectric loss and  
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tangential loss parameters are of importance. The dielectric constant, a real component of 
heating, describes a materials capacity to store electrical energy, whereas the dielectric 
loss is an imaginary component which reflects a materials ability to dissipate electrical 
energy as heat. The dielctric constant and loss factor determine the quantity of energy that 
will be reflected, transmitted or absorbed by the material. Whereas, the loss tangent refers 
to a materials capacity to be penetrated by an electrical field and subsequently dissipate 
electrical energy as heat.  
 
Within food substances the principle influences on dielectric behavior are the free 
ionic salt, moisture and solid contents. As temperature increases evaporation will serve to 
decrease the moisture level in a food. In turn this will influence the dielctric loss, dilectric 
constant and the loss tangent. A change in temperature leads to a partial dissociation of 
salts within a food which effectively lowers the dielectric loss.This change in the material 
properties caused by an increasing temperature gives rise to changing impedances.  
 
 The change in the amount of energy absorbed by the load is characterized, by 
measuring the reflection coefficient (S11) parameters over a 25°C-65°C temperature range 
for a 0.325l water load. At 25°C, the worst case reflection coefficient of -14dB is at an 
operating frequency of 2405MHz. This means that 96% of the available power will be 
delivered to the load. The reflection coefficient over the rest of the operating frequency is 
of the order of -20dB, or better suggesting a delivery efficiency approaching 100%. 
However, an increase in temperature sees a gradual worsening of the impedance match 
over some regions, and an improvement in other regions of the operating bandwidth. The 
overall return loss stays below -14dB, which ensures that power delivery efficiency is not 
compromised by the changing impedance behavior caused by increasing temperatures. 
The concept of intelligent frequency hopping is just as valid in this instance, and it can be 
used to ensure that almost all of the available power delivered into the cavity is used to 
heat the load. 
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(a) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(b) 
 
 
Fig. 7.15 S11 at the Fundamental (2.4GHz-2.5GHz) and 2
nd Harmonic (4.8 GHz-5.0 
GHz) freq’s measured using coupling structure shown in Fig.7.3b, shown in both polar 
complex (a) and magnitude log-lin format (b). 
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7.2 Summary 
 
In this chapter the concept of and key elements used in microwave heating systems 
have been introduced. The magnetron is a high power, robust device and can tolerate 
reflections introduced by variable loading conditions at the expense of a shorter lifecycle; 
it has a limited bandwidth emitting microwaves at 2.45GHz ± 10 MHz. The modes for a 
loaded microwave oven are shown to be scattered over a wider bandwidth than the 
magnetron operating bandwidth. The technology lacks intelligence and there is no direct 
means of identifying frequency regions or points over which the load is matched. Direct 
excitation of modes outside of this bandwidth is un-realizable leading to imprecise and 
uncontrolled heating.  
 
Further from a device reliability and heating perpective, SSPA’s must operate into 
a matched load (S11<-10dB). The solid-state microwave oven presented S11<-18dB over 
the entire ISM band frequency sweep operation (to excite multiple modes) is shown not 
to compromise heating efficiency and device reliability.This has been demonstrated 
through single point vs swept frequency measurements for a 0.325l water load. During 
single frequency operation greater than ninety-nine percent of available power was 
delivered to the cavity.  Under frequency sweep operating conditions (1MHz step size) 
this dropped to between 96-99% due to variations in the matching conditions.In both 
instances the SSPA continues to operate into a match load.   
 
Non-uniform heating in magnetron based microwave oven is also attributed to 
travelling wave behavior and lack of control over mode selection (excitation) inside the 
cavity. This was demonstrated by placing the load at different locations inside the cavity.  
Measurements have shown that a change in the load position results in the optimally 
matched points to drift in frequency from their original state to a new state. These changes 
whilst unrecognizable in magnetron based systems have been clearly identified, 
prompting a change in SSPA frequency to ensure maximum power transfer into the cavity. 
Heating uniformity was also characterized by monitoring surface heating pattern.  
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Temperature profile of the exposed surface (0.325l water load) over 60 seconds’ shows a 
uniform heating pattern with the solid-state system (± 0.2°C). Similar measurements with 
a magnetron based system show a greater, 13°C temperature variation. 
 
The broadband nature of the cavity coupling structure lends its use to an intelligent 
frequency hopping technique where power is delivered into the cavity at optimally 
matched frequency points or regions. This approach results in a highly efficient power 
delivery into the cavity under variable loading conditions. This approach significantly 
reduces the need for deploying different coupling structures to accommodate variations 
in loads. Compact size and simple construction makes this structure suitable for cooking 
and heating applications. 
 
 Measurement results clearly show the transformation of cavity load impedance to 
50Ω load environment without the introduction of complicated and physically large 
matching networks. It has been further demonstrated that besides being broadband the 
coupling structure is tolerant to variable loading conditions (0.1-to-1.0l of water where 
the return loss (s11) is below -14dBs across the operating bandwidth. The structure has the 
potential to match cavity load impedance points directly to the device optimal impedance 
identified during the device design cycle using load and source pull techniques. Selecting 
a set of cavity reflection coefficients from within the cavity load impedance environment 
can start the fundamental and harmonic load transformation process. The identified cavity 
reflection coefficients for first and second harmonics can potentially be transformed to 
transistor’s optimal points. This simplifies the matching networks, improves system 
performance by reducing path losses and makes implementation in multi-mode systems a 
reality.The concept is a significant development for microwave heating and in particular 
isolator-less microwave heating applications where the transistor may be subjected to high 
VSWR conditions. 
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CHAPTER 8  CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 
8.1 Conclusion  
 
 Solid-state microwave heating is an area of growing interest for semiconductor 
device manufactures, microwave heating appliance manufacturers and consumers alike. 
The application includes the use of RF power to heat loads (i.e. food sources) in resonant 
cavities. The traditional way of generating power for these applications has been through 
the use of a magnetron, which is coupled into the cavity via a waveguide. Waveguide 
coupling is non-ideal in terms of accommodating load variations inside the cavity, 
moreover it is impractical for multiple port solid state heating applications where power 
from a single source is limited. 
 
 Recent advances and developments in semiconductor device technologies have 
made the use of RF generated power more practical for low power (1kW) applications. 
For these applications power transistors have the capability (through power combining) 
to generate power levels that are comparable to the magnetron source. However, there are 
justifiable concerns about matched SSPA reliability and system efficiency when operating 
into an unmatched load, as both are known to degrade under non 50Ω loading conditions 
These concerns have been addressed and likely solutions which make solid state device 
technology a viable alternative to the magnetron have been researched and presented. The 
presented work has put forward viable solutions which place solid state technology 
alongside the current magnetron based systems. 
 
 The challenge for these new and emerging applications has been to make 
maximum use of the single mode cylindrical and multi-mode rectangular cavities where 
the impedance is non constant. For example, delivering power to an unmatched load, (a 
load which changes with state, i.e frozen or thawed, size of the food source and the 
ingredients it contains), inside a domestic microwave oven is representative of typical 
operating environment.  
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An alternative form of coupling (loop coupling), which can be designed to be more 
responsive to load variations has been considered and presented. A single loop (narrow 
band) coupling structure was found to be only successful in matching to a fixed load and 
at a single frequency point. This makes it highly inefficient and unusable in applications 
where the loads vary significantly. Furthermore, its narrow band characteristics means 
that a rectangular cavity’s full potential (excitation of multiple modes) is unrealisable. 
Besides load variations, changes in temperature also lead to unmatched loading 
conditions, high reflected powers and system inefficiency. In order to get back to a 
matched state a change in SSPA operating frequency is necessary, which is not practical 
with a magnetron based system.  
 
 Narrow band coupling has many drawbacks and limits the amount of power that 
can be delivered to the load over the SSPA operating bandwidth. This increases the 
reflected power back to the generator. The constraints involved in delivering power over 
a narrow frequency band and for a fixed load means that any significant change in load 
requires physical re-positioning or retuning of the coupling structure. Re-positioning or 
re-tuning of the coupling structure in a domestic microwave heating application (e.g every 
time a different load or food source is placed inside the microwave oven) is impractical. 
A dynamic structure consisting of electromechanical parts is one possibility that has been 
considered, where the positioning of the structure is adjusted electro-mechanically with 
load variations. However this will add cost and complexity to the system and as yet this 
concept has not been realised for practical applications. 
 
 The need for a broadband coupling structure in the field of RF-generated 
microwave heating was identified so that the SSPA and cavity can be brought togather to 
realise full potential of the heating apparatus. Consequently a novel broadband coupling 
structure (to be used with cylindrical and rectangular resonant cavities) with harmonic 
tuning capability was developed to optimise the efficiency of power delivery into the load. 
This eliminated the need for manual or electro-mechanical adjustment of the coupling 
structure (with load variations) which had been a pre-requisite of a single loop coupling. 
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Due to cost constraints it was necessary to make the structure simple and cost effective. 
The novel structure presented in this thesis is of a simple mechanical construction and can 
couple power directly into a cavity.  
 
 The most hostile operating conditions from a semiconductor device’s reliability 
point of view exist when there is a small (or no load) load inside the cavity, under these 
operating conditions, all the transmitted power is reflected back to the SSPA output 
connector. In the absence of an isolator or circulator, which are expensive and bulky 
components so the motivation to eliminate them is clear, this excessive reflected power 
could lead to high peak voltages and currents at the device plane and thermal dissipation 
within the device channels leading to a soft or catastrophic breakdown. 
 
 Besides maintaining an acceptable level of match for low (0.1l) to high (1.0l) loads 
(volumes of the water), the proposed novel broadband coupling structure can be used to 
detect a ‘load’ and ‘no load’ state by measuring S11 parameters and or reflected power 
across the full system operating bandwidth. This gives an indication of the match at 
individual frequency points (across the frequency band). An intelligent frequency hopping 
technique (enabled by the novel broadband coupling structure) can than be used to deliver 
power at selected frequency points where the load is optimally matched. Through the use 
of this methodlogy, the no-load condition can be easily detected and the system instructed 
to deliver no power into the cavity. This prevents the SSPA from operating into hostile 
loading conditions and thereby prevent any damage to the power transistor. Whereas 
under “load” conditions the power will be delivered only at frequency points or regions 
where the reflection coefficient (S11) is less than -10dB. This will help maintain very high 
levels of cavity efficiency, heating uniformity and device reliability, as demonstrated in 
chapter 7. 
 
Whilst the use of intelligent frequency hopping is advocated to inject energy only 
at well matched matched states, its has also been demonstrated that with the use of the  
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proposed novel coupling structure the match is sufficiently good (S11<-12dB) across a 
range of loads (0.1l-1.0l of water) over the ISM band (2400-2500 MHz). This suggests 
that through the use of intelligent frequency hopping, multiple frequency points (over the 
operating bandwidth) can be selected such that the SSPA will continue to deliver high 
levels of generated power (over 95%) into the cavity to heat the load. This makes the 
commercial realisation of an isolator less solid state heating apparatus a real possibility. 
The work discussed in this thesis has provided a significant step forward for the realisation 
of new broadband coupling structures which have the potential to be directly integrated 
to the SSPA’s used in the microwave heating apparatus. Various design methodologies 
supported by experimental results (with a SSPA) have been discussed. 
 
 8.2 Future Works  
 
 Whilst most of the work discussed in this thesis has provided a significant step for 
the practical realisation of solid state microwave heating apparatus, this section outlines 
the future work necessary in moving forward the work undertaken in this reserach. 
Stepping through this thesis it can be noted that this research has focused on optimising 
power delivery into the cavity and therby improving the system and heating efficiency of 
a microwave oven under different loading conditions. 
 
 The research work has shown that the coupling structure has been successfully 
implemented with both single mode (cylindrical) and multi-mode (rectangular) cavities under 
variable loading conditions. However, its implementation in multi-port applications has not 
been fully explored. Whilst the advantages of using separate SSPA’s to realise very high  
power levels and heating uniformity for larger loads seem obvious for a fixed load, practical 
implementations under variable loading conditions can be complex and need to be  explored 
further. Any microwave heating apparatus must satisfy the requirements of high power, 
efficiency and low cost for the specified operating band whilst meeting the appropriate 
reliability and size  requirements. Device reliability poses a serious challenge in multi-
port applications. This means that the SSPAs must continioulsy operate into a matched 
load and any reflected signal must be significantly lower than the fundamental carrier at  
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that port(s). Unfortunately, operation over a wide range of frequencies and under 
unmatched loading conditions has the potential to significantly increase the amount of 
reflected power such as to damage the SSPA. Whilst the concept of intelligent frequency 
hopping would overcome these obstacles, its implementation in a practical application 
needs further research, time and effort. Along with the proposed coupling structure, this 
is likely to involve the use of sufficiently fast control system algorithms.  
 
 Furthermore, it is common that the SSPA high efficiency state is obtained using 
highly efficient but non-linear modes, where efficiency at lower power degrades. In 
instances where low power is required, the back-off mode of operation will inevitably 
degrade SSPA and overall system efficiency. Whilst modern RF power amplifier 
architectures are designed to maintain reasonable levels of efficiency at back-off power 
levels their implementation in the early solid-state heating apparatus is thought to be 
complex and very expensive. Future SSPA design will need to addresse the efficiency 
performance under variable loading conditions and across different output power levels. 
 
There are other inherent benefits linked to the wideband potential of solid-state 
heating that need to be explored. For small loads for example, applying a single frequency 
to excite specific single modes could be useful for targeting efficienct heating in specific 
locations. Alternatively, using swept-frequency excitation to excite multiple modes may 
provide more effective and uniform heating  to larger loads occupying larger volumes. 
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Appendix A - Rectangular Waveguide 
  
The intrinsic impedance of a rectangular waveguide (TE & TM modes), phase velocity, 
group velocity and the guided wavelength can be calculated using the expressions below: 
 
 ƞ
𝑇𝐸= 
120𝜋
√1− (
ƒ𝑐
ƒ
)
2
 = 
120𝜋
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
         (A-1) 
   
ƞ
𝑇𝑀= 120𝜋 √1−(
ƒ𝑐
ƒ
)
2
   
 = 120𝜋 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃       (A-2) 
 
 Phase velocity and group velocity 
 
𝑣𝑝 =
𝑐
√1− (
ƒ𝑐
ƒ
)
2
 = 
𝑐
√1− (
𝜆𝑜
𝜆𝑐
)
2
            (A-3) 
 
𝑣𝑔 = 𝑐√1 − (
ƒ𝑐
ƒ
)
2
    =  𝑐√1 − (
𝜆0
𝜆𝑐
)
2
          (A-4) 
 
𝑣𝑝𝑣𝑔 =  𝑐2           (A-5) 
 
Guided Wavelength 
 
𝜆𝑔 = 
𝜆0
√1− (
𝜆0
𝜆𝑐
)
2
           (A-6) 
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Appendix B - Rectangular Cavity 
 
 Quality factor of a TMmnp mode  
 
 Qmnp = 
𝑍𝑤 𝑎𝑏𝑑 𝑘𝑥𝑦
2  𝑘𝑚𝑛𝑝
4𝑅𝑠[𝑏(𝑎+𝑑)𝑘𝑥
2+𝑎(𝑏+𝑑)𝑘𝑦
2]
                 (B1.1) 
 
 Where: 
 
 𝑘𝑥 = 𝑚
𝜋
𝑎
 𝑘𝑦 = 𝑛
𝜋
𝑏
 𝑘𝑧 = 𝑝
𝜋
𝑎𝑑
 𝑘𝑥𝑦 = √𝑘𝑥 2 + 𝑘𝑦2            (B1.2) 
 
 𝑘𝑚𝑛𝑝 =  √𝑘𝑥2 + 𝑘𝑦2 + 𝑘𝑧2                           (B1.3) 
 
 a,b and d are cavity dimensions 
 
 The impedance of the Zw plane wave and the surface resiatance of the walls of the 
 cavity Rs are given below: 
 
 𝑍𝑤 = √
µ0
𝜀0
 and 𝑅𝑠 = 
1
𝜎𝛿
 and δ = √
2
𝜔µ0𝜀0𝜎
              (B1.4) 
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Appendix C - Eigen Values – Unloaded Rectangular Cavity 
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Appendix D - Eigen Values – Unloaded Rectangular Cavity 
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Appendix E – Single Mode Cylindrical Cavity 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(a) Empty Cavity (b) – E-Field 
(c) Circulating H-Field 
(d) Top and side views show the field distribution inside the cavity 
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Cylindrical Cavity Single to three loop evolution 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cylindrical cavity loop development 
 
Cylindrical cavity loop optimisation 
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RF Transistor Device Technology Comparisons 
Infineon Technologies AG. 
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